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Notes from the Editor

I

T is my great privilege to once again serve the outstanding graduate
students of Western Michigan University as the Director and Editor of
The Hilltop Review.

A point of pride for us are the many opportunities we provide for our graduate students to grow personally and professionally by becoming familiar
with the submission and publication process; by improving their writing,
editing, and reviewing skills; and by celebrating their creativity in art and
literature.
Spring 2017 is my last semester working at The Hilltop Review. Over the past
year, I have not been the sole director and editor of this journal – many other people have served as my editing partners throughout this semester: my
parents Ahmadreza Ameli and Roya Narimani, who have made their newcomer daughter more confident about tackling all the challenges of an editor; the prior Director and Editor of the journal, Rebecca Straple, as well as
the ScholarWorks Librarian and Associate Professor of University Libraries,
Maira Bundza, both of whom have tirelessly trained me in so many different
ways; my thoughtful and knowledgeable mentor, Lee Kirk, to whom I owe
a deep debt of gratitude for all the editing and writing skills he has taught
me; Margaret Von Steinen, the Senior Executive Assistant at WMU Office of
Government Affairs, who has generously shared her knowledge and novel
ideas in order to promote this journal; and last but not least, the editorial
board members: Rebecca Straple, Erin S. Lynch, Hannah Pankratz, Sita Karki, Seán Patrick Geizer, Dweepobotee Brahma, and Anna Alioto, who have
been hard-working, patient, and compassionate while accompanying me in
all the ups and downs we have faced throughout this journey.
On behalf of all the directors and editors of The Hilltop Review, as well as
everyone whose work we now publish, I would like to invite you to read and
enjoy the Spring 2017 issue we now proudly share with you.

Zahra Ameli Renani
Director and Editor, The Hilltop Review
zahra.amelirenani@wmich.edu/ gsa-hilltop@wmich.edu
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place paper for “Liturgical Processions in the Black Death”; Rebecca D. Fox
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Glorious and Execrable:
The Dead and Their Bodies in
World War I Poetry
“Unburiable bodies sit outside the dug-outs all day, all night, the most
execrable sights on earth: In poetry, we call them the most glorious.”
– Wilfred Owen, February 4, 1917

Rebecca Straple

Ph.D. in English Literature
Department of English
Western Michigan University
rebecca.straple@gmail.com

M

ANY critics of poetry written during World War I see a clear
divide between poetry of the early and late years of the war,
usually located after the Battle of the Somme in 1916. After this event, poetic trends seem to move away from odes
to courageous sacrifice and protection of the homeland, toward bitter or
grief-stricken verses on the horror and pointless suffering of the conflict.
This is especially true of poetry written by soldier poets, many of whom
were young, English men with a strong grounding in Classical literature
and languages from their training in the British public schooling system.
Although such divides are necessarily oversimplified, this characterization
is, as Janis P. Stout argues in Coming Out of War: Poetry, Grieving, and the
Culture of the World Wars, “a useful approximation, fitting the general outlines of the considerable body of memorable poetry that came out of the
war.” 1 This poetic shift reflected and paralleled larger cultural and societal
movements accompanying the war and the first decades of the twenty-first
century: quickly developing new technologies; increasing industrialization;
a general disillusionment with the supposed “progress” and “modernization” of that technology and industry; the weakening of rigid British class
structures; changing gender roles; and the birth of Modernism, an artistic
and literary movement that urged artists to, in the enduring words of Ezra
Pound, “make it new,” to recognize and reject obsolete traditions and cultural trends of the past.
Although most of the soldier poets fighting in World War I would not be
classified as Modernists by literary scholars, they also developed “a new kind
of war poetry whose techniques, language, and willingness to confront unvarnished horrific facts constitute a turning against the romantic and genteel
past,” reproducing the larger cultural shift of Modernism in miniature within the confines of the trenches and hospital wards of World War I. 2 Many
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scholars have identified aspects of soldier poets’ work that illustrate this shift,
including the increase in fragmented phrasing, breakdown of regular rhyme
scheme and meter, and precision and brevity of imagery that characterizes
Modernist poetry more generally. In this paper, I examine poetry by Rupert
Brooke, Charles Sorley, Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon, Isaac Rosenberg,
and others, and argue for an additional, and, for these poets, highly significant marker of this shift—the epistemological power of the dead and their
bodies. While World War I poets were naturally concerned with bodies
throughout the war, the stories they told with those bodies and the way in
which they spoke through them changed drastically as the war dragged on.
Poetry of the early years of the war depicts bodies as stable, insulated objects
on which poets can project messages of admiration for the sacrifice and nobility of soldiers, support for the war, or concepts of nationalism and empire;
in later poetry of the war, bodies are unstable, exposed, and corrupted, no
longer able to support old messages of courage and noble sacrifice, but reflecting the futility, senselessness, and destruction of the war.

Early English Poetry of the War: The Dead as Heroes
The war in Britain “was welcomed enthusiastically by most, if not all,
sections of the society… initially conceived as a ‘liberator,’” and, to some, a
cleansing force that would jolt awake a stagnating culture.3 To understand
the British people’s enthusiasm for the war and the prevailing attitude toward soldiers and their deaths, especially in the first year or two of the war,
requires a certain understanding of the British literary environment at the
turn of the twentieth century. With no television, no radio, the extremely recent advent of film, and an unprecedented level of literacy, entertainment for
the masses largely consisted of literature, and the literary canon at the beginning of the twentieth century determined that many British citizens were
“a literary people who saw the war through the old texts.”4 Ben Townsend
argues that “the poetry of the First World War provides a literary picture of
the Empire at its height and before its fall, when a highly literate public saw a
modern war through medieval eyes." 5 This included the soldiers who enthusiastically volunteered in masses at the beginning of the war, some of whom,
including many of the soldier poets, were the product of the public schooling system that placed value on “the reading of classics that romanticized
war and chivalry” and “sport, in which students learned to be committed
and passionate, to play fair, and to accept pain without complaining.” 6 These
tendencies in public schooling reflected a “prevailing archetypal attitude of
‘hero-worship’” in the culture more generally.7
Herbert Asquith’s “The Volunteer,” actually written in 1912 before the
start of the war, epitomizes these attitudes. Taking the form of an epitaph,
the poem tells us that “Here lies a clerk who half his life had spent / Toiling
at ledgers in a city grey,” but who dreamt of giving his life for his country in
glorious battle, described in heavily romantic and chivalric terms: he fights
“with no lance broken in life’s tournament,” and “The gleaming eagles of
the legions came, / And horsemen, charging under phantom skies, / Went
thundering past beneath the oriflamme.” 8 The clerk gets his wish—“those
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waiting dreams are satisfied”—and the poem ends on a distinctly romantic
and heroic note: “Nor need he any hearse to bear him hence, / Who goes to
join the men of Agincourt.” 9 Dying for one’s country in a blaze of glory is
the clerk’s ultimate wish, envisioned in the language of medieval romance
and idealized chivalry.10
During the war, soldiers, perhaps especially dead soldiers, were afforded
hero status reflecting these ideals: “Writing in the Daily Mirror on November 22, 1916, W. Beach Thomas managed to assert that the dead British soldier even lies on the battlefield in a special way bespeaking his moral superiority: ‘Even as he lies on the field he looks more quietly faithful, more simply
steadfast than others.’” 11 It is not surprising, then, that much of the poetry
produced in the early years of the war perpetuates that “hero-worship”; reflects the value placed on abstract concepts of sacrifice, courage, “fighting
the good fight,” and protection of the homeland; and projects both of those
concepts onto the dead and their bodies. Townsend describes this poetic
work in “On the Front Lines of an Empire: The Rhetoric of Poetry of the
First World War”: “Using language of the British literary canon, imbibed
with feudal rhetoric, those soldiers produced poetry that stands in contrast
to the reality of the war.” 12 The bodies of the dead in this poetry certainly
contrast those of reality. Bodies are rarely depicted being killed or wounded,
acting in the thick of fighting, or lying exposed, left unburied; instead, poets
usually describe the dead and their bodies long after their deaths. They are
portrayed as whole, not missing limbs or riddled with wounds, and are usually buried: stable, protected, and sealed away, not confronting the reader or
speaker with the horrors of war.
By portraying the dead this way, poets like Rupert Brooke, Charles Sorley,
and others, including even Wilfred Owen and Siegfried Sassoon—perhaps
the most famous voices of bitter, graphic, realistic World War I poetry in the
war’s later years—project abstract messages of nationalism, heroic sacrifice,
courage, remembrance, and the call to continue fighting onto the stable, insulated bodies in their poems. One of the most enduring poems of the time, Rupert Brooke’s “The Soldier,” worth quoting here in its entirety, exemplifies the
way in which physical bodies can carry embody nationalism and the Empire:
If I should die, think only this of me:
That there’s some corner of a foreign field
That is forever England. There shall be
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed;
A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,
Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,
A body of England’s, breathing English air,
Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home.
And think, this heart, all evil shed away,
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given;
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day;
And laughter, learnt of friends; and gentleness,
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In hearts at peace, under an English heaven.13
The body here is England, “bore, shaped, made aware” by England; everything the body is has been given or been affected by England (ln. 5). The
body is, in fact, making the earth around it into England as it lies in its grave,
expanding the Empire, a dutiful English soldier (ln. 2).
The speaker is, in fact, alive, speaking to us, but in the hypothetical situation he projects, he is already dead; readers do not see the shell or bullet or
illness that kills him. There is also no sense of regret or grief from the speaker at the prospect of dying, only a nationalistic reassurance to the presumed
friends and family whom the speaker is comforting. As Eric J. Leed argues,
“Within the national ideologies that reigned in 1914, the civilian exchanged
his private self and his individual self-interest for a public and communal
identity represented in the uniform.” 14 “The Soldier” is largely patriotic and
supportive of the Empire, as it reflects this exchange of private self or interiority; the speaker is now a “pulse in the eternal mind” (ln. 10). The last line
adds the common sentiment of soldiers protecting those at home: he died
to protect “gentleness, / In hearts at peace, under an English heaven,” the
heaven (particularly English, rather than universally Christian) from which
he presumably will look down on those hearts (lns. 13-14).
The body in “The Soldier” is certainly productive, turning the earth
around it into a “richer dust,” allowing the transmission of nationalistic and
memorializing messages, but some buried bodies in early World War I poetry, such as those found in poems by John McCrae, John William Streets, Wilfred Owen, and Charles Sorley, are even more literally productive. A common conceit in poetry of this era is that of flowers growing out of soldiers’
graves, or even from their blood. One of the most famous and oft-quoted
poems of the war, and perhaps one of the most influential in terms of the poem’s enduring image of the red poppy as the “Remembrance Poppy,” is Canadian John McCrae’s “In Flanders Fields,” written in 1915. Those “poppies
blow / Between the crosses, row on row / That mark our place” where they
“lie / in Flanders Fields.” 15 Written after the death of McCrae’s friend Alexis
Helmer in the Second Battle of Ypres, the poem is certainly a memorial, but
it is also an exhortation to keep up the fight, to continue the work that the
dead began, a patriotic call to arms: “Take up our quarrel with the foe, / To
you from failing hands we throw / The torch; be yours to hold it high” (lns.
10-12). As Daniel Hipp remarks in The Poetry of Shell Shock, “According to
Yeats, a poem such as this one demonstrates the proper treatment of war
in poetry—to monumentalize the dead, to make their deaths symbolic and
timeless, rather than to recreate the experience of such deaths in all their
horror and immediacy.” 16
Similarly patriotic and eager to make war sacrifices “timeless” are the
poems of John William Streets, collected in the book The Undying Splendour
after his death in the Battle of the Somme in 1916. The title of the collection alludes to the romantic and idealistic view of the war found in Streets’s
poems; “Matthew Copse” and “A Soldier’s Cemetery,” for example, contain
phrases such as “Man in triumph scorning death below” and “the flower of
Youth, / the men who scorned / To live (so died) when languished liberty.” 17
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His long poem “The Dead: A Requiem,” written in June 1915, is full of Classical allusions, romantic language and conventions, and enthusiastic praise
of heroes:
O Youth too great with Littleness to dwell!
O soul of Youth triumphant over death!
O envious manhood keeping sentinel
O’er nobleness of life! O oracle which saith:
‘The soul of life is in the will to give
The best to life in willing sacrifice.18
“A Soldier’s Cemetery” makes a connection between the burial of soldiers
and future fertility: “And flowers will shine in this now barren plot” (ln. 11).
“Matthew Copse” is even more explicit:
Nature flourishes amid decay…
Dreams of the day when rampant there will rise
The flowers of Truth and Freedom from the blood
Of noble youth who died: when there will bud
The flower of Love from human sacrifice. (ln. 21, 25-28)
In this poem, the “flowers of Truth and Freedom” grow directly from the
soldiers’ blood and “the flower of Love from human sacrifice” (lns. 26, 28). In
these poems, the sacrifices of soldiers are productive, ensuring future peace
and fertility; the war is certainly not the senseless waste that dominates later
World War I poetry.
In fact, even Wilfred Owen’s very early poems and writing on the war
share these productive and supportive sentiments. “1914”19 is a surprisingly
conventional poem, reflecting the view at the time that the war would renew
Western culture:
For after Spring had bloomed in early Greece,
And Summer blazed her glory out with Rome,
An Autumn slowly fell, a harvest home,
A slow grand age, and rich with all increase.
But now, for us, wild Winter, and the need
Of sowings for new Spring, and blood for seed.20
Although the war will have the same killing effect as winter, “a new
Spring” will follow, new growth made possible by the sacrifices of the war—
indeed, growing out of their blood. Finding such an attitude in a poem of
Owen’s might come as a surprise, considering the harsh critique of the war
found in his later poems (discussed below), but his initial ideas about the
war were similar to most other Britons’. In a letter to his mother written
in France in December 1916, he describes being injured: “‘This morning I
was hit! We were bombing and a fragment from somewhere hit my thumb
knuckle. I coaxed out a drop of blood. Alas! No more!! There is a fine hero-
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ic feeling about being in France…but excitement is always necessary to my
happiness.’” 21 This “fine heroic feeling,” however, is gone a few weeks later; in
another letter, dated January 1, he writes, “I can see no excuse for deceiving
you about these last 4 days. I have suffered seventh hell.”22 While “1914” reflects Owen’s initial belief that a new peace would emerge, made possible by
sacrifice during the war, the poem is not completely supportive of the war.
The first stanza describes the war as “The foul tornado, centred at Berlin…
over all the width of Europe whirled, / Rending the sails of progress.” 23
Charles Sorley’s “Two Sonnets” of June 1915 are similarly complicated in
their view of the war itself, but hopeful about the possible productivity of the
sacrifices of war and admiring of the soldiers who make them. The second
sonnet describes death in distinctly unromantic, but carefully neutral and
peculiarly anonymous terms: “Such, such is Death: no triumph: no defeat: /
Only an empty pail, a slate rubbed clean, / A merciful putting away of what
has been.” 24 And, rather than demonize the enemy as so much war poetry
does, the speaker says, “Victor and vanquished are a-one in death: / Coward
and brave, friend, foe” (lns. 21-22). The last few lines, however, are unmistakably adulatory and again depict flowers, more metaphorical this time,
growing from the sacrifice: “And your bright Promise, withered long and
sped, / Is touched, stirs, rises, opens and grows sweet / And blossoms and is
you, when you are dead” (lns. 26-28).
Some poets in the early years of the war, including Rupert Brooke, Siegfried Sassoon, and Laurel Binyon, take the desire to insulate the reader from
the dead’s bodies even further—these dead are barely even embodied, but
are instead an abstract collective, “The Dead,” as abstract as the concepts of
nobility, courage, and nationalism they support. Rupert Brooke in fact wrote
two sonnets as part of his “1914” sonnet sequence, both entitled “The Dead,”
neither of which focuses on the bodies of the dead (the second of these, “IV.
The Dead,” mentions “these hearts” and “cheeks,” but as memories of the
dead when they were living.25 Instead “the Dead” are an abstract concept
who “brought us, for our dearth, / Holiness, lacked so long, and Love, and
Pain,” and through whom “we have come into our heritage.” 26 The second
sonnet gives us a portrait of those who died through their living experiences
with nature, and leaves us with the “shining peace” the Dead have won for
us. These are not dead, but immortal, and George Parfitt argues that “‘[IV.]
The Dead’ is a shimmer of words (‘a white/Unbroken glory, a gathered radiance’) which abolishes its title and thus serves the national cause, as defined
by the national leaders.’” 27
Along with Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon is remembered as one of
the fiercest anti-war soldier poets, whose verse is more caustic than Owen’s
typically melancholic and regretful critique of the war. But “To My Brother,” an early poem of Sassoon’s written in 1915 after the death of his younger
brother, like Owen’s “1914,” shows an uncharacteristic praise of sacrifice and
characterization of the dead as heroes—perhaps because it memorializes his
brother, perhaps because it was written so early, perhaps for both reasons.
Sassoon envisions himself victorious through his brother, who is immortalized in the poem:
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Your lot is with the ghosts of soldiers dead,
And I am in the field where men must fight.
But in the gloom I see your laurell’d head
And through your victory I shall win the light.28
Sassoon also draws on Classical imagery, giving his brother laurels, ancient symbols of victory. Sassoon memorializes his brother and the other
soldiers who have given their lives in the war, without focusing on their bodies or even their resting places, immortalizing them even more literally than
the above poems have with soldiers who are buried.
Laurel Binyon pursues a similar goal in his 1914 poem “For
the Fallen”:
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning,
We will remember them.29
Not only will they not grow old, but Binyon depicts them sleeping, employing, like the government and the soldiers themselves, a euphemism for
the words “dead”: “They sleep beyond England’s foam” (ln. 20). Like Sassoon’s brother and many of the soldiers in the poems above, these soldiers
are also immortalized and memorialized; they are also, like the speaker of
“The Soldier” discussed earlier in this section, tools of Empire and nationalist sentiment. What little body the soldiers do possess in “For the Fallen”
is England’s—“England mourns for her dead across the sea. / Flesh of her
flesh they were, spirit of her spirit, / Fallen in the cause of the free”—or is
described as it was before their deaths, symbols of the hale, hearty English
soldier who is the object of hero-worship—“Straight of limb, true of eye.”30
The poem is still recited yearly around the English-speaking world on November 11, Remembrance Day.
These poems and their reluctance to discuss or portray the method of
these soldiers’ deaths or the reality of the war—that huge numbers of men
were being killed in brutally violent ways and were often left unburied because of practical problems with retrieving bodies from No Man’s Land or
the difficulty of identifying remains left after heavy shelling—reflect society’s early attitudes about the war: mostly optimistic, enthusiastic, even excited. After all, most Britons thought the war would be over by Christmas
1914, and, as Fussell points out, the British had a “tendency toward heroic
grandiosity about all their wars.”31 As the war dragged on, however, and as
it became more and more destructive, some poets looked for ways to renew
that optimism or at least to provide comfort to soldiers and their families
in the face of almost inevitable death, composing poems like the ones discussed above. Parfitt sees in these poems a “drive…to establish, by way of
the creation of unity, the idea that no sacrifice is too great for ‘the One Flag,’
and ‘the One Race.’”32 Townsend argues that “During World War I, people
read what they wanted to hear, that their young men were dying gallantly, that the Empire would live on, that country still came first. The nation
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wanted to believe that old flames still burned brightly, not that men were
dying like cattle or that Horace had lied.”33 This disillusionment becomes the
prevailing attitude of later World War I poetry, exemplified in the poetry of
Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon, Edmund Blunden, and Isaac Rosenberg,
as they shared their frustrations and disillusionment with and their anger at
the war and what they saw as needless, not productive, sacrifices.

The “Universal Pervasion of Ugliness”: The Dead as Waste
As the war continued into 1916 and on, poetry, especially by soldier poets,
began to display the “swerve from heroic aspiration to the bitter disillusionment.” 34 This transition is just becoming visible in Siegfried Sassoon’s “To
Victory.” In this poem, Sassoon idealizes not the war or those who died in it,
but the pleasure in life and contentment that existed for him before the war:
Return to me, colours that were my joy,
Not in the woeful crimson of men slain,
But shining as a garden, come with the streaming
Banners of dawn and sundown after rain.
I want to fill my gaze with blue and silver,
Radiance through living roses, spires of green,
Rising in young-limbed copse and lovely wood,
Where the hueless wind passes and cries unseen.35
Some of Sassoon’s later frustrations with the war surface here, although
they are not nearly as bitter as they become; aside from the “woeful crimson”
of line 2, Sassoon also writes, “Tired of the greys and browns and leafless ash
/ I would have hours that move like a glitter of dancers, / Far from the angry
guns that boom and flash” (lns. 10-12). Although Sassoon does not directly reference bodies in “To Victory,” the “woeful crimson of men slain” and
“young-limbed copse” unavoidably evoke blood and “corpse,” respectively.
Sassoon’s growing frustration is just starting to manifest here, still couched
in the romantic and pastoral imagery of nineteenth-century verse.
In contrast to the metaphorical allusion to bodies in “To Victory,” many
poets focus heavily on bodies in graphic detail and brutal clarity in the later
years of the war. In contrast to the poems discussed above, bodies in later
World War I poetry are no longer stable and are not sealed tastefully away in
graves. They are often left unburied, confronting the reader with the horrors
of the war, especially because many of these exposed bodies are fragmented,
blown apart, or compromised by visible and grisly wounds. In Edgell Rickword’s “Winter Warfare,” winter leaves soldiers’ “fingers stuck to burning
steel, / toes to frozen boot” and “stalk[s] on into No Man’s Land…with glinting heel / stab[s] those who lingered there / torn by screaming steel.” 36 Max
Plowman’s “Going into the Line” tells the story of a soldier who dies during
an attack: “and there he lay, / Foully deformed in what was once a man.” 37
These are not whole bodies, safely buried under the earth.
The Battle of the Somme took place between July 1 and November 18,
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1916, on both sides of the River Somme in France. It was intended to turn
the tide of the war in the Allies’ favor, but it became the largest battle of
World War I on the Western Front and one of the bloodiest battles in human history. Over a million soldiers were wounded or killed in gruesome
deaths that refuted the ideals of war represented in the poems above. Almost
twenty-thousand British soldiers died on the first day of the battle alone.
For many scholars, the Battle of the Somme represents a turning point in
the reception of the war and its representation in poetry: war could no longer be seen as a glorious, heroic enterprise in which men stoically died for
their country. Ernest Hemingway’s Frederick Henry reflects on this change
in A Farewell to Arms: “I had seen nothing sacred, and the things that were
glorious had no glory and the sacrifices were like the stockyards at Chicago
if nothing was done with the meat except to bury it…Abstract words such
as glory, honor, courage, or hallow were obscene.” 38 It had become less and
less clear for what cause English soldiers were actually dying; England itself
had not been invaded, and there was very little advancement being made
anywhere on the Western Front, with both sides dug into five hundred miles
of trenches separated by the infamous waste of No Man’s Land. In another
letter from Owen to his mother, dated February 4, 1917, Owen writes about
“the ‘universal pervasion of Ugliness’ (his own capitalization and underscoring) and the ‘hideous landscapes…everything unnatural, broken, blasted’
(Collected Letters 482).” 39 In a comment eerily appropriate for this discussion, Owen “noted the incongruity between this ugliness and traditional
war poetry: ‘unburiable bodies sit outside the dug-outs all day, all night, the
most execrable sights on earth: In poetry we call them the most glorious.’”40
As Fussell observes, in an environment like the one the war had become,
no longer “would the hearty idiom of boys’ adventure stories in which the
young hero never failed to stand up and play the game serve to transmit the
facts about modern mass man in the attack.”41
Instead, these poets created a new idiom and a new narrative, one that
did not perpetuate, as Owen calls it in “Dulce et Decorum Est,” “the old Lie:
Dulce et decorum est / Pro patria mori.”42 This new poetry bears witness to the
horrors of the war; unlike many earlier poems, which attempt to immortalize the dead, exhort other soldiers to carry on the fight, or support England
and the Empire, many later poems of the war criticize the war and the men
who are leading it or those at home who support it through their bleak, brutally honest portrayal of the war. Al-Joulan describes this imperative as the
poets’ self-claimed “duty of translating the reality of trench warfare, when
the soldiers themselves were not allowed to tell the truth, or perhaps dead
or even crippled and therefore incapable of doing so.”43 Part of this duty is
depicting grievously wounded or dead soldiers in brutal and realistic detail
and letting these bodies speak new messages. Sychterz notes that “the soldier
poets of World War I insist that the wounded body does indeed speak, and it
speaks with surprising frequency throughout their poetry.”44 Sychterz’s study
of war poetry and the body sets up a dichotomy between scars and wounds,
where “the wound disables an authoritative narrative identity, while the scar
reassembles that narrative”; in this case, I argue that the narrative is the one
of noble sacrifice that persisted throughout the early years of the war—and
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indeed for some, such as those at home, persisted throughout the war. Thus,
buried bodies in early war poetry are like scars: stable, enclosed, and therefore able to support relatively tenuous, unstable messages, the “old Lies” of
those who supported the war and who oversaw it. However, bodies in later
war poetry are wounds. They
carr[y] the same semantic potential as the scar, but it emerges in a different way, through the strange language of the body: the screams and
moans of pain, the crunch of bones, the sound of tissue tearing, the
sight of blood and the charnel smell of rotting flesh. The wound differs from the scar in that the injured individual cannot yet harness
those lesions into a coherent narrative, for her voice cannot yet close
its meaning.45
The bodies of later World War I poetry disable the “old Lies”; they still
support messages, but those messages may be incoherent or not yet understood, reflective of the senselessness and futility of the war perceived by
these poets, and they are unable to support the abstract and insubstantial
concepts of noble sacrifice, courage, and productive violence supported by
earlier poetry of the war.
The paradigmatic poem of this type is Wilfred Owen’s “Dulce et Decorum
Est.” Instead of the “feudal high-diction [that] defined early war poetry,” this
poem uses realistic, common speech and drags the reader down into the mud,
blood, and flooded trenches in which the poets themselves were immersed.46
The reader accompanies soldiers “knock-kneed, coughing like hags…
through sludge” as they “trudge” and are “drunk with fatigue.” 47 And when
the unit is hit by a gas attack and one soldier cannot get his mask on in time,
the description of his death is sustained in grim detail over fourteen lines:
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling,
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime…
Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light,
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.
In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.
If in some smothering dreams you too could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,— (lns. 11-24)
Although this body is not fragmented or blown apart by artillery, it is
“corrupted” and “flung” on a wagon” rather than buried away, where the
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reader would be safely insulated from it. The soldier “plunges” at the “helpless” speaker, and therefore the reader, confronting both with his suffering
and his truly horrible death. The body’s lungs are “froth-corrupted,” the
“innocent tongues” afflicted with “vile, incurable sores,” and earlier in the
poem, the soldiers as they walk are described as “asleep,” “lame,” “blind,”
“drunk,” and “deaf”—the poem cuts off any possibility of speech, perception, or understanding, any opportunity for making grandiose statements
about the sacrifice of this soldier, the glory of war, or the strength of the
Empire.
Poems by Siegfried Sassoon, Edmund Blunden, and Isaac Rosenberg engage with messages about England, its Empire, and its soldiers in varying
ways, but none of them support traditional messages of nationalism and the
glory of war by supporting or spreading those messages. In Sassoon’s “The
Rear-Guard,” the soldier in the poem and reader are confronted with a casualty of the war, this one already dead:
Savage, he kicked a soft, unanswering heap
And flashed his beam across the livid face
Terribly glaring up, whose eyes yet wore
Agony dying hard ten days before,
And fists of fingers clutched a blackening wound.48
Again the possibility for communication is cut off; the soldier is an “unanswering heap” (ln. 14). There is also no sense of glory or sacrifice here, just
mute, senseless death, “a blackening wound” (ln. 18). Additionally, the live
soldier in the poem is not the brave, dignified Briton of early war poetry; he
is depicted “groping along the tunnel,” “tripping,” and cursing at and kicking the dead soldier: “‘God blast your neck!...Get up and guide me through
this stinking place” (lns. 1, 8, 12-13). As Townsend points out, “The old myths
of gallant soldiers worked in their time, but not in this one. Here was a war
where a man was a number, where the dead were considered ‘wastage.’”49
This soldier is not the “gallant,” proud representative of the Empire; he is just
a tired, lost man.
In contrast, the main character in Edmund Blunden’s “The Welcome”
could potentially be a representative of the Empire; he is described as
“scarcely come from leave and London” and “one who had scarcely shaken
/ The air of England out of his lungs.” 50 But the presence of the Empire is no
help when a shell lands “right into the doorway” and the six men who had
been standing there become a “muckheap” (lns. 17, 20). The “one who had
scarcely shaken / The air of England out of his lungs / Was alive, and sane”—
the Empire lives on, unaffected by the deaths of six men, blind to the suffering happening in its name (lns. 21-23). And the soldier recently returned
from leave, supposedly “alive, and sane,” is “a tall, lean, pale-looked creature,
/ With nerves that seldom ceased to wince; / Past war had long preyed on his
nature, / And war had doubled in horror since” (lns. 5-9). He is most likely
returning from a leave spent convalescing from shell shock, caused by the
trauma of fighting for the Empire, and now being dropped right back in the
midst of more trauma in the name of England. Thus, although his body is
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whole, like those of early World War I poems, it cannot support the ideals of
Empire and messages of glory; Blunden subverts the traditional image of the
uncompromised, whole body.
If the Empire is callous and blind in “The Welcome,” it is missing entirely
from Isaac Rosenberg’s “Dead Man’s Dump,” one of the most graphic and
unsparingly bleak poems of the war. Other than a line in which “Some borne
on stretchers dreamed of home,” there’s no reference to home, England, families, or anything associated with the homeland—and even the “home” those
on stretchers dream of has been “war-blotted from their hearts.” 51 The three
variations on the presence of Empire in “The Rear-Guard,” “The Welcome,”
and “Dead Man’s Dump” suggest, as Townsend argues, that “England’s
myths had crumbled with the empire. What could possibly grow out of that?
World War I brought on the end of myth of the Empire, one that the modern
world has yet to experience again.”52
But where “Dead Man’s Dump” spends almost no time focused on those
at home or on nationalism, it focuses obsessively on the dead and their bodies, and particularly on destroying them completely. The wagon that passes over the dead “pained them not, though their bones crunched,” and its
“wheels grazed his [a dead soldier’s] face”; “a man’s brains [are] splattered on
/ A stretcher-bearer’s face,” and the dead are “Burnt black by strange decay”
(lns. 7-8, 79, 48-49, 56). Rosenberg actively violates “the merit attached to
the wholeness of the human body in Western civilisation” here, mercilessly
breaking down bodies the way that the war itself does.53 The poem reflects a
sentiment in many of the war poets’ writing: “To speak of ‘suffering’ is not
enough; one must see and feel the bloody head cradled dead on one’s own
shoulder,” or, in this case, hear and feel the bones crunch under one’s feet.54
These bodies are not buried with dignity or memorialized in poetry, but are
left exposed, nameless, and subject to further degradation.
Unlike the buried bodies of earlier World War I poetry, those bodies left
lying on the ground in the later poems of Blunden, Owen, and Rosenberg are
not productive, fertilizing plants and flowers with their blood; indeed, they
are distinctly unproductive. Blunden’s “The Welcome,” for example, turns
six men, with the potential productivity of six lives, into a “muckheap,” pure
“‘wastage’” (line 20).55 Owen’s “Futility” revises the agricultural language of
his earlier poem “1914,” in which blood was seed:
Move him into the sun—
Gently its touch awoke him once,
At home, whispering of fields half-sown…
Think how it [the sun] wakes the seeds—
Woke once the clays of a cold star.
Are limbs, so dear achieved, are sides
Full-nerved, still warm, too hard to stir? (lns. 1-3, 8-10)
The sun will not wake this dead soldier like it wakes seeds. “Futility”
raises the question of continuing life for the soldier, leaving the reader to answer it from his or her reading of the poem—Owen’s “The
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End” answers that question for the reader, cutting off any possibility
of production.
Shall Life renew these bodies? Of a truth
All death will he annul, all tears assuage?—
Or fill these void veins full again with youth,
And wash, with an immortal water, Age?
When I do ask white Age he saith not so:
'My head hangs weighed with snow.' 56
This soldier’s veins are “void,” and when the speaker asks directly, “Shall
Life renew these bodies?” the answer is unambiguously negative (lns. 7, 5, 9).
Finally, Rosenberg’s “Break of Day in the Trenches” is far less graphic
than “Dead Man’s Dump,” but still shuts down the possibility of production
from the soldiers’ bodies or from the ground that swallows them. The “droll
rat” to whom the speaker talks passes by,
Strong eyes, fine limbs, haughty athletes,
Less chanced than you for life
Bonds to the whims of murder,
Sprawled in the bowels of the earth,
The torn fields of France.57
These living bodies are destined for death, and the ones who are already
dead are not respectfully buried, but “sprawled in the bowels of the earth”
(ln. 17). Rosenberg also recalls McCrae’s poppies when his speaker “pull[s]
the parapet’s poppy / To stick behind [his] ear” (lns. 5-6). Just as flowers
grow from the blood of soldiers who have died in Streets’s “Matthew Copse”
and “A Soldier’s Cemetery,” they grow here as well—but they do not thrive:
“Poppies whose roots are in men’s veins / Drop, and are ever dropping” (lns.
23-24). Susanne Christine Puissant explains that “during the high times of
British romantic irony in the nineteenth century, the world was perceived
as chaotic but the chaos itself as highly fertile. Now, at the beginning of the
twentieth century, this fertility seemed to have turned into its opposite,
namely ultimate destruction.”58 This shift from the perception of chaos being
productive to that of chaos being senseless and destructive is deeply reflected
in poetry of the time, including that by Rosenberg, Owen, Sassoon, and others, who subvert and reverse old metaphors and conceits.
Bodies in this “new kind of war poetry” are not productive, but wasted; not buried reverently, but left to rot in No Man’s Land; no longer stable
slates on which to write nationalistic messages of pride and hero-worship,
but disintegrating pieces of meat incapable of communicating such simplistic ideals. This poetic revolution was necessary for poets who lived through
the new and shocking experiences of World War I; as Townsend points out,
“this was an unprecedented war and the experience of a war like this had
never been described before.”59 Trudy Tate describes the historically unique
situation that led to so many soldiers developing what was then called shell
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shock, now understood as post-traumatic stress:
The experience of the First World War trenches forced soldiers into extremes of passivity—in effect, waiting to be shelled—at the same time
as the war demanded immense courage, resourcefulness, and action.
Threatened constantly with death or mutilation, frequently witnessing
the grotesque deaths of their friends and companions, men often felt at
the mercy of immense machines that always seemed to be winning.60
War was no longer something that a skilled, courageous soldier could
survive due to his individual actions, fighting face-to-face with a recognizable foe. World War I “fundamentally altered traditional sources of identity,
age-old images of war and men of war,” and it “constituted, for the soldiery,
a fundamental break with the past,” reflected in the break with past poetic
language and concepts that many poets effected.61 The changing imagery
and uses of the dead and their bodies in World War I poetry are markers of
that break, as they undergo a transformation from fertile, productive signs
of meaning that serve to perpetuate old-fashioned, archaic views of war as
glorious, heroic, and productive to empty, fragmented, and corrupted meat,
capable of conveying new understandings of war as futile, destructive, and
wasteful, but not the abstract, flimsy messages of the early war period.
In 1918, while posted to the Northern Command Depot at Ripon, Yorkshire, after convalescing from a diagnosis of shell shock, Wilfred Owen wrote
a draft “Preface” to a planned book of poetry that he never saw published. He
was killed in action on November 4, 1918, one week before the signing of the
Armistice that ended the war; his book was published the next year. His Preface contains some of the most famous lines about his poetry:
This book is not about heroes. English Poetry is not yet fit to speak
of them.
Nor is it about deeds, or lands, nor anything about glory, honour,
might, majesty, dominion, or power, except War.
Above all I am not concerned with Poetry.
My subject is War, and the pity of War.
The Poetry is in the pity.62
At the end of World War I, it seems that it was not possible, for many
poets, for their poetry to be about anything else.
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“In the year 1349 there came a great death in Germany that is called the
First Great Death. And they died by the dozen, and when that began, on the
third day they died. In Limburg more than 2400 people died,
not counting the children.” 1
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HE years of 1348 to 1350 in Europe were a time of great despair.
Since the turn of the millennium, Europe had undergone great
change. The continent had shifted from one dominated by agricultural practices and local trade to one of increasing interconnectedness with the wider world, characterized by increased urbanization
and trade between diverse populations and locations. The inventions of the
horse collar and the heavy plow, as well as the warmer climate, aided in this
transformation as they allowed for greater food production, which in turn
contributed to a rising population and the migration of people to cities from
their agricultural roots. These inventions especially helped those farmers
living in north and central Europe, where the soil consisted largely of clay,
which holds more nutrients and is harder to turn over than the sandy soil
found near the Mediterranean coast.
The incredible economic and population boom of the eleventh to the
thirteenth centuries stalled near the beginning of the fourteenth. The favorable climate that had given rise to the expansion was receding, shortening
growing seasons and reducing the productivity of fields. Less productive
farms meant less food, and famine quickly followed. It was against this population of malnourished, desperate people that the plague struck. Commonly referred to as the Black Death, the pestilence that ravaged Europe from
1348 to 1350 was the cause of many economic and social changes that have
been well documented. Also well documented is the rise of the Flagellant
Movement that sprung up to combat the roots of the plague. This movement,
consisting mostly of laymen, gained a particularly large following in the central European German-speaking lands.
The flagellants, pilgrims who whipped themselves to appease God’s anger, might seem to have reacted to hardship in the extreme to the contemporary person. While this is not an overstatement, it should be noted that
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the medieval Church had a long tradition of penitential flagellation. Indeed,
as early as the fifth and sixth centuries, St. Augustine and St. Benedict prescribed whipping as an acceptable form of both private and public penance.2
Voluntary flagellation, however, began in Italy in the eleventh century, and
in 1260, “a public, widespread, processional Flagellant Movement arose in
central Italy that was to be an important precursor to the one nearly a century later between 1348 and 1350 during the Black Death.” 3 This iteration left
behind confraternities of flagellants in Italy, although its impact was less
influential in the German-speaking lands, where it also took place.
Despite connections to earlier traditions, the origins and purpose of the
Flagellation movement of the mid-fourteenth century differ greatly from
that of the earlier rise of the flagellants. Rather than aiming to combat heresy or promote peace, the German flagellants instead explicitly sought to
perform penance for the sins of humankind.4 While this quality is key to the
practice of flagellation in general, during the Black Death the perceived need
for such action was much more prominent than in previous times. It is easy
to associate the corresponding flagellant movement with hysteria, but the
reaction is as rational as it is emotional, as traditional as it is radical. While
previous scholarship has delved into the economic and social repercussions
of the plague, close analyses of the mechanics of the Flagellant Movement
and the causes for its success are largely lacking. The populace’s change in
perception was due not only to the terrible devastation brought by the arrival of the plague, but also to the failure of the traditional clergy to meet
the needs of their communities. As exemplified by the processions that each
group used to introduce their ritual observances in light of the Black Death,
the flagellants enjoyed much more credibility than traditional clergy and
liturgical practices. In large part, this increased credibility rests on the flagellant practice of preserving traditional processional elements, while augmenting them to include greater engagement from viewers and participants,
and providing heavenly evidence to support their actions.

The Arrival of the Pestilence
Before examining the attempts of flagellants and the clergy to ameliorate
the effects of the plague, we will first touch upon the plague’s impact on
Europe and initial reactions to its arrival. Modern attempts to understand
the Black Death have resulted in a much clearer understanding of the event
than those people would have had who lived and died under its influence.
The Center for Disease Control in the United States identifies the active
plague-causing agent as a bacterium called Yersinia pestis. A primary method of spreading this disease is transmission via flea. These insects and their
rodent hosts are able to sustain the disease without suffering drastic losses in
their populations. Other mammals are more vulnerable.5
Humans can attract three separate varieties of the plague, though each
of these stems from contact with the same bacterium. The first type, and
the one by which the disease is most often known, is the bubonic plague.
Occurring most often from the bite of an infected flea, bubonic plague is
characterized by a swelling of the lymph nodes. The second form, septice-
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mic plague, can also be contracted via fleabite, or also from direct contact
with the disease. The third and deadliest form of the plague, the pneumonic
version, occurs by either inhaling infected droplets (as from another infected human) or as a continuance of untreated bubonic or septicemic plague,
when the infection spreads to one’s lungs. While today the plague can be
treated with antibiotics, in the Middle Ages no such cure existed. Instead,
1348 would mark the beginning of a time of unprecedented carnage for the
medieval world.6
The plague began in the East and quickly travelled westward. Abu
Hafs Umar Ibn Al-Wardi, a Muslim scholar who would die of the plague in
1349, recorded its origins in China and described its presence in the Near
East, where it “sat like a king on a throne and swayed with power, killing
daily one thousand or more and decimating the population.” 7 Giovanni
Villani, an Italian statesman, and Nicephorus Gregoras, a Byzantine scholar, described the transition of the plague to Europe.89 In each instance, the
spread is linked with trade-heavy regions, notably those areas that regularly
traded with Muslim merchants. By the time the plague reached central Europe, it arrived with an apocalyptic fanfare. An unknown monk writing at
the monastery of Neuberg in Austria reaffirmed that the pestilence began in
the East, but added that it was also heralded by natural and supernatural disasters.10 When the plague reached the western German city of Limburg, the
chronicler Tilemann von Wolfhagen recorded that “In the year 1349 there
came a great death in Germany that is called the First Great Death. And
they died by the dozen, and when that began, on the third day they died. In
Limburg more than 2400 people died,
not counting the children.”11
In the German-speaking lands, 28 percent of homeowners and 35
percent of local council members died as a result of the plague.12 Similarly, by
some accounts at least 40 percent of parish clergy lost their lives to the plague,
devastating cathedrals and abbeys the same as individual villages with their
own priests.13 Aside from adding onto the already horrific death toll, the loss
of the priests and other clergymen and the inability of the Church to channel
God’s grace and combat the pestilence led to concern over the power of traditional practice, adding a feeling of helplessness that compounded the desperation of the time. If God chose to let his servants die, why would he deign to
save a common person, no matter how devout their belief?
Attempts to understand the plague began with science, but the search for
answers was also conducted in spiritual realms: “Scholars could not decide
whether such a deadly year was due to the vagaries of the planets or the
corrupted air, but could only commit everything to God’s will.” 14 Increasingly, as the power of the Church failed to protect the clergy and the wider
populace, the plague shifted in common perception from a threat that God
might protect against to a tool that God wielded as punishment. Some contemporaries viewed the coming of the sickness as the end of times, equating
it with the Biblical plague, while others struggled to understand it in their
own terms.15
Petrarch, a widely respected Italian scholar, wrote of his anxieties to a
friend in 1349,

I do not deny that we deserve these misfortunes and even worse; but
our forebears deserved them too, and may posterity not deserve them
in turn. Therefore why is it, most Judge of judges, why is it that the
seething rage of Your vengeance has fallen so particularly hard upon
our times? Why is it that in times when guilt was not lacking, the
lessons of punishment were withheld? While all have sinned alike, we
alone bear the lash. We alone, I say; for I hear it affirmed that compared to the number we receive at present, the lashes inflicted upon
all men after that most famous ark had borne the remnants of humanity upon the formless sea would have been a delight, a joke, and
a respite…could it be that certain great truths are to be held suspect,
that God does not care for mortal men? But let us drive these foolish
thoughts from our mind.16
The sufferings of the 1300s took on a more terrible character than those
remembered of other times. In spite of the ministrations of local and administrative clergy, the prospects continued to look dark for most people. The
commoners continued putting their faith in God and in the Church, but circumstances put their faith to the test. The Black Death “did not spare those
of any age or fortune,”17 including members of the ecclesiarch. The medieval
person had trusted that, if the plague indeed stemmed from God, His chosen
messengers could stop it, appease His anger, and lead the way to salvation
and health. That did not happen.

The Clerical Cure
By 1348, the medieval Church was ripe for criticism. Even before the
plague struck, problems of simony and uneducated clergy undermined popular perceptions of the institution.18 The arrival of the pestilence created further issues for the Church, as the devastation prevented the Church from
performing its regular observances, which the Church stalwartly tried to
maintain in the presence of the illness. While the Church would never be
completely detached from the common people, traditional practices had established that most of the clergy come from the nobility,19 and that specific
measures be taken in times of hardship, which contributed to a perceived
lack of ability to appease God’s anger.
The Catholic Church had an established tradition designed to help sate
God’s desire for penitence. These events, called Rogation Days, happen at
set times each year, or as needed in times of great calamity.20 Records for
continental rogation processions are scarce, but fortunately, we have an exemplum from which we can construct the general path and practice of processions around the mid-fourteenth century.21
By the end of the twelfth century, the Church employed processions
much more frequently than the earliest records, from the twelfth century,
show. Processions increased not only in number but also in complexity. By
the fourteenth century, the number of occasions for regular (not rogation)
processionals had tripled, and practice had refined the form to impart more
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powerful symbolism.22 Indeed, processions, which came into Christian
practice as early as the fourth century,23 had originally served the purpose
of conducting the preacher and his ministers to the site of the service;24 by
the twelfth century, processions occurred every Sunday in many places.25 As
such, the processions came to serve more as affirmation for the authority of
the clergy rather than honoring specific saints or holy days.26
It is little wonder, then, that one of the first actions of the Church upon
the arrival of the plague was to call “special civic Masses and processions,
thought to be useful in quelling the divine rage and sparking repentance in
the people.”27 Rogation processions followed a similar path to that of regular
processions, with differences only prominent in the songs used during the
event and the more frequent inclusion of saintly relics.28
At the beginning of any procession carried out by the clergy, a blessing of
salt and water opened the ceremony. The priest of the ceremony wore a red
cope over his alb, while the other participants were restricted to their usual
dress of surplices.29 Holy Water led the congregation, sometimes sprinkled
onto specific places. At least one cross followed the Holy Water, with specific
numbers and types of crosses determined by the importance and type of the
ceremony. Next came participants carrying candles and incense, followed
by a sub-deacon bearing a text of the Gospel and finally any monks or clerks
who were present.30 In rogation ceremonies, the use of relics was common.
If included, a reliquary would take the position immediately before the
sub-deacon,31 giving the honored saint a prominent role in the proceedings,
before even the Bible. Occasionally the processions featured “bare feet, ashes, and sackcloth” as “common signs of penance,” as well as flags for some
rogation days.32 As can be gathered from these instructions, the number of
participants walking in any one row could vary slightly. It would not have
been uncommon to see one to three members in a row, depending on the
member’s role in the procession.
Ordinarily, processions left the choir while singing, and continued
through the church, travelling down the main aisle before entering the
cloister. Here the procession stopped under the cross, where another song
was sung and the priest gave a prayer. Once this was completed, processions
returned to the choir, after which the event concluded.33
The chants of the rogation processions hold particular importance to our
discussion, as these made up the bodily supplication portion of the ceremony. It is important to remember when discussing these, however, that chants
sung by the established clergy would have been sung in Latin, and thus
would have been inaccessible to the majority of listeners. Rogation processions appropriately included pleas for God’s help, whether generally or for a
specific cause. While there are records of processions called specifically to
combat pestilence, they relied on standard rogation lyrics to communicate
their messages.34 In these, however, Christ is rarely mentioned.35
The “regular and secular clergy frequently carried relics around their
churches with prayers to avert the impending disaster,”36 but it is critical to
remember that, by the mid-fourteenth century, processions had become at
least a weekly part of one’s churchgoing practice. Processions did not signify
important or unique events, but instead existed as part of the status quo.
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Setting rogation processions apart from others was the heavy use of relics
and supplications to saints. In the time of the Black Death in particular,
these processions would have included the figures of plague saints such as
Saint Sebastian and Saint Roch, the worship of whom was more prominent
in Germany.37 That said, even the veneration of specialist saints was far from
a radical change, especially when they failed to deliver the protection that
was so desperately sought.
The rise of the Flagellant Movement is tied as intimately to the perceived
failures of the Church as it is to the devastation of the plague. The Catholic
Church sought to protect its people using the traditional methods that it had
developed and refined for a millennium. While it is no fault of the clergy that
their ministrations failed to achieve the desired result, for a populace that
was suffering under the merciless rule of the plague, clerical measures were
insufficient. Additionally, as it became increasingly clear to the people that
the plague must stem from God’s anger, they questioned more and more the
veracity of the priests.

The Flagellant Response
As mentioned above, the flagellants were continuing a practice deeply
rooted in Christian traditions of both the distant and recent past. Norman
Cohn defines the flagellation as “a grim torture which people inflicted on
themselves in the hope of inducing a judging and punishing God to put away
his rod, to forgive them their sins, and to spare them the greater chastisements which would otherwise be theirs in this life and the next.” 38 Flagellants sought not only to diminish their punishment for the sins that they had
accumulated as individuals, but also to relieve all people from bearing the
burden of God’s anger. Heaven provided the ultimate answer for medieval
people. When they turned to God’s priests and saints for protection, they felt
His lashes only fall harder, and society responded the same. The flagellant
attempts to subvert the ire of God from many to a few attracted people from
all levels of society. In the German-speaking lands more so than in other
regions, hope arrived in the form of these visceral penitents, who “unexpectedly arose from all parts of Germany, whose numbers and the suddenness of
their coming was a source of universal wonder.” 39
The Flagellant Movement, as a reaction against the plague and as a supplementary effort to that made by the Church, maintained many similarities
in its activities to the processions and supplicatory attempts of the established institution. Despite that, the rise of the flagellants is a direct rebellion
against the status quo. As such, there were many differences between the
flagellants’ practice and traditional Church practice, among which the most
important are the demographic makeup of the groups, the language of the
liturgy, their connection to the spiritual realm, and, of course, the flagellation for which they received their name.
The people who would become flagellants reacted to the great sadness
that came from the many deaths of the plague and formed a community for
people to “rue their sins and [seek] penance.”40 At its outset, this community
grew almost daily, with “many people of the cities also [becoming] flagel-
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lants, both laymen and priests, but no learned priest joined them.”41 Later
writers, as part of the establishment, would not deign to legitimize the efforts
with the inclusion of so much as one “learned priest.” Nevertheless, at the
time, open membership was a key attraction, as it allowed anyone to take
an active role in their own salvation. Von Wolfhagen mentions that whoever
wanted to join, whether knights, servants, or other people, joined with the
flagellants to seek their penance.42 In attempts to achieve the salvation offered
by the flagellants, “men in the cities and in the country went with the flagellants [by the] hundred, two-hundred or three-hundred or in the masses.” 43
These bands of penitents, despite following the same codes, moved “without
any order,” acting as separate but similar bands rather than units of the same
coherent body,44 and performing the liturgy in vernacular languages.45
The independent bands of flagellants functioned like processional pilgrims. The groups travelled throughout the German-speaking lands, united
in many characteristics, but without an office to maintain uniformity or provide any kind of governing authority. The individualistic nature of the flagellant bands would have been viewed as a happy departure from the norm
for a fourteenth century medieval person. Indeed, the makeup of the groups
provided a particularly strong impetus to join—no longer was supplication
restricted to the elite class of the clergy, which consisted of mostly nobles.
Now, rather than being led in worship by a priest whose ministrations had
failed to prevent or cure the plague and whose very holiness is doubtful, people from every niche of society had the opportunity to participate in appeasing God’s wrath. Performing the liturgy in vernacular languages rather than
Latin, the mysterious language of the Church, further allowed the people to
strive for their own salvation. Instead of trusting in a priest to say the right
words, people could cry their own prayers to heaven and know the content
of their supplications.
While travelling throughout the German-speaking lands, the flagellants
would frequently stop in towns and cities to perform their penance. They
arrived in towns, “walking two by two,” 46 and wearing a tunic “over their
ordinary clothes. On the front of this tunic they wore a red cross over the
breast and another behind on the back, and the tunic was cut away in one
place and there hung their whips…they wore hoods over their heads, upon
each of which was sewn a red cross before and behind.” 47 This dress, so similar to that which crusaders, also pilgrims, wore when they departed on their
holy journeys,48 likely helped to add to the excitement that greeted flagellants when they neared a town. The cross on the tunic acted as an important
symbol for the flagellants, tying them not only to the crusaders, but also to
Christ. Additionally, the tunics separated the flagellants from their clerical
counterparts. Rather than wearing plain surplices, the flagellants stood out
as holy pilgrims seeking to save humanity.
As von Wolfhagen records, when flagellants performed their services, they
“carried crosses and flags like in the churches…and when they came before a
city, they went in a procession two by two into the church: [they] had hoods
on, then stood before red crosses,”49 while the leader began a song. The song,
the first of many that the flagellants used in their ceremonies, begged Christ
for forgiveness, personifying him as one who carried a cross in his hand like
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a flagellant himself. 50 The flagellants sang this German hymn frequently, including every time they came across the body of a saint, as well as when they
entered a church, at which times they stripped to their underclothes, with
bits of cloth only on their loins and on their ankles.51 In some cases, as Li Muisis notes, “they arrived at the site with their feet and bodies naked, wearing
only a garment made from cloth in the likeness of what butchers wear when
performing their work.” 52 Once appropriately dressed, they exited the church
either to a churchyard, as von Wolfhagen records,53 or to a town square, at
which point “word of them spread through the whole town, so that all came
running.” 54 Beginning a second song, the flagellants prepared to begin their
true demonstration, for which they received their name.55
Here we see many similarities to processions performed by Church officials, one of which von Wolfhagen points out. The prominence of crosses
and flags in the ceremony, the use of song, veneration of saints, and use of
sackcloth for clothing are all practices found in traditional rogation processions. It would not, however, be customary for the clergy to strip naked upon
entering the church, nor would the songs be sung in the local dialect. Also
remember that references to Christ are relatively few in traditional rogational processions. Flagellant processions turn more often to God for intercession and rely less on the saints. Not only were flagellants singing in their own
language, they were engaging in a more personal relationship with Christ
through their songs.
It was upon emergence from the church and entry into the secular world
that flagellant processions earned their fame. Arriving in the square or
marketplace, they produced their scourges and performed penance. Heinrich of Hereford recorded the appearance of the flagellants in great detail,
noting that, “Each whip consisted of a stick from which hung down three
cords tied with great knots on their ends, so that passing through the knots
from both sides in the shape of a cross were two pieces of iron sharpened to
a point, which stuck out of the knots as far as a medium-sized grain of wheat
or less.” 56 Taking these whips, the flagellants began to sing, at which point
they acted in unison and, “in a moment everyone fell with his whole body
flat on his chest, and they formed a cross out of their arms and body, and
getting up on their knees, they performed various bodily torments, to such
an extent that those watching were amazed and wept and had compassion on
their sufferings. And the penitents performed this rite a second and a third
time.” 57 As they whipped themselves, the blood ran down their backs until it
flowed down their legs and over their ankles, while some of them continued
to bear crosses, candles, and flags. The second song, performed during this
beginning part of the process, outlined the desperation of the flagellants, inviting, “enter here, [those] who want penance / we flee the hot hell. / Lucifer
is angry at attending / so he has / consumed us for the feast.” 58 The hymn
finished with hope, though, assuring listeners that Jesus was comforted with
their penance, and that “thus we should fall on a cross.” 59
The penitents’ “scourged skin swelled up black and blue and blood…spattered the walls nearby,” 60 according to a well documented process. The flagellants would sometimes kneel while they whipped themselves crossways
on their backs before laying on the ground, where the leader of the ceremony
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named them according to their sins, at which point each person lay in a
certain way to signify that fault.61 Closener notes a similar practice in the
Chronicle of Strasbourg, in which he describes the different positions held
by the penitents and the progression from the master beating them to them
beating each other after rising from their assigned stances.62 Prostrating
themselves on the ground, “they lay on the earth until they said five Lord’s
Prayers,” 63 after which the master of the group struck each member, telling
them to “stand up, so that God may forgive all of your sins,” at which point
the flagellants rose to their knees once more and began another verse of their
song.64 With the completion of their ritual pending, the bloodied flagellants
called out: “Now stretch out your hands / [so] that God reverses the great
death; / now stretch out your arms, / [so] that God has mercy on us!” 65 For
the finale, the penitents exposed their chests, finishing their song with a call
to the heavens, “Now strike us hard / through Christ’s ire! / Through God let
our pride leave, / so that God has mercy on us.” 66
A key element of flagellant liturgy was the reading of the heavenly letter.
Claiming that the letter came “directly from Christ through an angel who
inscribed it on a marble or stone tablet on the altar of the Church of St. Peter in Jerusalem,” the flagellants framed the letter as the critical element of
the ceremony, more striking than any relic. Following the catharsis of the
bloody ritual, the flagellants legitimized their practice in the most powerful
way possible, not relying, as the traditional clergy did, on saintly relics, but
instead on a special issue of the word of God, read in the vernacular tongue.
The heavenly letter marks the sins of the people as the cause for not only the
plague, but also the famine and natural disasters that preceded it and warfare with Muslims.67 Like the songs of the flagellants, the heavenly letter also
promised hope, recording that the angel who delivered the letter was one of
many that had begged God to spare the world from complete destruction.
God agreed, but only if men were to “go on a pilgrimage for thirty-three and
a half days,” in which they were “never to have a good day nor night and
spill [their] blood,” for which God “intend[ed] to forget his anger against
poor Christians.” 68
The heavenly letter provides every element for a call to action and support
for the movement. It is easy to imagine the content in the hands of a good
preacher, using his words to paint a vivid picture of despair and blame, reminding everyone of their own guilt in the disasters that had wrecked their
lives and the actions that they could personally take to rectify the situation.
Those who participated in the movement as practitioners embraced the opportunity to achieve a personal relationship with God fully, engaging in a
contract with Him, singing songs directly to Him, and performing penance
to earn intercession directly from Him. The audience who witnessed the
performance engaged God personally as well. By listening to and possibly
singing along with liturgical songs that they could comprehend, then bearing witness to a supplication that required an audience, medieval people engaged with religion in a way that, for many, would have been intimate and
thrilling. The heavenly letter’s power lay not only in its Godly affirmation of
flagellant efforts, but also in its call for support.

With the ceremony completed, the flagellants raised themselves from the
ground, causing those around them to feel sadness at the sight of their bodies,69 and hope at the great deed performed by the practitioners for the sake
of all humankind. During the beginning of the movement and throughout
much of its existence, “people…who had never seen such a thing, began to
take pity on the performers and empathize with their suffering and thank
God for their great penance.” 70 Though the flagellant rules disallowed their
members from asking for anything, including food or lodging, Hereford
mentions that “offerings [were] freely made to them and they accept[ed]
many of these with gratitude.” 71 They were restricted by their vows not to
lay down with linens or pillows,72 but flagellants often received offers to stay
with townspeople, who “invited the flagellants home, one [person invited]
four or five, another six or seven” to stay with them in good will.73 After staying a night, the penitents continued on their way to a new city, providing the
people they left behind with a mirror as a remembrance of something that
would never happen “on Earth over this century or the next.” 74 Heralded by
such effusive praise, when flagellants came upon a town, the residents greeted them with such fervor that, if the priests refused to provide the penitents
with prayers, their parishioners subsequently scorned them in outrage.75 The
people fueled their good opinions by spreading stories that, “in many places,
miracles were affirmed to have been performed by their penance.” 76 Flagellant processions were cause for great celebration, providing hope and faith
for audiences in a way that traditional liturgical processions could not.
Unlike the traditional clergy, flagellants were unwilling to simply beg for
forgiveness and remission of sins. Instead, by assuming many of the trappings and performance traditions of the clergy and coupling them with
physical and spiritual penitence, the flagellants provided a visceral, physical,
active, painful way to earn God’s favor again. The flagellant performances,
unlike clerical ones, engaged the audience with its own language, and verified its methods with physical action, direct calls to God, and the holy word,
rather than with ritual, saints, and the Latin language. The familiar forms
provided a foundation for flagellant rituals, but the content was unmistakably radical and widely supported, at least for a time.

Conclusion
The popularity of the Flagellant Movement in the German-speaking lands
during the Black Death is due to a number of factors. Flagellation may seem
like an extreme reaction to despair from a modern perspective, but for medieval people, the itinerant processional penitent pilgrims represented more
than a bloody,spectacle. The success of the flagellants resides not in the grotesquerie of the performances, but instead in their ability to provide audiences and performers with familiar, engaging ways to observe penance while
departing from ecclesiastical norms that had failed to protect Christendom.
In doing so, the flagellant services stimulated medieval society with an outlet
for a more immediate, intimate, and impactful relationship with God.
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The Black Death of 1348 to 1350 devastated Europe and spread panic, despair, and desolation. It contributed to vast economic and social changes,
and by some accounts contributed to the destabilization of the Catholic
Church.77 Amidst the deaths of countless commoners, the bodies of nobles
and clergy were also to be found. Despite the best attempts of scientists and
priests, the plague maintained its grip on Europe. By adapting standard
practices and meeting the punishment of the plague with public penitence,
flagellants did what the established institutions could not: they allowed
people to hope.
The details of the Flagellant Movement tell us much about the needs of
society during the crisis of the Black Death. Within the lessons about ritual,
performance, and relationship to God is a larger lesson. I frequently remind
my students that medieval people are not that different from who we are today. In times of crisis, we still seek answers from those around and above us,
whether in our lives as citizens, employees, or private individuals. Just like
the medieval people living in the plague, oftentimes our frustrations manifest against the institution that we see as carrying responsibility. In the Middle Ages, that was the Church, and even God. In the United States, for many
years that institution has been the government. In times of anxiety, we continue to desire greater connection and transparency from those at the top,
but perhaps the example of the flagellants suggests that more engagement
with the process, clearer communication between groups, and a willingness
to change can provide answers, or at least comfort.78
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A

S Terrence N. Bowers notes in his article “Margery Kempe as Traveler,” travel was considered dangerous in the late Middle Ages not
only because of practical concerns, but sociopolitical concerns
as well:

In early modern England, travel was a controversial issue because
freedom of movement conflicted with traditional concepts of the society (modeled on such paradigms as the Great Chain of Being), which
viewed the social order, like the physical universe, as consisting of
various degrees and estates, strictly ordered from high to low. Given
this model of a fixed, hierarchical structure in which everything had
to be in its place, travel posed a danger, for when individuals moved
out of their physical places, they might also move out of their social
places and possibly destabilize the structure as a whole.1

Both secular and sacred journeys offended the idealized power structures
that were such a fundamental part of medieval England’s social system. Yet,
some of the most read texts—in their own day and in the present—f rom the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were those by and about travelers—The
Travels of Marco Polo (c. 1300), The Book of John Mandeville (c. 1360), The
Canterbury Tales (c. 1387), and The Book of Margery Kempe (c. 1430).
In order to discuss Kempe’s role as a pilgrim in her legacy more fully,
Bowers seeks to put forth a theory as to why travel was so disruptive to medieval society. His view is very individualistic, arguing that travel can be powerfully subversive both as “a medium of expression” and “a mode of social
construction,” because it is a “self-initiated act,” outside of the “controlling
frameworks of ordinary life,” both sacred and secular.2 It becomes “a way of
conferring distinction and full personhood upon selected members of so-
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ciety,” which in fourteenth-century England essentially meant noble, or at
least affluent, men.3 From this perspective, travel is significant because of
its role as a masculine “rite de passage,” through which a man can achieve
“movement, liminality, and radical transformation” through the self-definition that travel allows. In the late middle ages, travel was considered dangerous especially for women, who, in contrast to men, were considered incomplete. As partial persons confined to the home, a traveling woman would not
only be putting the social order in jeopardy, but would be going against her
very “nature” by participating in a male rite of passage.4
Bowers’ goal is to apply this theory of travel as a masculine rite to Kempe in order to understand her travels as a “medium of expression” and
self-creation.5 He sees Kempe’s pilgrimages as performances that allow her
to critique her society and define her own personhood. Bowers denies that
Kempe’s self-expression follows the pattern of female rites, which are “characterized by emergence, continuity, and magnification.” 6 Instead, he argues
that Kempe, by traveling, is participating in the masculine strip-and-remake
model of self-creation, in which someone’s selfhood is broken down and lost
and then rebuilt into something new.
Part of what makes Bowers’ understanding of travel so interesting is its
applicability to many texts—except perhaps that of Margery Kempe. The
travels of Marco Polo, John Mandeville, and Chaucer’s Wife of Bath all can
be understood very well through this interpretive lens, but the main weakness of Bowers’ argument seems to be its application to the subject of his
study. Partially, this is because Bowers must deemphasize Kempe’s role as
a mystic and the nature of her self-definition in order to argue that she is
embracing a masculine style of transformation. Ultimately, though, I believe that Bowers’ difficulty arises from the fact that—unlike the other works
mentioned—Kempe’s Book is an autobiography, written (after a fashion) by
a woman.7 Travel may very well have been understood as a male rite de passage by men, but that does not necessitate that a woman would have seen her
journeys in the same light, or would, by participating in travel, necessarily
be also participating in a masculine rite. There is another thread, though,
that connects the travel-as-rite-of-passage theory and Kempe’s own use of
pilgrimage: that of authority. At the heart of Polo, Mandeville, and Dame
Alys’s masculine style of self-definition is a greater concern with legitimizing their authority—just as it is for Kempe.
In the foreword to their book on authority in the Middle Ages, Sini Kangas, Mia Korpiola, and Tuija Ainonen acknowledge that the medieval idea of
auctoritas is difficult to define. Although it had personal and legal meanings,
the primary understanding of authority had to do with the origin and continuity of knowledge and truth, namely in Classical and Biblical texts:
In certain [medieval] encyclopedias, authority is only discussed in
the context of texts, their authorship, and power to influence by esteem and reputation. As an author had to write his/her own text with
reference to those of others, relying on sources that gave a clear and
reliable account of the truth was essential. Ultimately, this element
of veracity made God the fount of all authority in the Middle Ages,
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while Scripture and the Church Fathers were also considered highly
authoritative as witnesses of truth.8
Auctoritas—written authority—placed all auctores in a chain of knowledge leading back to divine revelation. Barrie Ruth Straus much more simply defines authority as “the basis of [one’s] knowledge, or [one’s] claim to
know.” 9 Albrecht Claussen explains that it “concerns all human interaction,
and, moreover, touches on man’s general need for and quest for a divine
force, the ultimate limit, and source, of all human existence.” 10 Putting these
ideas together, we can define authority as power through knowledge and
claims to knowledge, which in the Middle Ages was understood primarily
as knowledge based on the written word.
As Bowers observes, issues of authority and hierarchy were central to
the discourse of late medieval England. Auctoritas was fundamental to the
Church’s religious and social hegemony; text and authorship, whether biblical, theological, scientific, or philosophical, were of principal importance.11
Travelers challenged this monopoly with their claims to knowledge through
experience; as eyewitnesses of things beyond their own cultures, travelers
could return with claims to “scientific, geographic, and personal authority” outside of the scope of the written authorities—both sacred and secular,
Biblical and Classical—on which medieval Christendom was based.12 Those
who documented and disseminated stories of their travels, then, engaged
in a complicated dance as experiential authority engaged with and became
written authority.
Marco Polo acts as a sort of control, since he was one of the first to write
about traveling in the East. Bowers’ rite theory holds well for Polo, since
he is only seventeen when he leaves with his father and uncle to journey to
the court of Kubilai Khan.13 That far beyond European culture and power
structures, Polo is able to recreate himself from being a mere merchant’s son
to (as he would have the reader believe) an important attendant in the court
of the Great Khan, with “a place of honor above the other barons.” 14 Cut off
from his own strictly hierarchical culture, Polo is judged on his merit, and
(he claims) becomes one of Kubilai’s important emissaries due to his wisdom, foresight, and skill as a linguist and storyteller. Before the Khan and
far away from Italy, Polo’s status and identity are stripped down, and he is
able attain a position that would have been far elevated above him otherwise:
“from this time onwards the young fellow was called Messer Marco Polo.” 15
As Bowers explains, one of the purposes of travel is “to transfer individuals
from one place in the social hierarchy to another (usually a higher place) and
to remake them so that they will fit their new station in life.” 16 For Polo, his
own rite de passage happens as he is on the threshold of manhood, making
him the perfect example for Bowers’ argument.17
The legitimacy of Polo’s transformation from merchant to favored courtier is dependent on his claim to unique experiences. The text insists that
“Messer Marco observed more of the peculiarities of this part of the world
than any other man, because he travelled more widely in these outlandish
regions than any man who was ever born, and also because he gave his mind
more intently to observing them.” 18 Evidently, for Polo to retain his identi-
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ty, his adventures must be validated—his authority must be recognized. To
discover that Polo is highly concerned with readers accepting his claim to
experiential authority, one must look no further than the prologue:
Our book will relate [all the great wonders and curiosities of the East]
to you plainly in due order, as they were related by Messer Marco
Polo, a wise and noble citizen of Venice, who has seen them with his
own eyes. There is also much here that he has not seen but has heard
from men of credit and veracity. We will set down things seen as seen,
things heard as heard, so that our book may be an accurate record, free
from any sort of fabrication. And all who read the book or hear it may
do so with full confidence, because it contains nothing but the truth. 19
Clearly, Polo and his scribe, Rustichello da Pisa, are very anxious that he
be believed. Albrecht Classen notes that the authors seem afraid that their
travelogue will be too fantastic to be taken seriously, and seem almost overly willing to assure their readers of Polo’s veracity. Classen also points out
each of the repeated assurances that Polo gives of his truthfulness throughout his text, especially at points when he fears being disbelieved.20 Classen
concludes that Polo constructed his account in as “realistic and careful” a
manner as possible, “in an effort to establish his authority.” 21 To put it plainly, Classen is suggesting that Polo’s Travels is intentionally boring in order
to convince readers that its descriptions of the exotic East are truer than the
more fantastical information provided in the commonly accepted authoritative texts. Polo’s transformed identity must be ratified by his assertion that
his own experiences trump all that has been written before him about the
East—just as his claim to said identity is presented to strengthen his claim
to authority. In an unexpected turn of events, experience supersedes—even
debunks—auctoritas.
The Book of John Mandeville, with which Classen partners Polo’s Travels
in his discussion of travelers’ authority, makes similar claims to those of its
predecessor. While Polo seems primarily interested in detailing mercantile
matters as he travels, “John Mandeville, knight,” the purported author of
the book named for him, declares that he is writing about his travels to the
East because “many people delight in hearing the said Holy Land spoken
about and take pleasure in it.” 22 His Book is luxurious in its descriptions and
elaborate in its devotions, going to great lengths in its exhaustive discussion
of all possible travel routes and the spiritual significance of each location
visited. Mandeville’s travelogue is moreso a catalogue of wonders, making
the shape of the earth itself into a sort of sacrament, in which geography is a
participation in the physical realities of spiritual truths.
Stephen Greenblatt, in his chapter on Mandeville in his book Marvelous Possessions, is pleasantly surprised by Mandeville’s demeanor. Unlike
Polo, Columbus, and other travelers, Greenblatt finds that Mandeville is
strangely unpossessive of status, riches, his religion, or even knowledge—
the very stock in which he trades. Greenblatt argues that these “moment[s]
of renunciation” arise from Mandeville’s devotional wandering, but are not
natural to him. Mandeville’s travels convert him away from his originally
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possessive desire to regain Jerusalem for Christianity (as discussed in the
prologue of the Book) toward a recognition that his own culture is in dire
need of reformation before it is deserving of the Holy Land.23 This seems to
be Mandeville’s rite de passage. Like Polo, Mandeville is offered promotions
in status on his journey—first by the Sultan of Babylon and then by Thiaut Chan—but, unlike Polo, Mandeville does not stay long in the service of
these great kings and refuses all honors and riches.24 Instead of changing his
rank or social position, Mandeville’s travels transform his desires.
Mandeville’s more spiritual passage is complicated by the fact that, despite representing his Book as a description of real journeys and experiences,
there is no evidence that John Mandeville, the English knight of St. Albans,
journeyed to the East or even existed at all.25 Despite many insistences that
his descriptions can be trusted because of his status as an eye-witness, Mandeville remains, as Classen calls him, an “armchair traveler” who was synthesizing descriptions of the Holy Land and Far East from written authorities. Classen points out that Mandeville evidently had access to a staggering
amount of information, which he shows off at every opportunity. The Book is
not a travelogue, but “a mouthpiece of many previous sources, summarizing
their facts, or factoids.” 26
If he was such an expert on authoritative texts, however, the question remains as to why the Mandeville-author would choose to claim experiential
authority. Classen believes that the author forged his travels in order to “support the claims [he makes] about the monstrous East” or to increase the popularity of his Book.27 While much of the Book is occupied with descriptions
of wonders and monsters, these things do not require an imaginary rite de
passage. Greenblatt notices that the author uses the very moments in which
Mandeville’s spiritual transformation is clearest to criticize the spiritual and
secular elites of Christendom.28 Mandeville, in true Bowersian fashion, is
undermining the power of the authorities of his culture through imaginary
travel. Of course, the author relies on auctoritas to do this, but, by claiming
experiential rather than written authority, he refuses to submit to it. Instead,
the author is using imagination to craft a unique and self-transformative
experience from auctoritas in order to critique the hypocrisy of his society.
By using imaginative travel and a forged rite de passage, though, he reveals
(as Polo did) that experience has the power to supersede written authority.
The dichotomy of experience and written authority is most famously represented in Chaucer’s character Alisoun, the Wife of Bath. Her declaration
that she speaks from “experience, though noon auctoritee” seems to gender
these two ideas, aligning women with the former, and men with the latter.29
Since women were excluded from the chain of truth of auctoritas, it would
seem that experiential knowledge would be the only way they could claim
authority. The irony of experiential knowledge being paired with both women and the male rite of travel is that, in theory, the two should have been kept
separate. There was much suspicion of female travelers and fear that they
were overstepping their natural domestic sphere or engaging in promiscuity.30 Dame Alys fully lives up to both of these prejudices. However, even as
she participates in the masculine rite of travel, Chaucer binds the Wife of
Bath’s identity as a pilgrim with that of her identity as a wife.
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In the general prologue, we read that Dame Alys “koude muchel of wandrynge by the weye”—a reference to her experience as a traveler, which also
extends to her vast carnal knowledge.31 She has been on at least seven pilgrimages, and has had almost as many husbands. Like Polo, the Wife of Bath
uses her experiential knowledge to argue with commonly accepted written
authorities, and like Mandeville, she uses her claim to authority to critique
her society. Elizabeth M. Biebel argues that Alisoun “both challenges the
scholarly world of men and manipulates their textual authority for her own
purposes.” 32 Her prologue and tale are both a candid conversation about
sexuality and gender relations, and through them her primary interest is
revealed: gaining mastery within marriage. Alisoun’s identity as a traveler
acts as both a metaphor for and demonstration of her dominance within
her relationships with her husbands as within both she takes on typically
masculine modes of self-creation and authentication.
Dame Alys’s frank sexuality and independence give her an identity that
is typically associated with men. When he initially describes her, Chaucer
emphasizes the “good wyf” for her economic autonomy (“Of clooth-makyng
she hadde swich an haunt, / She passed hem of Ypres and of Gaunt”), many
husbands and pilgrimages, lively sensuality (“Gat-tothed was she”) and masculine way of riding (“Upon an amblere esily she sat, / ...And on hir feet a
paire of spores sharpe”).33 She has her own business, chooses and gleefully
enjoys her husbands, moves freely, and even rides astride. Biebel says that
“in [her] quest for self-governance [Alisoun] comes to value the effectiveness
of what many might call the means of men: wealth, power, and aggression.” 34
Throughout her prologue, the Wife of Bath describes how she retained her
autonomy in her marriages by using sex, manipulation, and bullying until
she “hadde hem hoolly in myn hond.”35 Katheryn A. Hall suggests that the
Wife’s “defense of the right to use sex for manipulative purposes” is “a manifestation of her aggressive nature and symptomatic of her desire for mastery
over others.” 36 This is certainly revealed in her much-analyzed disagreement
with Jankyn—husband number five—for whom she gave up much of her
financial independence, physical autonomy, and dominance.37 Their violent
struggle for mastery ends with Alisoun saying that “he yaf me al the bridel in
myn hond, / To han the governance of hous and lond, / And of his tonge, and
of his hond also.” It is at this point, when Jankyn gives up his misogynistic textual authority and submits to his wife’s “maistrie” and “soveraynetee”
that they are happy together.38
Chaucer goes beyond merely using travel as a metaphor for Alisoun’s desire for authority, though—it is also her means to maintaining and defining
her independence. Chaucer makes it clear that Alisoun uses travel as a way
of escaping husband number four, the philanderer. She made at least one
of her journeys to Jerusalem during their marriage, and “made [her] visitaciouns / To vigilies and to processiouns, / To prechyng eek, and to thise
pilgrimages, / To pleyes of myracles, and to mariages.” 39 Following Bowers’
model, the Wife of Bath uses travel as “an attempt to assume the status of
a free, autonomous person.”40 She insists on being a part of the masculine,
public world of business and free movement, which requires her to participate in masculine rites de passage. By using travel, trade, and sexuality, Ali-
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soun makes herself into an authoritative figure, but to do so, must also take
on the more masculine qualities discussed above.
Just as we saw with Mandeville, much of the problem with Alisoun’s
claims to experiential knowledge and authority arise from her fictionality. All that is said about the Wife of Bath’s autonomous creation of herself through travel must be checked by the reminder that she is invented by
Chaucer, a man. It is hard to know how Chaucer himself viewed his creation.
Straus wonders whether the Wife “is a figure to laugh with” or “to laugh
at”—is she an intentionally comedic invention, or one “whose morals and
rhetoric are to be assiduously deplored” (emphasis Straus’s).41 If she is to be
laughed at and deplored, then her claims to experiential authority and its validity and her self-initiated identity are all meant to be laughed at too. From
this perspective, Alisoun’s attempts to participate in masculine self-creation
are failures. On the other hand, if Chaucer means his audience to laugh with
the Wife, then her claims to authority are still tenuous, since her experiences
are fictional. Alisoun argues with various auctores on the strength of her
vast experience, yet we cannot take her claims to authority entirely seriously,
because there never was an Alisoun who traveled so widely and ruled her
five husbands so well.
It is possible that Alisoun fits Bowers’ model so well not because travel
must be interpreted as a masculine rite de passage, but because that is how
men understand travel. Perhaps the fact that a man wrote Alisoun into existence is the reason she grasps for authority in such a masculine way. Travel
is certainly a way for individuals to grasp at experiential authority, but, as
we have seen with the Wife of Bath, this is a complicated thing. Although
experience was more accessible to women, they nonetheless were, in theory,
excluded from attaining any authority—experiential and written alike.
So, then, is the pursuit of authority—even experiential authority—always
necessarily masculinizing, or can it be done in a feminine way? If it can,
then perhaps it would not be easily recognizable as feminine, or would still
superficially have to shape itself into a masculine model in order to be recognized as such. Ellen M. Ross approaches the contradictory nature of women’s autobiography—which is one of the most direct ways for a woman to
claim experience and engage with auctoritas—by arguing that women must
“either adopt a model of male selfhood or adapt themselves to a model of the
male-approved ‘ideal woman,’” yet they tend to present their life stories in a
very un-masculine way: “not so much by chronology as by episodic or distinct units.” 42 When we approach the complicated case of Margery Kempe,
who was both a pilgrim and an autobiographer, we must, therefore, take into
account that her self-presentation may be feminizing masculine models,
rather than submitting to them.
Bowers argues for the latter, and has excellent and convincing reasons
for doing so. However, in order to maintain his case, he must minimize the
spiritual experiences and radically feminine identity that Kempe is attempting to convey. Bowers identifies several goals in Kempe’s use of travel: to
legitimize her behavior by “attach[ing] herself to a wider community of respected figures” (i.e., the tradition of other female mystics and pilgrims); to
“construct” and secure “a radically new category of female personhood”; and
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to generate “a powerful critique of English society.”43 While each of these is
true, Bowers does not connect them tightly enough to Kempe’s claims as a
mystic or the nature of her new female personhood.
Kempe does, indeed, often act as a critic of her society. When she is questioned by clerics throughout her travels, Kempe responds with confidence
and astute theological orthodoxy and even upbraids those who oppose her.
Bowers has brilliantly analyzed how Kempe uses her pilgrimages to reveal
the injustice of English society’s persecution and suspicion of her: “while the
pilgrims become linked to the forces opposed to Christ, [Kempe] is linked to
Christ, with the result that her behaviors and the rights she struggles to obtain...not only appear less deviant, but emerge as appropriate expressions of
Christian devotion.” 44 Through these episodes, Kempe is able to legitimize
her claims to mystical experiences and expose the un-Christianity of the
strict hierarchical structure of English culture. It seems unlikely, though,
that social change is the greatest object of Kempe’s pilgrimages, displays of
weeping, and affective visions, as Bowers seems to assume.45 Rather, Kempe’s use of travel to critique her own culture is a component of her claim to
prophetic authority.
Ross argues that, although she never explicitly calls herself a prophet,
Kempe nonetheless “perceives herself as God’s spokesperson, personally
charged to preach the dangers of spiritual lassitude and to deliver God’s offer of mercy and compassion, exhorting believers to reform their lives and
renew their spiritual vigor.” 46 Because of this, Kempe speaks with authority, boldly defending her right to go on pilgrimage without her husband’s
written permission, to dress as a virgin, and publicly preach her message
to those who would castigate her. When chastised, Kempe even turns the
allegations against her onto her accusers—even when they are a powerful cleric or the Archbishop. 47 Even though Kempe is illiterate, she can
defend her theology when held in suspicion. Even her enemies must admit that “she knows her religion well enough”—although she is excluded,
as a woman, from fully engaging in literary culture, she often makes use
of her significant knowledge of the Bible and, as she puts it, “the Articles
of our Faith.” 48 As Bowers argues, when Kempe, a laywoman, and others
like her “gain access to key texts, they present the possibility that they too
may become authorities and contest the authority of those in power.” 49
Her prophetic authority, which is based on the experience of her visions and
pilgrimages and her knowledge of the scriptures, supersedes the authority
of the clerics.
Kempe’s claim to authority also relies on her uniquely feminine identity,
which is established by her visions and ministry. As Ellen M. Ross contends,
within her ministry to others, Kempe identifies as a spiritual mother, sister, daughter, and spouse.50 Her visions and devotional experiences likewise
add to this the contradictory labels of virgin and reformed whore.51 All of
these identities are necessary to Kempe as she associates herself with the
Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene. In her first vision, Kempe spiritually
participates in the births of Mary and Christ. She acts as Mary’s handmaiden and serves her throughout her life until the Nativity.52 Kempe continues
to perform this duty, carried out literally in the vision, more metaphorically
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throughout the rest of her life. She also, as a mother and “virgin in [her]
soul,” identifies heavily with the mother of God, to the point that she weeps
uncontrollably whenever she sees a baby boy, because it reminds her of the
infant Christ.53 In her vision of the Passion,
Kempe’s emotions mirror those of Mary Magdalene, who weeps bitterly
over Christ’s death and desires, as Kempe does, to remain alone with the
body of Jesus and grieve. When the risen Christ tells Mary Magdalene that
she must not touch him, Kempe takes this injunction personally to heart, as
if Jesus had been speaking to her.54 Kempe’s view of herself as a “reformed
sexual temptress” who now weeps for her sins makes Mary Magdalene another fitting avatar of Christ-like femininity.55 So, Kempe brings together
practically every feminine role possible simultaneously, allowing herself to
identify with as many women as possible while creating a unique selfhood
that encompasses all of womanhood. This fits Bowers’ description of women’s rites of passage, in which “women are adorned with layers of clothing”
instead of stripped and reclothed, as men are.56 Kempe’s selfhood cannot be
stripped and remade through various rites because if it were, she would lose
her ability to identify with all aspects of femininity.
Kempe’s frequent identifications as mother, sister, daughter, and spouse
have a unique effect on the meaning of her travels. She does not concede
any of her roles in order to join the public world of men; instead, “Kempe’s
family relations provided categories for naming and experiencing her relationship to the world. Rather than substituting for domestic relations, her
self-definition...signifies an extension of familial categories that enables and
empowers Kempe to create a world of public activity.”57 Although Kempe’s
critics and enemies see her free movement as a transgression against her role
in the home, Kempe is extending the home—and her female role in it—to
include the entire world in her pilgrimages, and in doing so makes them
into Bowers’ feminine rite of “emergence, continuity, and magnification.”58
Although Bowers never explores the implications of the male scribes of
The Book of Margery Kempe, their presence might be taken to support Bowers’ argument that Kempe’s travels must be understood through the lens of
male experience and self-expression. If they were heavily editing Kempe’s
experiences, they could potentially—like Chaucer—be interpreting her
through masculine definitions of self and rites of passage. However, the
inability of such definitions to contain Kempe and her claims to authority
show that Kempe should truly be considered an autobiographer with an authentic voice.
Kempe, then, participates in travel as a tool to gain and prove her prophetic and experiential authority. In doing so, she does not submit to the masculine model—as the Wife of Bath does—but instead appropriates and adapts
it. In other words, Kempe does not become a person through her travels and
thereby cease to be a woman (as Bowers argues); instead she uses her travels
to ratify her spiritual authority, which springs from her radical encompassing of all feminine roles, revelatory experiences, and her verbal engagement
with authoritative texts. As with Polo, we must contend with Kempe as a
real person making real claims to her experience, and so must make room
for her and her Book as she becomes a part of the literary auctoritas that she
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contended with in her own day. Polo, the Mandeville-author, Chaucer, and
Kempe all used travel as a way to construct identities, whether for themselves
or characters they invented, but not as ends unto themselves. Each was using
their created-selves to make claims of experiential authority in order to grapple with their societies’ assumptions—whether those were about the nature
of the East or the nature of femininity. Bowers’ theory is extremely useful for
understanding the role that travel plays in the contest of knowledge and power, and the complicated relationships of these late medieval authors reveals
how identity can be the first step in establishing authority.
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S

TUDENTS with disabilities are historically underrepresented in postsecondary institutions (Quaye & Harper, 2015). Research has been able
to illustrate the types of experiences students with psychiatric disabilities have while navigating through college (Flowers, 2012; Hong, 2015;
Huger, 2011). By examining these experiences, higher education administrators and student affairs professionals can learn about the types of support
students have received and challenges they have encountered. California
Mental Health Advocacy Services (2015) conducted a study to identify challenges for students with psychiatric disabilities as they transition from high
school to college. More than half of the students in the study discontinued
their education and most indicated that they did not disclose their disability
for fear of negative stigmatization (California Mental Health Advocacy Services, 2015). Stigmatization can be defined as receiving differential treatment
based on perceptions by others (Barga, 1993).

Academic and Social Engagement of Students with Psychiatric Disabilities

The attendance of students with psychiatric disabilities has significantly increased over recent decades, and these students represent the largest
group of students with disabilities across college campuses (Madaus, 2011).
It is important for higher education administrators and student affairs professionals to understand the experiences of students with psychiatric disabilities in order to better support their academic and social engagement in
higher education. To gain insight into how to support academic and social
engagement, it is important to understand classifications of disability, historical perspectives on disability, and literature regarding the experiences
of students with psychiatric disabilities. Further analysis of research related
to the student experience reveals issues faced by students with psychiatric
disabilities and the coping techniques used to navigate through college. The
purpose of this paper is to bring forth recommendations for postsecondary
institutions that provide insights on how to better support the academic and
social engagement of students with psychiatric disabilities.

Definition of Disability
Smart (2009) describes physical, intellectual, cognitive, and psychiatric
disabilities as four distinctly broad categories of disability. These categories
are based on specific symptoms, for which individuals experience different
challenges and face different stereotypes or stigmatization in society. Individuals with psychiatric disabilities were last to be recognized by the U.S.
federal government, and thus last to receive federal funds for services and
benefits (Smart, 2009).
Psychiatric disabilities include learning disabilities such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Flowers, 2012), autism, mental illness,
and chemical or substance abuse (Smart, 2009). The American Psychiatric
Association (1994) explains that mental illness includes schizophrenia, delusional disorders, bipolar affective disorders, major depression, and anxiety/
panic disorders. This creates an expansive range of challenges that students
with mental illness face in higher education. According to the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) (1990), persons with disabilities are defined
as such when their impairment substantially limits one or more major life
activity. Examples of major life activities include walking, seeing, hearing, talking, and breathing (ADA, 1990). Psychiatric guidelines have added
thinking, concentrating, interacting with others, and sleeping to the list of
major life activities that could be limited for persons with psychiatric disabilities (Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008). Also, under the ADA (1990), students
with disabilities are required to disclose their disability in order to receive
accommodations. Kiuhara and Huefner (2008) explain that the requirement
to disclose a disability automatically puts these students in a position where
they are “defined by a category of difference” (p. 103).
The attendance of students with mental illness across college campuses
has tripled over the past two decades (Hong, 2015; Reynolds, 2009). Western
Michigan University’s (WMU) health center reports that anxiety or depression rank as the second highest concern shared by students when they visit
(WMU Forum on Student Suicide, 2016). Just five years ago, anxiety and
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depression were ranked as the fifth highest concern presented by students
at WMU’s health center (WMU Forum on Student Suicide, 2016). Students
identifying with psychiatric disabilities experience limitations connected to
academic and social engagement (Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008). Limitations
are experienced within social, emotional, and cognitive domains, as represented in Table 1 (MacDonald-Wilson et al., 2003).
Kiuhara & Huefner (2008) explain that, while these domains are difficult
to consistently define, they can serve as broad categories that are connected
to challenges faced by students with psychiatric disabilities.

Table 2. Historical Legislation Regarding Persons with Physical and
Psychiatric Disabilities
Legislation

Year

Purpose / Result

Congressional Act

1864

To authorize the Columbia Institution for the Deaf and
Dumb and Blind to confer degrees (renamed Gallaudet
College in 1894)

Soldiers Rehabilitation Act

1918

To provide vocational rehabilitation for disabled veterans
returning from WWI; allowed for the Federal Board of

Table 1. Experienced Limitation Across Social, Emotional, and
Cognitive Domains
Social Domain

Social Domain
Emotional Domain

Cognitive Domain

Interacting

Adjusting to situations

Concentrating

Forming and maintaining
relationships

Consistently following schedules

Communicating with ot

Making decisions

The rigors of higher education have the potential to negatively impact any
student’s ability to engage in college across these domains (Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008; Quaye & Harper, 2015; Hadley, 2011). However, for students with
psychiatric disabilities, the impact can be more significant and it can take
longer to work through the limitations as they are experienced, depending
on the situation and the support received (Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008). Professionals at postsecondary institutions can gain a better understanding of
these limitations and the challenges students face through an exploration
of the historical perspectives on students with disabilities, as well as the
research related to the experiences of students with psychiatric disabilities
in particular.

Historical Perspective
The exploration of historical perspectives on disability in the U.S. reveals
that as early as 1864, congressional considerations were made for students
with disabilities in higher education (Madaus, 2011). Table 2 outlines key
legislative acts impacting access to postsecondary institutions (U.S. Ability
One Commission, 2015).
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Vocational Education to make specific considerations for
disabled veterans
Smith-Fess Act

1920

To provide civilian vocational rehabilitation for disabled
non-veterans; allowed for the Federal Board of Vocational Education to aid all disabled persons including
non-veterans

Social Security Act

1935

To establish provisions to make vocational rehabilitation a permanent federal program (no longer requires a
reactivation vote)

Barden-LaFollette Act

1943

To amend previous rehabilitation acts to expand services
and funding; specifically focused on expanding services
for physical restoration; regarded as a major legislative
development for persons who are blind

Serviceman’s Readjustment Act

1944

Allowed all returning servicemen to attend college;
created a significant impact on the percentage of veterans
attending college

Rehabilitation Act

1973

Provided equal access for people with disabilities in postsecondary educational institution

Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act

1985

To allow for protection and advocacy for people with
psychological disabilities

The American’s with Disabilities
Act (ADA)

1990

To provide comprehensive civil rights protections for
people with disabilities; modeled after the Civil Rights
Act Section 504; became the most sweeping disabilities
rights legislation in American history
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With congressional approval in 1864, President Lincoln signed into law a
bill that authorized the foundation of a college division at the Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb (Madaus, 2011; United States., Rives, 1864).
In 1894, the college was renamed Gallaudet College, removing the words
deaf and dumb, and eventually renamed Gallaudet University in 1986. Today Gallaudet offers 40 majors for undergraduate degrees, as well as graduate degrees, and is the world’s only liberal arts university with a focus on
supporting individuals who are deaf (Madaus, 2011). Legislation in the U.S.
has continued to create access to postsecondary institutions for persons
with disabilities.
After World War I, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1918 was passed,
which helped veterans with disabilities gain access to education. At this
time, areas of study for veterans with disabilities included industry, trade,
and agriculture (Madaus, 2011). The passing of the Serviceman’s Readjustment Act of 1944 had an even greater impact on college campuses (Madaus,
2011). This act is commonly known as the GI Bill of Rights and, within two
years of this legislation’s approval, 52% of the total college population in the
U.S. constituted veterans (Madaus, 2011).
Until the 1960s, legislation impacting access for persons with disabilities
largely related to physical disabilities (U.S. Ability One Commission, 2015).
However, in 1963, Dr. Samuel Kirk coined the term learning disability (LD)
to expand the scope of disabilities that should be considered (Madaus, 2011).
By 1968, the federal government designated this term as a category of disability in the K–12 public school system (Kavale, 2001). After this designation, services specific for students with hidden disabilities such as LD were
developed in K–12 public schools (Madaus, 2011).
Considerations for persons with disabilities in society were addressed
through legislation into the 1960s, but advocacy for civilian (non-veteran)
individuals with disabilities aiming to attend postsecondary institutions
were not instated until 1973. That changed with the passing of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which provided equal access for individuals with physical
disabilities to postsecondary institutions. However, this legislation did not
recognize individuals with psychiatric disabilities (U.S. Ability One Commission, 2015). Individuals with psychiatric disabilities and their access to
postsecondary institutions began with the approval of the 1985
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However, no colleges have closed because of fiscal burdens connected with
accommodating students with disabilities. To address concerns of service
delivery and policy, the ADA Amendment Act 2009 provided clear language
regarding the definition of disability and what constitutes a disabling condition in order to address concerns of service delivery and policy (Madaus,
2011; Smart, 2009).
Importantly, college attendance is not an automatic indication that students are fully engaged in the college experience (Quaye & Harper, 2015). It
has taken over 100 years for legislation in the U.S. to attempt to fully address
the needs of individuals with disabilities; however, even though students
with psychiatric disabilities are increasing in numbers at postsecondary institutions, their needs are not yet being met (Hong, 2015; Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008; Madaus, 2011; Reynolds, 2009). To support and accommodate the
needs of students with psychiatric disabilities, it is important to understand
how these disabilities impact the students while in college.

The Student Experience

Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act.

Students with psychiatric disabilities encounter different issues than their
peers while in college (California Mental Health Advocacy Services, 2015).
The emergence of major mental illness often occurs between ages 18 and
25, in a period when many young adults pursue postsecondary education,
prepare for future careers, and develop social relationships (Unger, 1992, as
cited in Sharpe, et al., 2004). Postsecondary institutions can better prepare
to support students with psychiatric disabilities if they understand both the
positive experiences and challenges faced by these students as they navigate
through college (Flowers, 2012; Hong, 2015).
In an effort to better understand experiences of students with psychiatric
disabilities, Hong (2015) conducted a study in which students were asked to
journal both positive and negative experiences over a 10-week period. Participants in this study disclosed a wide range of disabilities, including clinical depression, bipolar depression, attention deficit disorder, eating disorder,
and seizure disorder (Hong, 2015). By coding students’ journal entries, Hong
revealed information about student experiences in relation to interactions
with faculty, advisors’ knowledge of supports, stressors as experienced by
the students, and the quality of support services provided. The results found
the following:

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, modeled after Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, provided legislative mandates for
both public and private postsecondary institutions to consider applications
of qualified individuals and to provide reasonable accommodations for individuals with physical and psychiatric disabilities. Upon the approval of
this legislation, some colleges feared that they would have to close because
of anticipated high costs of accommodating students with disabilities (Madaus, 2011). A national longitudinal study was conducted from 1990 to 2005,
which revealed that since the passage of the ADA in 1990, there has been a
notable increase in postsecondary students with disabilities (Madaus, 2011).

1. Students felt judged, embarrassed, and even humiliated by faculty when
they requested accommodations.
2. Students felt that advisors were generally unprepared to help them.
3. Significant stressors included mental and emotional struggles along with
social stigmatization.
4. Student felt intimidated by personnel when visiting offices that provide
support services (Hong, 2015).
Hong (2015) suggests that school administrators use this information to
develop better services and support for students with psychiatric disabilities.
According to the National Institute of Mental Health (2002), about one
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in five Americans experience a diagnosable psychiatric disability every year
(as cited in Sharpe et al., 2004). The results of a nationwide survey of college
students with psychological disabilities published by the National Alliance
on Mental Health (NAMI) in 2012 showed that 64% of students ceased to
attend college because of a mental health related issues (California Mental
Health Advocacy Services, 2015).
Of those who stopped attending college more than 45% did not request accommodations, and 50% did not access mental health services and supports on campus...Overall, 40% of students with a
diagnosable psychological disability did not seek help and 57% did
not request accommodations from their schools (California Mental
Health Advocacy Services, 2015, p. 5).
Stigma was identified as the number one reason for not seeking help (California Mental Health Advocacy Services, 2015).

Challenges Relating to Stereotypes and Stigmatization
Hong (2015) and Sharpe et al. (2004) found issues related to the access of
resources, information, and support services created challenges in postsecondary education for students with psychiatric disabilities. However, Sharpe
et al. (2004) also found stereotypes and stigma to create significant barriers
for students with psychiatric disabilities:
Stereotypes and Stigma—All of the focus groups stated that students
with psychiatric disabilities often face incorrect, stereotyped views
about their disability and endure the stigma and negative consequences that frequently accompanies disclosure of such a disability
(Sharpe et al., 2004, p.2).
Stereotypes can be defined as “a set of beliefs about the characteristics
of a social category of people” (Bar-Tal, 1996). These beliefs, or stereotypes,
create a perception of “not normal” that stigmatizes students with psychiatric disabilities if exposed. The ADA (1990) requires students to disclose
their disability to an instructor in order to receive accommodations, such
as more time on tests. However, Barga (1993) found that this requirement
forces students with psychiatric disabilities to self-impose stigma, so students would only disclose their disability to a professor if they knew for sure
that they would struggle academically with a particular class. The fear of
stigma attached with disclosing a disability causes many students to opt out
of services they may need to fully engage in college (Barga, 1993). Stein (2013)
recently observed a similar theme, even when participants were not directly
asked specifically about stigma:
Many students expressed discomfort having to ask for assistance, but
did so because they knew receiving supports and accommodations
were integral to their ability to achieve their postsecondary academic
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goals. Also, most participants asserted there is a greater amount of
stigma attached to psychological disabilities and only disclose the nature of their disability when it is “absolutely necessary” or “obvious”
they were struggling with anxiety or depression or other psychological symptoms. Furthermore, most participants described stigma as a
pervasive problem and felt most people held misconceptions or negative attitudes regarding psychological disabilities (Stein, 2013, p.154).
The stigma attached with disclosing a psychiatric disability creates both
academic and social engagement barriers (Barga, 1993; Hong, 2015; Quaye
& Harper, 2015). Academically, students find ways to avoid disclosing their
disability for fear of being set apart from their peers in the classroom (Barga, 1993). Students also avoid disclosing because they find it challenging to
communicate their disability and need for accommodations (Timmerman
& Mulvihill, 2015). Timmerman and Mulvihill (2015) found that students
who practice disclosing their disability have had more success in communicating their need for accommodations with Disability Student Services and
professors. Timmerman and Mulvihill (2015) identify scripting, rehearsing,
and mentally mapping out the disclosure as an effective means for students
to practice disclosing their disability.
Socially, students fear the threat of being judged or treated differently
(Hong, 2015). Hong (2015) found that students did not want to disclose themselves because they feared losing their friends and believed that their peers
would think differently about them if their disability were disclosed. Oftentimes, students with disabilities do not have to personally disclose their
disability while in high school because parents, teachers, and counselors
help them communicate their needs through Individual Education Plans
(IEP’s) (Patrick & Wessel, 2013). Therefore, the transition from high school
to college creates a necessity for students to be able to personally disclose
their disability.

Challenges Transitioning to Postsecondary Education
In order for students to be successful in college, they need to navigate
through a transitional process from high school into college (Patrick &
Wessel, 2013; Hadley, 2011). For many students with disabilities, the transition process is particularly challenging (Patrick & Wessel, 2013; Hadley, 2011). Patrick and Wessel (2013) found students with psychiatric disabilities have specific transitional challenges relating to academics, social
connections, family relationships, and requesting accommodations. Students found academic rigor, workload, and program expectations significantly different from high school, to the point that they did not feel
prepared (Patrick & Wessel, 2013).
Students with ADHD report the regular occurrence of feeling nauseous,
anxious, and bored when sitting in classes (Flowers, 2012). Students with
ADHD also report feeling anxious because of the sense that they are lagging behind peers when they do not complete assignments on time (Flowers,
2012). Research has shown that accommodations and other assistance pro-
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vided by Disability Student Services are essential to academic achievement
(Stein, 2013; Hadley, 2007). When students utilize these services, they feel
a sense of community and support knowing they are not alone with their
disability (Stein, 2013).
Coping Techniques
Federal laws mandate required accommodations, but even with accommodations students with LD and other psychiatric disabilities continue to
have issues adjusting to the postsecondary environment (Barga, 1993; Hadley, 2007). In one study, all the students reported that they felt challenged
by college writing expectations as compared to high school. In order to integrate into the institution, for their writing assignments students sought
support by requesting extra time for tests, writing assistance, and assistance
from note-takers (Hadley, 2007). Students have additional challenges to obtaining an academic degree because of academic barriers when taking exams and social barriers with stigmatization. In order to navigate through
college, students with psychiatric disabilities develop coping techniques.
Not all coping techniques are positive, but they are used by the students to
help them manage perceived barriers (Barga, 1993). The student approach to
navigating perceived barriers includes a coping technique called “passing”
(Barga, 1993). Additional coping techniques include management of the disability, self-determination, and self-advocacy (Grella, 2014).
Passing as Non-Disabled
The most common way for students with LD or cognitive disabilities to
cope with their disability in public is to pretend that it does not exist (Barga,
1993; Healy, 2005). This concept of “passing” or “normalizing” happens in
multiple ways and for many different reasons. Barga (1993) points out that, in
order to avoid stigmatization and ridicule, a lot of students with LD utilize
this idea of “passing” as a way to make ends meet. Sometimes students want
to escape from the label of “disabled,” and so they act as if they do not have
a need and “normalize” themselves (Healy, 2005). To make ends meet means
to successfully complete all tasks assigned in order to finish school. Students
make ends meet by doing whatever it takes to pass their classes without having to disclose their disability. Students with LD sometimes become experts
in manipulating the systems around them so that they can better navigate
through them (Barga, 1993). An example of this is seen when students who
have difficulties with reading and comprehension try to avoid situations in
class that could reveal their disability.
One avoidance technique is to leave the classroom just before activities
that could potentially reveal a disability begin (Barga, 1993). However, by
leaving the room before it is their turn to read, students with LD are missing
out on key information. In comparison, students without LD hear this information, thus placing students with LD academically behind.
Managing Disability
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Another way students with psychiatric disabilities cope is to find ways
to manage their disability through utilizing benefactors and by practicing
self-improvement techniques. Benefactors are people who students with psychiatric disabilities rely upon to assist them through academic and personal
issues (Barga, 1993). Benefactors create a sense of community by providing
academic and emotional support. An example of a positive benefactor for
students with psychiatric disabilities is supportive personnel working within student learning centers (Barga, 1993). Students with psychiatric disabilities can rely on these individuals for accommodations with anything from
simple tutoring assistance to complex collaboration with professors to make
the classroom experience a little easier. For example, after registering with
Disability Student Services on campus, a student with ADHD can utilize the
learning center on campus to seek assistance with math homework, as well
as make use of it for test taking purposes to receive extended time.
Another way that students with psychiatric disabilities manage their disability is to practice self-improvement techniques. Self-improvement techniques are techniques that allow students to focus on improving their perception of individual worth (Barga, 1993). Focusing on improving the self
allows students to capitalize on improving their academic success (Barga,
1993). The satisfaction acquired from doing something to improve individual
abilities gives students the encouragement necessary to successfully continue navigating through college (Barga, 1993). One way students can practice a
self-improvement technique is to seek and initiate assistance at the university
level. By reaching out for help, students are taking the first step towards independence and academic success (Stein, 2013). When students with psychiatric
disabilities independently register with Disability Student Services during
their freshman year, they generally express that they would not have completed their educational journey without those services (Stein, 2013). Those
who do not register at that time wish they had, because, more oftentimes
than not, they have already failed one class (Stein, 2013).

Self-Determination and Self-Advocacy
The idea of having to independently register to receive accommodations without automatic assistance from colleges relates back to the point
that there is not adequate support for students with psychiatric disabilities (Barga, 1993; Grella, 2014). Although Disability Support Services provide accommodations as required by the ADA (1990), there are still necessary advancements in supporting students with psychiatric disabilities. In
spite of insufficient support services, students with psychiatric disabilities
on college campuses cope by exercising self-determination and self-advocacy (Barga, 1993; Grella, 2014). Self-determination and self-advocacy involve the students doing things to support themselves in order to be
successful (Barga 1993; Grella, 2014).
According to Grella (2014), self-determination involves the need for hard
work and effort in order to feel successful. While some students have the
luxury of possessing the “natural ability” to be successful in their endeavors,
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most students have to put forth some effort in order to truly learn. Self-advocacy is a complex process that involves independence as well as the utilization of outside resources (Grella, 2014). Students with psychiatric disabilities
have to be self-advocates to receive support services and achieve their academic goals. One way for students to self-advocate is to disclose their disability and communicate with advisors about course options that are more
accommodating (Grella, 2014). An example of an accommodating course is
one with an instructor that utilizes supports within the classroom to assist
students with psychiatric disabilities (Grella, 2014).

Best Practices for Supporting Academic Engagement
Key elements to supporting the success of students with psychiatric disabilities include access to accommodations, support services, and resources
(Becker, Lee, Wajeeh, Ward & Sherin, 2002; Timmerman & Mulvihill, 2015).
Universities that employ these elements are setting examples of best practices in supporting the academic engagement of students with psychiatric
disabilities (Becker et al., 2002). Becker et al. (2002) believe that most universities have plenty of resources available to support students, but that they
do not have the best approach to educating faculty, staff, and students on
the resources that are available. At Western Michigan University (WMU),
the Director of Disability Student Services has shared in public forums that
she is still seeking new and better ways to educate about the services that
are available for all students with disabilities (Jayne Fraley-Burgett, personal communication, March, 2016). In addition to providing better education
about the support needs of students with psychiatric disabilities, postsecondary institutions can use exemplary services and support or empowerment agents as guides to creating and sustaining best practices.
Exemplary Services
Timmerman and Mulvihill (2015) contend that a best practice for supporting students with disabilities is to provide exemplary services while
aiming to create a welcoming environment. Students that participated in
their qualitative study shared that they appreciate when faculty and staff
assist them in managing time obstacles. It often takes more time to complete
readings, assignments, or tests because the assistive technologies take longer
or because of dealing with side effects from necessary medications (Timmerman & Mulvihill, 2015). They also found that mentor relationships with
faculty were significant to enhancing the academic engagement of students
with psychiatric disabilities.
Support Agents
Flowers (2012) identified institutional agents and empowerment agents as
key elements to the success of students with disabilities. Institutional agents
are described as individuals who have the ability and commitment to share
resources and empowerment agents. Empowerment agents are described as
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individuals who help students see a correlation between their goals and a
path to achieving these goals (Flowers, 2012). Many assigned roles in higher
education are already encouraged to serve students as institutional or empowerment agents, such as academic advisors, resident advisors, faculty,
and support staff. Best practices in supporting students by sharing resources
would include training for all levels of employment across college campuses.
By training administrators, faculty, and staff of the need for services and the
resources available to help students obtain these services, universities would
help to create a more inclusive environment for all students (Becker et al.,
2002; Flowers, 2012; Kiuhara & Huefner, 2008; Smart, 2009; Timmerman &
Mulvihill, 2015).

Recommendations for Higher Education
There have been significant changes made in the way students with disabilities are supported. However, these support services are still unsatisfactory. With increasing numbers of students with psychiatric disabilities
attending institutions of higher education, it is crucial that educators focus more attention on how to better serve these students (California Mental Health Advocacy Services, 2015). Studies have shown that when students
with psychiatric disabilities feel they are in a welcoming or inclusive environment, they are more likely to disclose their disability and seek support
services or accommodations (Hong, 2015; Timmerman & Mulvihill, 2015).
Creating an inclusive environment that makes students more inclined to
seek support is not the only improvement that needs to be made. Based on a
review of the literature, the following recommendations would improve the
quality of support services for students with psychiatric disabilities:
1. Promoting an inclusive environment: Research suggests that if a student with a disability feels included in their campus environment, then
they are more likely to seek support. Educators can make a student
with a disability feel included on campus in several ways. One example
of promoting an inclusive environment is when educators learn of a
student’s disabilities and take time to gain better understanding of what
those disabilities mean for the student’s education. By taking the time to
research psychiatric disabilities, educators are informing themselves on
how to effectively accommodate students while maintaining the integrity
of the curriculum.
2. Awareness and action training: In order to better serve students with
psychiatric disabilities, it is essential that educators are provided with
training to ensure awareness of what psychiatric disabilities are and
how they could affect students at postsecondary institutions. Awareness includes the discussion of stigmas and stereotypes, as well as more
specific information about psychiatric disabilities. Only after awareness
is achieved can an educator truly be prepared to take action and improve
services. It is recommended that intensive training be incorporated into
orientation practices for all students, staff, and faculty. Awareness of
psychiatric disabilities and examples for how to support students with
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psychiatric disabilities should be incorporated into these sessions.
3. Simplify the process of seeking and receiving accommodations: Current
procedures for receiving accommodations at postsecondary institutions are initiated only after the student locates and contacts support
services by themselves. Although this process promotes independence,
some students miss the opportunity to register for accommodations
and face different challenges or even drop out of school. Information
about campus services and how to acquire assistance needs to be made
more accessible to potential students. Promoting disability services to all
students during college recruitment at high schools will help to create
an inclusive approach to supporting students. Students will gain a better
understanding of the process to obtain accommodations before entering
postsecondary education.
4. Increase research on strategies for creating better supports: There is very
limited research on how to support students with psychiatric disabilities.
By increasing research on the topic, educators are gaining a better understanding of the experiences of students with disabilities. Research will
also provide insights to the experiences of faculty and staff working with
students and create a better understanding of how to support students
with psychiatric disabilities.

Conclusion
Through legislative action, the U.S. has been working to better support
individuals with disabilities for many years. Postsecondary institutions have
also been working to better support students with physical and psychiatric
disabilities. Federal laws mandate requirements of postsecondary institutions to recognize and make accommodations for students with psychiatric
disabilities. However, the requirement to provide accommodations does not
automatically help students transition into and navigate through postsecondary education.
To effectively support students with psychiatric disabilities, faculty and
staff at postsecondary institutions need to understand what constitutes
a psychiatric disability. As our definition explains, psychiatric disabilities
include a wide range of conditions including autism, learning disabilities,
mental illness, and chemical or substance abuse (Barga, 1993; Flowers 2012;
Smart, 2009). The American Psychiatric Association (1994, as cited in Smart,
2009) explains that limitations connected with thinking, concentrating, interacting with others, and sleeping are impairments of major life activities,
thus allowing students to be afforded accommodations under ADA (1990)
guidelines.
Learning more about the experiences of students with psychiatric disabilities and the coping techniques used to navigate through college are important aspects of creating an inclusive environment and promoting academic
and social engagement. Recommendations for postsecondary institutions
include promoting inclusivity, training, simplicity of process of seeking and
receiving accommodation, and continued research. “A college or university
that views all students as members of the campus community who should
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be able to access all of its programs and services will realize a need for a new
way to provide disability services” (Huger, 2011, p. 5). To create better ways,
postsecondary institutions need to understand that providing disability services is not the job of one department with a handful of trained professionals, but the job of every member of the community (Huger, 2011). Inclusive
environments allow students with psychiatric disabilities to become academically and socially engaged in postsecondary education (Huger, 2011).
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HE Middle English romance Richard Coer de Lyon is not often
read as a text fascinated with machinery. The semi-historical, superlative, titular character and his various marvelous and deeply
disturbing deeds usually claim the most scholarly attention, and
not without reason. There is much to examine in the heroically cannibalistic Richard, who presents a complex and often troubling vision of the construction of the English and the Saracen within romance. Also deserving of
critical attention, though, is the text’s strange attention to sieges and siege
engines. Richard’s army transports a large, named siege tower and countless
throwing engines such as trébuchets, ballistas, crossbows, and mangonels.
One device in particular seems to perform an explicitly symbolic function:
the mill aboard one of Richard’s ships, a machination designed to look like
it grinds dead bodies.
While the mill is a useful psychological weapon against the fictional Saracen army, I argue that it principally serves as a manifestation of some of
the core ideological movements of the romance. In particular, it is a physical
representation of the budding English identity that destroys the Saracens
in order to create sustenance for the English community. This destructive
and transformative process relies on a body of technical knowledge shared
exclusively between the crusading army and the English reader, a manufactured community reflected by the construction and operation of complex machines. To better understand the representative function of Richard’s mill, it is necessary to explore some key qualities of medieval fictional
machines, including their deceptive elements, inherent impersonality, and
literalizing function. The destructive effects of the English community are
further represented through the appearance of several other war machines
in the poem, episodes that are best understood after a focused reading of
Richard’s blood-mill.

The Blood-Mill
The longest sustained description of a mechanical device in Richard Coer
de Lyon appears as Richard’s fleet enters the harbor of Acre. After Richard
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single-handedly severs the great chain stretched across the harbor that was
meant to stop his armada, the poem describes a great mill aboard one of
Richard’s ships, which the Saracen soldiers see and immediately flee from
in terror. The description of the great mill should first be considered in full:
Ovyr al othere wyttyrly,
A melle he made of gret maystry,
In myddes a schyp for to stande
Swylke on sawgh nevere man in land.
Foure sayles were thertoo,
Yelew and grene, rede and bloo,
Whith canveas layd wel all aboute,
Full schyr withinne and eke withoute,
Al within ful of feer
Of torches maad with wex ful cleer;
Ovyrtwart and endelang,
With strenges of wyr the stones hang,
Stones that deden nevere note:
Grounde they nevere whete no grote,
But rubbyd als they were wood.
Out of the eye ran red blood
Before the trowgh ther stood on,
Al in blood he was begon,
And hornes grete upon hys hede:
Sarezynes therof hadden grete drede
For it was within the nyght
They were agrysed of that syght,
They wende it hadde ben mennes bones.
And sayd he was the devyll of hell,
That was come them to quell.
A lytyl before the lyght of day,
Clenly they were don away.

Surpassing all others skillfully,
He made a mill with great mastery,
Which in the middle of a ship stood
Such a one never a man saw on land.
Four sails were there,
Yellow and green, and red and blue,
Well laid about with canvas,
Fully secured within and without,
All full of fire within
Of torches made with fully clear wax;
Over-thwart and end-long
The stones hung with strings of wire,
Stones that never did work:
They never ground wheat nor grain,
But rubbed as if they were mad.
Out of the eye ran red blood
Before the trough one stood there,
He was covered all in blood
And with great horns upon his head:
Saracens therefore had great dread.
For it was within the night
They were afraid of that sight,
They thought they were men’s bones.
And said he was the devil of hell,
That was come to quell them.
A little before the light of day,
They were cleanly done away [fled].1

Because the mill, which for clarity I will call the blood-mill, is given such
attention and because it appears to do entirely psychological and not physical damage, this poetic moment is a good place to focus an analysis of the
imaginative workings of siege machines in Richard. Although this description is confusing in several ways, the basic realities of this device are clear.
First, it at least resembles, if not operates, like a normal windmill: it has four
sails, a set of grinding stones, and a chute out of which comes the finished
material, here apparently blood. Second, it is better constructed than a normal mill and set to an entirely different purpose. It has been made with “gret
maystry” [great mastery] (2656), and it is unlike any other device of the same
name: “Swylke on sawgh nevere man in land” [such a one never a man saw
on the land] (2659). The purpose and operation of this blood-mill is strangely
vague, despite its very specific description. It is, however, clear that it does not
do what normal mills do, for its stones have “Grounde they nevere whete no

grote” [They never ground wheat nor grain] (2668), and out of the mill chute
comes “red blood” (2670). The poem incorporates other technical, if extraneous details: the wire holding the millstone runs “Ovyrtwart and endelang”
[over-thwart and end-long] (2665) over the ship, and the torches are “maad
with wex ful cleer” [made with fully clear wax] (2664). Whatever the actual
function of the device, the Saracens believe that it grinds the bones of dead
men and so they flee in terror.
In his book The Medieval Siege, Malcom Hebron argues that this is probably an actual shipboard grain mill, which the Saracens, thanks to Richard’s
demonic reputation, mistake to be grinding men’s bones.2 However, the description above does not lend itself to this interpretation. The description of
the blood-mill follows a list of throwing machines at Richard’s disposal. The
blood-mill is made with skill “Ovyr al othere” [Surpassing all others] (2655);
that is, it is superior to all other machines in the mastery of its construction.
Thus it appears to be the crown jewel of Richard’s prepared war, the most
acute demonstration of technical proficiency, not simply a grain mill used
to feed the army. Additionally, the impression of a demonic bone grinder
seems quite deliberate. It is unclear if the figure standing before the mill’s
trough, who is “Al in blood… begon, / And hornes grete upon hys hede”
[covered all in blood / and with great horns upon his head] (2672 – 2673),
is Richard himself or another unidentified soldier, but the figure appears
as a devil against a fiery, blood-soaked backdrop. As the blood-mill is said
to have never ground any grain, it does not seem to have a purpose apart
from the fear it produces. There is no mention of the physical damage the
blood-mill causes, unlike the descriptions of the army’s other war machines.
It throws no missiles and it disappears once the army lands. Yet it is valued
more greatly than Richard’s other, more practical throwing machines. As
it is presented here, the blood-mill is a weapon of a purely psychological
nature. It has been masterfully built to take advantage of Richard’s demonic
reputation and make the Saracens fear his coming enough to flee and allow
the English forces to land peacefully.

Machines and Deception
In order to understand how the blood-mill deception functions in Richard, I will turn to scholarship on other mechanical devices in medieval literature. Joyce Tally Lionarons in “Magic, Machines, and Deception: Technology
in the ‘Canterbury Tales’” explores the blurring of magic and machines, a
discussion that is particularly helpful to this analysis of Richard’s blood-mill.
Through an analysis of the brass horse of The Squire’s Tale, a machine shaped
like a horse that allows the user to fly anywhere in the world, she develops
the idea that the underlying characteristic of both magic and technology in
Chaucer’s writing (and perhaps medieval literature in general) is the potential for deception. Much of Lionarons’s analysis rests on the reactions of the
people in Cambyuskan’s court, who initially think the mechanical horse may
be a great and useful gift to their lord, but who ultimately regard it with distrust.3 From their reactions and other instances of magic in the Canterbury
Tales, she concludes, “Such devices rely, like magic, on knowledge that is not
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readily available to common people; like magic, they can be used to deceive
the ignorant; perhaps, like magic, they also draw on knowledge improper for
human beings to have, since they can tempt a person to try to go beyond the
natural limitations of humanity.”4 Although Lionarons focuses on the possible danger of technology in Chaucer’s writing, her work provides a very
helpful diagnostic for understanding the borders between groups of people
in Richard. In this text, technological knowledge, ambiguous with magical
knowledge, belongs to certain people and not to others, and those who do
not possess that knowledge are potential victims of it. Because the blood-mill
is the work of master craftsmen, it is a technology that operates on skill or
knowledge inaccessible to most people. It is also purposefully deceptive. It
causes the Saracens to believe that a demon has come to destroy them. Even
more importantly, they fear that it will grind them to pieces, and their terror
drives them to flee from an object that in actuality would do very little actual damage in battle. The blood-mill deploys specialized knowledge to deceive those without that knowledge. Furthermore, the blood-mill’s diabolical
trappings suggest that it has supernatural origins. To the Saracens, it seems
that only a demon could have constructed such a horrific machine, built from
a hell-based blueprint.
The anxiety that Lionarons ascribes to technology depends on one’s access to an uncommon body of knowledge. It is important to recognize that
the terrors of the blood-mill only manifest themselves in the Saracen army.
Only the Saracens are anxious at the possibility of extra-human knowledge,
because they are the only ones deceived by the blood-mill. There is no mention at all of the mill’s effect on the crusading army on shore or the rest of the
English armada. No crusader soldier looks toward the blood-mill with fear,
and the poet seems to focus entirely on the beneficial effects of the device.
There is no indication that the English fear or should fear the mill, yet the
knowledge of its function and construction would only belong to a few of
the English at best. In theory, the rest of the English army should also fear
its origins. However, there are two qualities of the blood-mill that prevent
the English from falling prey to the blood-mill’s terrifying deception, and
initially these qualities appear to contradict each other.
The first is the parallel between Richard and the mill. It is abundantly clear that the knowledge of the blood-mill belongs in some respect to
Richard himself, or more accurately the blood-mill manifests some of him.
While he presumably did not actually build the blood-mill himself, the
poem ascribes the blood-mill to Richard directly: “A melle he made of gret
maystry” [he made a mill with great mastery] (2656). It is his mill; he gave
the orders to have it built. Furthermore, the blood-mill makes literal some of
his terrifying qualities, as do other physical objects within the romance. For
example, Richard is described playing a game of chess while out at sea with
one of his lords. Megan Leitch argues that his skill as a politician and military leader is manifested directly through his working of the chessboard; his
victory in chess situates his leadership above that of his underling.5 Similarly,
the blood-mill can be seen as another manifestation of Richard, but instead
of demonstrating his tactical mind, the blood-mill represents his insidious
qualities. The Richard of the romance is half demon; his demonic mother
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was able to pass as a mortal for many years before being confronted and
exiled. Richard’s parentage serves him well, oddly enough, giving him inhuman strength, which he uses again and again. Furthermore, Richard becomes a cannibal while on crusade, eating several Saracens—first unknowingly, then intentionally—to regain his health. The horned figure in front of
the mill, “Al in blood he was begon, / And hornes grete upon hys hede” [He
was covered all in blood / and with great horns upon his head] (2672 – 2673),
echoes quite pointedly Richard’s demonic qualities, and the Saracens’ belief
that “he was the devyll of hell” [he was the devil of hell] (2679) come to destroy them is not as hyperbolic as it might at first seem. The blood-mill projects the most destructive qualities of the English warlord, and it becomes
an extension of his person. The English army need not fear the blood-mill
because they need not fear Richard. He is their heroic leader.

Machines and Impersonality
The second quality of the blood-mill that prevents it from victimizing the
English seems at first contradictory to the first quality, that the blood-mill is
a manifestation of Richard. This quality is that no technical knowledge can
be entirely attributed to one person; technical knowledge must be shared
among a larger community, however it is attributed. Mildred Leake Day’s
work on an odd appearance of technology in romance is helpful to this analysis. Day closely analyzes the appearance of Greek fire in De ortu Waluuanii,
in which Sir Gawain must overcome a Saracen ship equipped with the weaponized chemical. Day argues that this encounter takes the structural place of
a heroic test against some great unusual or hellish danger, and she comments
on the implications of the presence of a machine:
For all the author’s efforts to create the aura of the evil magicians
behind the weapon, the impersonal, mechanical aspects of the technology dominate. A double-bellows siphon is a machine; Greek fire
is a chemical formula. This is a mystery of a different order from a
Green Knight whose head is replaceable. The author tries to create
horror around his weapon, but, in the final analysis, Gawain must
attack the seaman operating the machine, an anonymous figure far
removed from the evil genius who created it.6
Day insists that the technology, however the poem might try to tie it to
a specific person, is ultimately an impersonal, nebulous entity, created by a
particular person, operated by another, but ultimately based on a knowledge
that exists separately from either. Gawain may kill the operator and dismantle that particular machine, but his victory remains incomplete.
The same impersonality persists around Richard’s mill. Richard is its
master, but he is separate from the men who built it. Perhaps Richard devised the concept, but others turned it into a reality, and still others may take
part in its operation. The knowledge of the blood-mill is a body of restricted,
shared knowledge. Although the technical nature of the mill’s description
does not reveal what the blood-mill is or does, the technical details do prop-
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agate a sense of shared knowledge. The sails of the blood-mill are “Whith
canveas layd wel all aboute, / Full schyr withinne and eke withoute” [well
laid about with canvas, / fully secured within and without] (2661 – 2662),
and the grindstone is hung “Ovyrtwart and endelang, / With strenges of
wyr” [over-thwart and end-long / with strings of wire] (2665 – 2666). These
semi-technical details go beyond naming the blood-mill a work of “gret
maystry” [great mastery]; they indicate how well the construction demonstrates said mastery. Someone well-versed in the making of mills, a likely
minority among the poem’s audience, might recognize why it is important
that these elements are constructed this way, whereas for the vast majority of
audience, these details create the illusion of knowledge, sharing that the sails
are “layd wel all aboute” [well laid all about] because they have canvas inside
and out. The audience is included within the community of shared technical
knowledge, while those components also become part of the larger function of the device. This is something of a behind-the-scenes moment; the
poet provides the audience with knowledge usually held by a small group of
specialists. The knowledge of the blood-mill belongs to the English reading
audience as much as it belongs to the fictional Richard.
Initially it seems impossible for the blood-mill to both belong to Richard
and to no one. How can the shared knowledge be both a general impersonal
entity and individually linked to the English king? The answer is that the he
blood-mill does not represent Richard, but rather the blood-mill and Richard
are both facets of their shared Englishness. Richard is himself a manifestation of communal English knowledge. Peter Larkin, in the introduction to
his edition of Richard Coer de Lyon, argues that the poem uses the figure of
Richard to make the English the chosen people of God: “The typological resonance of Richard’s cannibalism and other acts reveal that he, standing for
all Englishmen, replaces the Franks as the English become populi Dei [people
of God].” 7 I would argue that the blood-mill represents one of the mechanisms by which Richard can stand in for all Englishmen in this romance. He
draws upon a shared body of knowledge, English knowledge even, to create
a device that produces a mass deception against a people excluded from that
shared knowledge. Even though the rest of the English army does not possess immediate technical knowledge of the blood-mill, they have access to
the knowledge community through Richard. Richard represents the English
and because the blood-mill is linked to him, the English have indirect access
to what is represented by the blood-mill. The Saracens share neither in the
representative nor in the technical knowledge of the blood-mill, and so they
fall victim to the English king and army.

Machines and Manifestation
In order to fully understand the nature of the body of knowledge inherent
in Richard’s mill and its Englishness, it is necessary to more broadly examine the blood-mill’s metaphorical or representational qualities. Other imagined medieval machines, and the ways that scholars have interpreted them,
can help reveal those qualities. Thus this analysis returns again to Chaucer’s
horse of brass. Through an extended reading of the brass horse in her book
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Time and the Astrolabe in The Canterbury Tales, Marijane Osborn comes to
the conclusion that the horse is in fact a reimagined astrolabe,8 in which each
detail of the horse relates in some respect to one of the various components
of the instrument.9 She further connects the brass horse and astrolabe to
observable horse constellations and stars, arguing that the Squire describes
star patterns that would be visible to someone who was well-versed with
an astrolabe.10 Osborn makes this connection so strongly that it is difficult
to refute, but she does very little to expand upon the implications of such a
connection. Even so, Osborn makes a few points useful to this analysis of
Richard’s blood-mill. At one point in her argument, Osborn explores the
relationship between the horse’s ability to travel and the face of an astrolabe.
She comments on the typical use of the pointer, or label, on the astrolabe:
“By turning not this astrolabic ‘horse’ itself but the ‘label’…and the rete or
cutout star map that lies under it, one may indeed journey, as Cambyuskan
is invited to do, wherever in the cosmos one wishes, all within the ‘space’ of
twenty-four hours engraved on the outer periphery of the mother plate.”11
The rhetorical motion Osborn makes here is critical: she equates the journey
of mental exercise through the astronomical calculation of an astrolabe to
the literal journey of the brass horse in the imagined tale. Whereas an astronomer can only transport through his thoughts using an astrolabe, Cambyuskan can transport his physical being by means of the brass horse. The
astrolabe is itself a representation of a body of knowledge, specifically the
mathematics and observations of astronomy. It manifests that knowledge
in a physical form, which then allows part of the implementation of that
knowledge to be realized, here the mental journey through the cosmos. The
horse takes the role of representation further, as it makes physical and literal
the imagined implementation of astronomy. Thus the relationship between
the brass horse, a device, and astronomy, a body of knowledge, is one of
illustrative metaphor.
This kind of metaphorical relationship provides a metric to analyze the
body of knowledge behind Richard’s blood-mill. By returning to the function of the blood-mill, the shared knowledge behind it can be reverse-engineered. The first and most obvious function of the blood-mill has already
been thoroughly examined above; it is a weapon that instills fear in those
outside the knowledge community. The second function of the blood-mill is
demonstrated by the latter half of its description: “Grounde they [the millstones] nevere whete no grote, / But rubbyd als they were wood. / Out of the
eye ran red blood” [they never ground wheat or grain / but rubbed as if they
were mad. / Red blood ran out of the eye] (2668 – 2670). This device operates
as other mills do—grinding a substance to create a finer product—and thus
it is situated in a larger representative framework. Mills are often used in
other medieval texts as representational objects. D.W. Robertson, in reference to a capital carving at Vézelay that portrays Moses pouring grain into
a mill, which then produces flour for the waiting hands of St. Paul, explains
the position of “the Epistles of St. Paul, which formed the source of inspiration for the tradition of allegorical exegesis during the Middle Ages. Hence
his fame in medieval art as the ‘miller’ who grinds the ‘grain’ of the Prophets
to produce the ‘flour’ of the New Law.”12 Here used by St. Paul, the mill is a
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device that creates new meaning out of the old meaning fed into it. The body
of knowledge represented by the mill is transformative—the mill takes some
other body of knowledge and grinds it into something else. Whereas most
mills grind grain to produce flour, Richard’s blood-mill grinds no grain,
with the suggestion that it grinds human bones instead and produces blood.
It would seem that this device is designed to take Saracen bodies and their
attached meanings and then destroy them to produce some other meaning.
Rodney Delasanta traces another useful element of the larger medieval function of the mill, which might help illuminate the blood-mill’s final product.
In his discussion of the mill in Chaucer’s Reeve’s Tale, in which a miller and
his family are duped and violated by a pair of clerks, Delasanta identifies a
definitively apocalyptic association with the mill: “the silence of the mills
signals the destruction of the city.”13 The mill then represents the life of the
city, as the end of one marks the end of the other. Considering the physical
function of the mill, this makes sense; the mill creates sustenance for the
community. Connecting then the function of the blood-mill to the body of
knowledge behind it, Richard’s mill makes sustenance for the community by
destroying and transforming the bodies of fallen Saracens.

Englishness in the Machine
The blood-mill’s transformation of Saracen bodies into food clearly foreshadows Richard’s infamous cannibalism that occurs later in the poem.
When Richard serves cooked Saracen prisoners to Saladin’s14 emissaries,
he issues a particularly interesting statement, “I you waraunt, / there is no
flesch so norysshaunt / Unto an Ynglyssche Crysten man / …As is the flesh
of a Saryzyne” [I warrant you, / there is no flesh as nourishing to an English, Christian man / …as is the flesh of a Saracen] (3547 – 3553). Larkin
comments on this phrase in his introduction to the text, “In this aggressive
formulation that scholars connect to the Eucharist, Richard defines Englishness through the consumption of Saracen flesh.”15 Geraldine Heng has
thoroughly explored the nationalizing effects of Richard’s cannibalism in
her book Empire of Magic: Medieval Romance and the Politics of Cultural
Fantasy, and she argues that in Richard Coer de Lyon cannibalism is an explicit trope of conquest and colonization.10 If the blood-mill is read in conjunction with Richard’s English cannibalism, Heng’s picture of conquest is
made more complex. Richard’s feeding on Saracen flesh is made part of his
Englishness in the poem, or more aptly, the Saracen flesh sustains his English being better than any other food. The blood-mill is a tool that enables
consumption. It physically takes the raw form of the food and grinds it into
something edible. If the blood-mill can indeed be read in the same way as
the brass horse, then the action of making Saracen bodies edible is representative of an action of thought, which belongs to a shared body of knowledge.
This then is the heart of the shared body of knowledge made manifest in the
mill: Englishness is sustained by the destruction of the Saracen. The fearful aspects of the blood-mill are thus readily explained. The blood-mill represents a desire not to conquer and subjugate, but to destroy and consume.
Just as the brass horse allows astronomy to physically affect travel, so too the
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blood-mill allows English identity to create literal sustenance out of fallen
Saracen warriors.
The nourishment of identity through war, specifically war between the
English and the Saracens, is not a new concept. Siobhain Calkin traces how
the romance Of Arthour and of Merlin replaces much of the inter-British
conflict of Arthur’s early reign with Saracen invasions. Calkin comes to
the conclusion that this incessant war does not destabilize Arthur’s political structure, but actually “revitalizes and reunifies the ‘Inglisch’ realm,” in
part because it does away with inter-British political tension.17 The knowledge behind the blood-mill is more than knowledge; it is also a self-aware
self-identification. This is where the blood-mill differs from the function of
the brass horse. The brass horse takes a knowledge that can be learned and
turns it into physical capability; yet one does not need to identify as an astronomer to use the brass horse, or even to use an actual astrolabe. Only
the possession of certain knowledge or skills is necessary. The mill, on the
other hand, is a manifestation of mental community. Shared knowledge is
the result of a shared identity, independent of the technical working of any
one device. Thus the blood-mill is the deployment of an English community that benefits by the specialization and skills of its individual members.
Richard’s great strength and deeds, though unique, benefit all the English.
The mill, or any other mechanical device, may be built and operated by a
master engineer, but it is a device that benefits the whole community, and,
specifically in the case of the blood-mill, it nourishes the community while
destroying another. Perhaps through this communal framework, Richard
is no longer a required intermediary. If the technical or hidden bodies of
knowledge provide a visible service to the community at large, they cease to
be a source of anxiety.
Other siege weapons of Richard Coer de Lyon perform similar representational functions, demonstrating carnivorous Englishness through their
physical mechanisms. Second to the blood-mill in poetic presence is the
siege tower Richard first deploys during the conflict over Cyprus. Richard’s
description of the tower outlines its role in the shared English community:
I have a castell, I understonde,
Is made of tembre of Englonde,
With syxe stages full of tourelles
Well flourysshed with cornelles;
Therin I and many a knight
Ayenst the Frensshe shall take the fight.
That castle shall have a surnownne:
It shall hyght the mate-gryffon.
[I have a tower, I understand, / which is made from the timber of
England, / with six levels of turrets / well flourished with arrow-slots;
/ therein I and many a knight / shall take fight against the French.
That tower shall have a surname: It shall be called the Mate-Gryffon.]
(1849 – 1856)
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Unlike the mill, this construction has a clear combat purpose. It provides
a place from which the chivalrous knights of England can do battle with the
soldiers of Cyprus and France, a function in which it proves quite effective.
The relationship of the tower to Englishness is overtly made: it is built out
of the “tembre of Englonde” [timber of England] (1850), physically made of
the shared raw material of England and thus taking shape out of the English
community. Furthermore, the tower is presented in a way that invokes a
shared knowledge. The audience learns that it has six different levels, each
well-supplied with places to shoot from. These details are technical and not
strictly descriptive in nature; Richard is communicating its battle effectiveness through its specifications. As with the blood-mill, the description of the
siege tower creates the sense of a body of knowledge shared with the reader,
even if the technical aspects of the tower are not fully understood. The tower
is a device of destruction, fostering, like the blood-mill, an English community through the destruction of the Saracen. Unlike the mill, however,
the tower is not deployed exclusively against Saracens. Richard comments
that the knights inside the tower are to fight specifically against the “Frencche” [French]. The name Richard gives the tower is also quite significant.
Larkin glosses “mate-gryffon” as “kill-Greek.”18 It would seem then that the
English war-fed identity is not limited to Saracens, but can be applied to
other peoples as well. The construction of the tower mirrors the purpose of
the blood-mill; the blood-mill uses the destruction of Saracen soldiers as a
raw material to create sustenance for identity. The tower takes the raw material of identity to create “mate-gryffon,” a device deployed to destroy other
Christian peoples. It might overstate the joint representational function of
these two devices to assert that wars with Saracens sustain the English identity for wars with other Christian nations. While they both serve as physical
manifestations of the shared war project, they appear within different poetic moments that do not appear to be specifically linked to each other. It is
more appropriate to say that these two differing machines demonstrate that
shared Englishness requires conflict with non-Englishness in general, and
not only with the Saracens.
There are many other instances where siege machines appear in the text,
but one is particularly useful for discussion. Two complex mechanical devices appear during Sir Thomas’s siege of the Saracen garrison at the castle
Orglyous. The first belongs to the Saracen defenders. The Saracens send a
spy into the crusader ranks, where he is immediately guessed out by Sir
Thomas. Under threat, the spy describes the bridge by which the English
should have crossed to the castle. He does so in a pointedly technical nature, saying “And undyrnethe is an hasp / Schet with a stapyl and a clasp; /
And in that hasp a pyn is pylt… / And the pyn smeten out were, / down ye
shoulden fallen there” [and underneath there is a hasp / shut with a staple
and a clasp; / and in that hasp is a pin placed… / and were the pin struck
out, / down you would fall there] (4111 – 4118). As with the other two machines discussed above, this description creates the sense of an uncommon
body of knowledge behind the device. Unlike the other two devices, this
one is built by Saracens to trick and destroy the English. That threatening
body of knowledge is, however, defused entirely by the spy’s description
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of it. Once the English are aware of the trap, they circumvent it and attack
the city with a great “mangenel” (4131), or stone-throwing machine. The
spy says that the weapon is “Swylke knowen but fewe Sarezynes” [like such
but a few Saracens know about] (4131). The Saracen defenders capitulate in
complete terror after a single stone (granted a very large one) is thrown into
the castle. If the reading of machines in this text holds here as it does above,
this moment marks a direct conflict between two identities: the Saracen
communal knowledge is revealed and rendered inert by one of their own,
while the English shared knowledge (manifested in the great mangenel) is
successfully used, creating fear in those who do not share in that knowledge. It is interesting that the Saracen machine is never tested, and that it
was effectively disarmed by the Saracen spy. This allows the possibility of
dangerous Saracen knowledge to linger; it represents what could have been.
The Saracen communal knowledge remains a threat, even as the English
machinery proves itself to be superior, because the encounter provides a
glimpse into a hostile knowledge community that can manifest itself in its
own dangerous devices. Such a state of possible danger seems to justify the
intense suspicion Thomas holds toward the spy, identifying him as soon as
he opens his mouth.

Conclusion
There are many other more minor references to siege equipment and machinery littered throughout the poem, but a complete survey rests outside
the scope of this paper. So too do several aspects and implications attached
to these weapons. There appear to be many ways in which the mill’s demonic
connotations fit with Richard’s demonic qualities, and it would take a great
deal of work to reconcile these connotations within a clearly Christian English identity. Rather than treat them lightly or briefly here, it would be best
to return to those implications as a separate inquiry. There are, however, several useful results of this analysis, which might go beyond the explanation
of what appears to be a narrative oddity. The model of English identity as
presented by the blood-mill contributes to the general conversation around
identity and otherness in Richard Coer de Lyon. The blood-mill demonstrates how a body of knowledge is a principal component of community
and may in fact create community through its shared dissemination. The
community surrounding Richard takes on the characteristics of the mill,
the manifestation of knowledge. Richard Coer de Lyon exhibits an English
communal identity that destroys, grinds, consumes, and digests the adversarial Saracen, an English identity created and sustained through dangerous
communal knowledge.
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I

NTRODUCTION

This study investigates the impact of unconventional monetary policy
(UMP) 1 actions on the risk taking behavior of banks. Recent studies such as
Paligorova and Santos (2012), Dellis et al. (2012), and Angeloni et al. (2015)
argue that the prolonged period of low interest rate in the aftermath of the
dot-com recession has encouraged banks to take excessive risk. According to
these studies, there is a significant positive relationship between expansionary monetary policy measures and the amount of risk that the banks take.
However, this positive relationship may not hold for the post-crisis period
because of the following reasons.
First, the financial crisis caused liquidity problems among the banks,
which led to the credit crunch phenomenon 2. Because of the resulting shortage of capital, the banks became risk averse about lending to businesses and
individuals as well as to other banks (Lowth et al., 2010). Secondly, when the
central bank repeats the same actions in the same circumstances, agents in
the economy learn to respond in a particular way. However, when the policy
rule changes, there will be a period when households and firms learn how to
respond to the new rules of the game. The 2007 financial crisis caused one
such period of adaptation as the Fedral Reserve (FED) switched to unconventional policy actions after the funds rate reached the zero lower bound 3
(Farmer, 2012). This might cause a different response of risk taking by the
banks. Third, the sluggish recovery of the economy signals that future economic conditions are worse than expected (Haitsma et al., 2015). Such pessimism might cause banks to hesitate to take any risks.
From the policy perspective, one of the channels through which UMPs
affect banks’ risk taking is through the wealth effect. By increasing asset
prices, the policy actions increase collateral values and lower delinquency 4
and default rates, encouraging banks to take more risk in lending to borrowers. In this regard, Araujo et al. (2013) shows that asset purchases by the

FED may not necessarily increase asset prices in all circumstances. In their
general equilibrium model, if there exists a sufficient level of collateral for
household’s collateral constraint not to bind in equilibrium, central bank
asset purchases will have no effect on equilibrium asset prices.
Based on these arguments, the study tests the hypothesis that instead of
monetary policy, factors related to the aforementioned reasons are the main
drivers of risk taking by the banks in the post-crisis period. These factors
include credit crunch as measured by credit growth and expectation about
future economic conditions. The new monetary policy regime is represented
by using the FED’s total asset as a measure of monetary policy. After the fed
funds reached the zero lower bound in December 2008, the FED switched to
unconventional policy tools, namely quantitative easing. Under this new policy regime, the FED’s balance sheet is used as the main policy tool as the FED
has directly engaged in large-scale asset purchase programs (LSAP). The
LSAP involves the purchase of mortgage backed securities and other assets,
leading to a massive expansion of its total asset holdings. Because of this the
total asset holdings of the FED represent the (unconventional) monetary policy instrument for the post-crisis period. This is in line with Gambacorta et
al. (2013) and Khatiwada (2017). Moreover, industrial production is used as a
control for the level of economic activity. Following Delis et al. (2012), this paper measures the risk taking by the banks using the total risky assets owned.
In order to achieve its goal, this paper employs a time series regression
where the risk taking measure is expressed as a function of credit growth,
expected economic condition, and FED’s total asset. The empirical findings show that monetary policy has been an insignificant factor during the
post-crisis period while credit crunch and expectation about future economic condition are found to be significant factors affecting the risk taking decision of banks. These findings imply that the risk taking channel of
monetary policy has been ineffective after the fed funds rate reached the
zero lower bound.
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. The next section
presents a review of previous empirical studies in the area. Following is
a discussion of the empirical model to be estimated. The next section describes the dataset used in the study. Then the paper presents and discusses the empirical findings. Finally, the paper concludes by providing some
policy implications.

Literature Review
Considerable effort has been made in the empirical literature to study the
impacts of monetary policy on the risk taking behavior of banks. Virtually
all studies use short-term interest rate as the measure of monetary policy.
Dellis et al. (2012) estimates the risk taking impacts of monetary policy using micro level datasets. Their study makes two significant contributions.
First, the authors distinguish between risk taking on new and existing loans.
Their second contribution lies in the endogeneity problem that concerns the
potential joint identification of monetary policy and bank risk. They argue
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that bank risk could influence the stance of monetary policy and that both
of these variables are affected by the general macroeconomic conditions. To
solve this problem of identification, the authors use the strategy developed
by Romer and Romer (2004). Using risky assets owned and Z-index 5 for each
bank in their sample, the authors found that lowering the interest rate significantly increases risk taking by the banks.
On the other hand, Angelon et al. (2015) uses macro data and employs a
VAR model to see the risk taking impacts of monetary policy in the U.S. Their
major contribution is in the differentiation they make between two forms of
risk: risk taking in the funding structure and overall risk taking. Their study
uses data from January 1980 to September 2011. The major finding of their
work is that a positive monetary policy shock increases the amount of funding risk taken by the banks while its effect on overall risk taking is insignificant. Similar results are also found by Abbate and Thaler (2014) using macro
data. By identifying a Bayesian VAR through sign restrictions, the authors
find evidence suggesting that expansionary monetary policy shock causes a
persistent increase in proxies for bank risk taking behavior.
Few studies have also attempted to examine the risk taking effects of
monetary policy in Europe. Altunbas et al. (2010) tests the hypothesis that
low level interest rate is the contributing factor to the recent banking problem in Europe and the U.S. using a comprehensive database of quarterly
balance sheet information and risk measures. In order to disentangle the
effects of monetary policy from other factors, the authors make control for
bank-specific characteristics such as size, liquidity, capitalization, lending
portfolios, and profitability. The main result of their study is that, even controlling for the above factors, low levels of short-term interest rates over an
extended period of time contributed to an increase in bank risk.
Similar results are also found by other researchers using micro level data.
Jimenez et al. (2014) use micro data of the Spanish Credit Register from 1984
to 2006 to find that lower interest rates have a double-sided effect on the
default probability of bank loans. This default probability falls in the short
term, as the cost of interest payments decreases, but rises in the long run, as a
result of banks lending money to riskier borrowers in exchange for a higher
yield. This indicates increased risk taking by the banks through reaching for
yield behavior.
This paper contributes to the accumulating empirical literature in two
ways. First, in evaluating the impacts of monetary policy shocks, the study
uses the FED’s total asset as the main policy tool, instead of the commonly
held approach of using interest rate or money supply. Secondly, in addition
to testing the significance of monetary policy, the study attempts to point
out the factors that have been the major drivers of risk taking during the
post-crisis period.

market distress as measured by Cleveland Financial Distress Index, and it is
the control for uncertainty shocks that have been the major drivers of financial market dynamics over the crisis period (Gambacorta et al., 2013). denotes
expected economic condition. It is given by the predicted values from an output equation estimated in the spirit of Tolo (2011). The results of this estimation are provided in the appendix. FED’s total asset and banks’ risky assets
enter the model in natural log while the rest of the variables enter in level.
The main hypothesis in the estimation of Equation 1 is that the coefficients of
credit growth and expected economic condition are jointly significant while
that of monetary policy measure is insignificant.

Data
The dataset used in the study is monthly data from December 2008 to
April 2016, the last month with the complete dataset. A total of 89 observations are used for estimation purposes. It encompasses data on the following
variables: FED’s total asset as a measure of monetary policy, industrial production, Cleveland Financial Stress Index, and credit growth. The data are
obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Data on the total risky
assets owned are obtained from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors
website. All the data are seasonally adjusted. The time series plot of each
variable is provided below and the descriptive statistics are available in the
appendix section.

Methodology
The empirical approach to test for the risk taking effects of UMPs relies
on a time series regression. The econometric model is given by: (1)
Where A is the risky assets owned, is credit growth rate representing credit crunch, and is the monetary policy measured by FED’s total asset. financial

Figure 1: Time series plots; First row: Credit Growth, FED’s total asset
Second Row: Industrial Production, Risky assets owned
Third Row: Cleveland Financial Distress Index
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Estimation Results
In this section, the regression result from estimation of Equation 1 is
discussed. From the initial regression, the results indicate the presence of
a significant level of autocorrelation in the residuals. In order to correct for
that, the Cochrane-Orcutt transformation is applied. This transformation
requires the transformation of the regression model, given by Equation 1, to
a form in which the OLS procedure is applicable. Rewriting Equation 1 for
the period t-1, we arrive at:
(2)
Then, multiplying Equation 2 term by term by ρ and subtracting from
Equation 1 results in:
ρ ut-1 ) (3)
Where ρ is obtained from the AR(1) modeling of first stage regression
resiuals ut:
ut = ρ ut-1 + εt (4)
Equation 3 can be rewritten using the residuals from Equation 4:
(5)
By construction, the residuals in Equation 5 are white noise.
Table 2 in the appendix presents the result of an estimation of Equation 5.
This result indicates that monetary policy is found to have an insignificant
effect on the amount of risk that the banks take as expected. Thus, it can
be concluded that unconventional monetary policy actions have different
impact on the risk taking behavior of banks than the short-term interest
rate. On the other hand, the phenomenon of the credit crunch as measured
by credit growth has significant impact. A one percent decrease in the credit growth leads to a decrease in the amount of risk taken by the banks by
0.4%. Moreover, the joint significance test of the coefficients of credit growth
and expected economic conditions has a p-value of 0.0238. This implies that
credit crunch and expectation have been significant factors affecting the
banks’ risk taking decision.
In order to show that these results are robust, I consider a model in which
risk taking is expressed as a function of only the financial distress index and
FED’s total asset. If credit crunch and expectation about future economic
conditions cause the effect of monetary policy to disappear, then in the regression without these two variables the monetary policy measure should
have a significant coefficient. The result of this regression is presented in
Table 3 in the appendix section, and is found to be similar to the previous
case. The coefficient FED’s total asset remains insignificant. This indicates
that in addition to the credit crunch and expectation about future economic
conditions, there might be other factors that cause the effect of monetary
policy to disappear.
Conclusion
This paper re-investigates the impact of monetary policy on the risk taking
behavior of banks after the fed funds rate reached the zero lower bound. Previ-
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ous studies that use short-term interest rate as the measure of monetary policy
found that expansionary policy actions lead to an increase in the amount of
risk taken by the banks. However, whether this finding holds in the post-crisis
period is questionable. This is because the banks have suffered from liquidity
problems, and recovery from the crisis has been one of the slowest in history.
The study contributes to the ongoing literature by considering a different measure of monetary policy given by FED’s total asset. Moreover, it also proposes
the possible factors that affect risk taking in the post-crisis period.
The results of the study provide no evidence of any impact by monetary
policy on the risk taking behavior of banks. Instead, credit crunch as measured by credit growth and expectation about future economic condition are
found to be the two major factors affecting risk taking. In terms of implication for the FED, our results suggest that more attention should be given to
the capital constraint that the banks suffer from in order to have a prudent
macro supervision. This can be attained by altering the total reserve that the
banks have through a change in the required reserve ratio or by tapering the
large-scale asset purchase program and resorting to the conventional higher
short-term interest rate policy in the event that excessive risk taking is a
threat to the economy.

Work Cited
1UMP is a term used to refer to monetary policy actions implemented after the
short-term interest rate is stuck at the zero lower bound.
2Credit crunch is a sudden reduction in the availability of credit from banks.
3The zero lower bound is when the short- term interest rate (fed funds rate) becomes
zero.
4Deliquency refers to a failure to pay an outstanding debt.
5Z-index captures the probability of default of a country’s banking system.
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Appendix A
A1. Descriptive Statistics
Table 1: Summary statistics of the variables in the model

Variable

Observation

Mean

Std

Min

A2. Estimation Result of Equation 5
Table 2: Estimation result for equation. ***indicates significance at 5% and ** indicates significance at 10%

Variable

Coefficient

P-value

Intercept

113.9

0.0288 ***

Credit growth

0.004

6.46e-05 ***

Financial Distress index

0.003

0.0688**

Expected Output

0.63

0.3363

FED’s total asset

0.012

0.9552

A3.Regression Result Without Expected Output and Credit Growth

Table 3: ***indicates significance at 5%

Variable

Coefficient

P-value

Intercept

113.9

0.0288 ***

Credit growth

0.004

6.46e-05 ***

Financial Distress index

0.003

0.0688**

FED’s total asset

0.012

0.9552

Max
A4.Regression Result for predicting expected economic condition

Asset Risk

89

9476816

608285.8

8714822

1.10e+07

Credit Growth

89

0.277313

0.5855085

-1.073507

0.533819

Variable

Coefficient

P-value

CFDI

89

0.3124719

1.071473

-1.92

2.89

Intercept

-0.5447

0.2984

FED’s total
Asset

89

3236128

916481.6

1881629

4507150

Inflation

2.0800

0.0604***

Capacity Utilization

1.1967

6.18e-14***

Industrial
Production

89

99.22468

5.372032

87.4125

106.6868

Export of Manufactured
Goods

0.0001

0.6855

Table 4: Estmation Equation for Industrial Production
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I

The Effect of Inflation Targeting Policies on Dollarization

Monetary policy in the presence of dollarization becomes especially challenging. The greater the extent and variability of dollarization, the weaker the Central Bank’s knowledge and control over domestic money supply.
Dollarization also reduces the ability of the government to earn seigniorage2
from its own currency.
However, one of the common driving factors behind both asset and currency substitution is high inflation. As a result, in many emerging economies
experiencing hyperinflation, dollarization emerged as a popular method of
insuring against the inflationary shocks to holding domestic assets. A common response from policymakers has been to adopt inflation targeting (IT)
as a monetary policy to anchor inflationary expectations. This paper aims
to investigate the experiences of some dollarized economies after adopting
IT regimes and to compare them to other economies with similar levels of
dollarization that did not adopt IT. Then this paper discusses how IT policies
work in a dollarized economy, followed by a review of the existing literature
on this topic. This paper then presents the dataset used and the measure of
dollarization employed in this study, and finally discusses the estimation
strategy results and conclusions.

Inflation Targeting and Dollarization
NTRODUCTION

Dollarization, a situation in which individuals and firms in a country
choose to use a foreign currency as a substitute for some of the monetary
services provided by the domestic currency, is a common issue plaguing
many developing countries. While the foreign currency most commonly
chosen is the U.S. dollar, dollarization is a generic term used to characterize
any currency that effectively serves as a replacement for domestic currency.
Usually, dollarization is differentiated between official, or de jure, dollarization and unofficial, or de facto, dollarization. De jure dollarization typically
refers to a situation in which foreign currency is given legal tender status; it
is measured in the literature by the fraction of total deposits held in foreign
currency (FCD). De facto dollarization refers to the practice of using foreign
currency along with domestic currency as means of exchange. This measure
also includes the amount of foreign currency in circulation. Measuring unofficial dollarization is a challenge due to the unavailability of reliable data
on foreign currency in circulation.
Dollarization could possibly lead to both currency substitution as well as
asset substitution. Standard models of currency substitution attribute the
ratio of domestic and foreign currency circulating in a country to the difference in their nominal interest rates. If uncovered interest parity condition1
holds, and assuming that inflation is reflected in the interest rates, expected
inflation would foster currency substitution. Asset substitution, on the other
hand, depends not only on the risks and returns associated with both domestic and foreign assets, but also on the prevailing regulatory framework
of the domestic economy.

In theory, inflation targeting is a fairly straightforward policy. The
central bank explicitly declares an official quantitative target (or target
ranges) for the inflation rate over one or more time horizons. The central
bank then forecasts the future path of inflation and adjusts monetary policy by the difference. It is important to note here that IT is a mixture of
a “rule” and “discretion” with substantial variation across the implementing countries. There cannot be a one-size-fits-all version of the policy, as
each country adopts a different version of the policy based on the prevailing
institutional arrangements.
As long as IT seems like a credible regime that delivers low and stable
inflation, it strengthens the domestic currency as a store of value. It dampens the agents’ tendency to hold wealth in a foreign currency by anchoring
down inflationary expectations, thereby reducing the risk of holding wealth
in domestic currency.
However, it has been observed that de-dollarization (i.e. reduced or discontinued usage of foreign currency) does not occur, at least not fully, when
disinflation is achieved. Instead economic agents continue to use foreign
currency in their financial systems and in transactions. This is commonly
known as the hysteresis effect which usually occurs for two reasons. If economic agents can choose among several currencies for transactions, they will
prefer the one that is already widely used in the economy. Therefore if the
dollar had already reached sufficiently high level of usage during inflation, it
will tend to persist after inflation. This is the network effect. The other reason
is fear of depreciation of the domestic currency. The less risky currency dollar
persists simply because it is more likely to maintain its value.
This process of hysteresis is more likely to occur in asset substitution than
currency substitution. This is because foreign currency denominated assets
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would still provide insurance against the probability of a return to inflation
and devaluation. Remittances can also induce asset substitution as long as
they are maintained in foreign currency. This paper investigates whether or
not de-dollarization occurs after adopting IT and to what extent the hysteresis effect persists. It will focus on estimating the coefficient on the IT variable
in our empirical model with the initial hypothesis that it is negative.

further classified based on whether they were highly dollarized, moderately
dollarized, or low-dollarized. A tabulated description is provided below. The
time period considered is from 2001 to 2015.
Table 1: Countries chosen for this study.

Review of the Literature
Different countries’ experiences with dollarization have been studied
extensively in the literature. Ize and Levy-Yeyati (2003) approach financial
dollarization as a portfolio choice problem and demonstrate that within the
minimum variance portfolio allocation benchmark, financial dollarization
displays high persistence whenever the expected volatility of the inflation
rate remains high with respect to real exchange rate.
Feige (2003) employs a constructed dataset on the amount of foreign currency in circulation (FCC) in the form of U.S. dollars, in various countries
around the world, which overcomes the fundamental empirical problem of
“un-observability” to an extent. He focuses on de facto dollarization in Croatia and compares the new empirical estimates of the extent of dollarization to
the ones published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Zoryan (2005) also attempts to create an estimate of the amount of foreign currency in circulation (FCC) in the case of Armenia by surveying
households, and uses this to create a currency substitution index.
Honanhan (2007) concentrates on short-run variations particularly the
response of dollarization to exchange rate regimes. His econometric model
suggests that policymakers’ fears of floating may be exaggerated and that
exchange rates on average do not result in extrapolative destabilizing denomination of the currency of deposits. Following this, my model controls
for exchange-rate regimes.
Mwase and Kumah (2015) investigate the extent of dollarization in low-income countries and their trends during the recent global financial crisis.
They conclude that beyond the variation, the level of inflation and size of
depreciation also matter for dollarization.
Most of the literature, even those studies conducting cross-country analysis, focus on a particular group of countries, mostly the Latin American
economies. In this paper, I investigate a wider cross-section of countries by
including dollarized East- Asian economies. Also, most of the existing literature concentrates on the Latin American currency crisis of the 1990s and its
aftermath. In this paper, I take the literature forward by considering a more
recent time period from 2001 to 2015, which allows me to look at the effects
of the recent global financial recession.

High-Dollarized

Moderate-Dollarized

Low-Dollarized

Implemented IT

Thailand, Philippines,
Indonesia

Russia, Brazil

Chile, Armenia,
Peru

Did not Implement IT

Malaysia, Cambodia

Argentina, Uruguay,
Croatia

China

Only deposit dollarization is considered in this paper because estimates
of unofficial dollarization are not available for all countries, and the ones
available are not comparable. This is not likely to bias the results as the literature has found official and unofficial dollarization to be highly correlated
and similarly responsive to inflation.
The measure for official dollarization is constructed using data from International Financial Statistics following the common Dollarization Index
(DI) used by IMF.
DI = Foreign Currency Deposit / Broad Money (1)
Since countries report Foreign Currency Deposits and Broad Money 3 in
national currency terms, they are converted into dollars using the prevailing exchange rate to make this measure comparable across countries. The
economies were further classified as High-Dollarized (HD), Moderate-Dollarized (MD), and Low-Dollarized (LD).
Further details illustrating the trends in dollarization and descriptive
statistics about the dollarization index are available in Appendix A. Also
included is per capita GDP to proxy for the size of the economies. Assuming
perfect asset substitutability, we include the interest rate on domestic deposits for each country. The initial hypothesis is that this interest rate will be
negatively related to dollarization.
Following Honahan (2007), I include the exchange rate measured by domestic currency price of foreign currency. Finally, the categorical variables
for IT and prevailing exchange rate regimes are constructed from the Annual
Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER).

Data and Descriptive Statistics

Estimation Strategy and Results

The dataset considered in this paper consists of a balanced annual panel o
fourteen dollarized economies. Eight of these economies have implemented
inflation targeting monetary policies, while the other six have not. They are

The methodology employed is a fixed effects within panel regression
technique with country-specific fixed effects. A statistical test conducted
to test for time fixed effects failed to reject the null hypothesis. Also includ-
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ing the lagged term for DI in the regression, makes it so highly statistically
significant that it absorbs the predictive power of all other variables in the
model, making them insignificant. Since the focus of this paper is to isolate
the effect of adopting an IT regime, we exclude the lagged DI term from
our estimation.
The fundamental equation for estimation is:

We further interact the IT dummy with a regional dummy for East Asian
economies and Latin American economies, with Central European countries being the reference category.

DIit = a + αit + β1GDPit + β2rit + β3Inflrate + β4Exrateit + β5ITit + Uit (2)

Both these interaction terms carry a negative sign and are statistically
significant indicating de-dollarization. However, the Latin American economies tend to de-dollarize more than the East-Asian economies.

Where DI is the aforementioned dollarization index, GDP refers to the
per capita Gross Domestic Product, r refers to the interest on demand deposits, Inflrate refers to the domestic inflation rate, Exrate refers to the exchange
rate of the domestic currency, and IT is a binary variable indicating whether
the particular country adopted inflation targeting that year. Subscript ‘it’
refers to the observation for a particular country for a specific year. Further
details regarding the measurement of the variables and the data are provided in Appendix C.
We start our analysis with the specification given by Equation (2) and
subsequently build on it. A table of coefficients with their t-ratios from each
specification is provided in Appendix D.
On estimating Equation (2), we find the following results. While most of
the coefficients carry their expected sign, the variable of interest IT carries
the opposite sign and is also statistically insignificant. This could be due to
the effect of hysteresis described earlier. To investigate this further, the IT
dummy is interacted with other variables in the model. We start by interacting the IT dummy with the dummy for countries that have a free floating
exchange rate regime.
DIit = a + αit + β1GDPit + β2rit + β3Inflrate + β4Exrateit + β5ITit + β6IT*Freeit
+ uit (3)
The coefficient on IT still maintains a positive sign but is now statistically
significant, whereas the coefficient on the interaction term is negative and
statistically significant. This indicates that for economies with IT regimes,
the ones with free floating exchange rate regimes have managed to de-dollarize compared to those with managed float or fixed exchange rates.
To investigate this further, we interact the IT dummy with the dummy for
Moderate Dollarization (MD) and High Dollarization (HD), with Low-Dollarization (LD) being the reference category.
DIit = a + αit + β1GDPit + β2rit + β3Inflrate + β4Exrateit + β5ITit + β6IT*Freeit + β7IT*HDit +β8IT*MDit + uit (4)
We find that the interaction terms for both moderately dollarized as well
as highly dollarized economies carry a positive sign and are statistically significant, indicating a high degree of hysteresis. However, moderately dollarized economies seem to have a higher degree of hysteresis compared to
highly -dollarized economies

DIit = a + αit + β1GDPit + β2rit + β3Inflrate + β4Exrateit + β5ITit + β6IT*Freeit +β9IT*Asiait + β10IT*LAit + uit (5)

Conclusion
In conclusion, there is evidence of persistent hysteresis in the economies
in the time -period considered in this study. The adoption of inflation targeting policies has the desired de-dollarization effect in economies with a
free floating exchange rate system compared to the economies with fixed
exchange rate systems. Both highly-dollarized and moderately dollarized
economies suffer from hysteresis compared to low dollarized economies.
However, moderately dollarized economies have a higher degree of persistent hysteresis than highly-dollarized economies. In addition, inflation
targeting has had the desired de-dollarization effect in East Asian and Latin-American economies compared to Central European economies in the
time period considered in the study. Future work will attempt to investigate
the effect of not just adopting inflation targeting regimes, but also the specific targets chosen.
An obstacle still remains in measuring and studying unofficial dollarization in any economy. Previous work that has attempted to measure unofficial
dollarization has taken place through the use of survey that are specific to
each country. These measures are not comparable and thus cannot be used
in any cross-country analysis. In order for monetary policy to be effective,
a thorough knowledge of the amount of foreign currency circulating in the
economy is necessary. A comparable measure of unofficial dollarization can
be used to explain the differential effects of adopting inflating targeting policies of various groups of economies that this study found.
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Work Cited
1 The uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) condition states that the difference in the
interest rate between two countries is equal to the expected change in exchange rates
between the two countries.
2Seigniorage is the revenue earned by the a government by issuing currency.
3Broad money, as the name suggests, is the broadest definition of the money supply
of the economy. It comprises physical money such as coins and bills, as well as
demand deposits at commercial banks.
4Numbers in the column heading refers to the equation number being estimated.
Refer to the main text.
5Bolded coefficients are significant at 95% level of confidence.
6Numbers in parenthesis refers to t-ratios.
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Appendix A
Data
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the Dollarization Index for all the countries in this study

Country

Statistic
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Armenia

0.25

0.37

0.57

Philippines

0.68

0.74

0.81

Uruguay

0.52

0.59

0.76

Russia

0.44

0.52

0.67

Argentina

0.49

0.55

0.77

China

0.01

0.03

0.07

Peru

0.27

0.38

0.58

Thailand

0.77

0.85

0.88

Indonesia

0.67

0.69

0.72

Croatia

0.54

0.71

0.78

Malaysia

0.71

0.74

0.79

Brazil

0.57

0.62

0.74

Chile

0.36

0.44

0.55

Cambodia

0.38

0.62

0.72
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Appendix B

Appendix C

Alternative Measures of Dollarization

Description of Variables

Following the definition of Feige (2000)
BM = DCC + DDD + DTD + FCD
(where BM = Broad Money, DCC = Domestic Currency in Circulation,
DTD = Domestic Time Deposits, FCD = Foreign Currency Deposits)
EBM= BM + FCC
(where EBM = Effective Broad Money)
In countries with high dollarization, foreign currency serves as a unit of account, store of value and usually as a circulating medium of payment. Due
to the lack of data on FCC, most of the literature has been forced to accept
FCD as a proxy for dollarization. The measure of official dollarization is:
DI = FCD / BM
This is usually biased downwards compared to the unofficial dollarization index (UDI), defined by:
UDI = (FCD + FCC) / EBM

Table 3: Description and source of data for each of the variables used in the analysis

Name

Description of Variable

Source of Data

Foreign Currency
Deposits

Foreign Currency and time deposits under Deposit
Money Banks for countries still reporting under
Non-Standardized Reports and other deposits for
countries using the Standardized Report Forms

International Financial
Statistics,

Broad Money

M3 or Broad Money from National Definition of
Monetary Aggregates

International Financial
Statistics

Exchange rate

National Currency Price of Foreign Currency as
Annual Average

International Financial
Statistics

IT

Categorical Variable=1 for IT regimes, =0 otherwise

AREAER

Exchange rate
regime

Categorical variable =1 for Free Floating Regimes,
=0 for all others

AREAER

GDP

Per Capita GDP in Current US dollars

World Development
Indicators

Inflation rate

Annual percentage change in CPI

World Development
Indicators

Interest rate

Interest rate on domestic deposits in percentage per
annum

International Financial
Statistics
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Appendix D
Estimation Results

Variable

Coefficients
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

GDP

5

-0.021
(-2.05)2

-0.021
(-2.72)

-0.021
(-2.72)

-0.021
(-2.72)

Interest Rate

-0.005
(-6.06)

-0.005
(-6.19)

-0.005
(-6.19)

-0.005
(-6.43)

Inflation Rate

0.005
(2.98)

0.005
(3.43)

0.005
(3.49)

0.005
(3.64)

Inflation Targeting
(IT)

0.03
(1.44)

0.174
(4.86)

0.174
(4.88)

0.172
(5.67)

IT*Free

–

-0.19
(-4.84)

-0.24
(-5.18)

-0.32
(-6.02)

IT*HD

–

–

0.19
(2.43)

–

IT*MD

–

–

0.26
(3.80)

–

IT*Asia

–

–

–

-0.15
(-3.34)

IT*LA

–

–

–

-0.25
(-6.49)

4

Constant

0.72
(8.48)

0.78
(9.61)

0.75
(9.64)

0.77
(9.97)

R2

0.19

0.28

0.34

0.34

n

210

210

210

210
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T

HE line balancing problem is one of the most important problems
of the preliminary design stage for flow line production systems.
Line balancing can be defined as a concept of reducing the imbalance between the workers and the workload to achieve desired
production rates. This article is based on a project proposal submitted for
balancing a company’s production line. It focuses on a solution for a production line with a relatively simple structure. For a given set of operations,
the classical line balancing problem consists of assigning each operation to a
workstation to minimize the number of workstations and satisfy precedence
constraints. The balance delay time will be minimal if and only if the numbers of workstations are minimal too. The dual problem is minimization of
the cycle time for the given number of workstations. The experiment was
conducted at Bimetal Bearings Limited in Coimbatore, India, which has a
strong manufacturing base in bi-metallic bearings backed by testing and
R&D facilities.
Preferably, industries should implement lean manufacturing to eliminate
all kinds of unwanted elements that would proliferate the productivity of
the line. The arrangement of machine capacity must be relatively secure for
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uniform flow of manufacturing. If the demand for the product changes, any
change in line balancing should not have any negative effect on productivity. Here is an example of such optimized results by Agnetis (1997), which
increased production rates from 1100 units to 1800 units per day and showed
that increasing the number of AGVs and processors can enhance the production rate at each stage of production.
There are three possibilities of line balancing. The first possibility focuses
on implementing the most effective direction, at least as far as balancing the
line is concerned, to increase the output. The second possibility is to locate
another product close to the original product, so that some idle machines
may be used jointly. The third possibility is to estimate the output of the last
workstation, which can serve as an estimate of the minimum output of all
the immediate workstations. The following goals have primarily been considered in this article’s line balancing concept:
• The objective is to apply this line balancing concept to reduce wait time
on the component and machine for improving the production rate. The
parameters, including cycle time, line efficiency, and balanced delay, are
optimized to obtain balance.
• The other objective is to obtain perfect balance in the line of bearing
production, both by rearranging the line of processes as well as to suggest a solution from a time study software to create a more
productive environment.

Literature Review
Line balancing is one of the basic principles in improving productivity,
and it is considered a basic tool towards lean manufacturing. Chen et al.
(2012) defines line balancing as the problem of assigning various tasks to
workstations, while optimizing one or more objectives without violating any
restrictions imposed on the line. Chen et al. (2012) has developed the grouping genetic algorithm (GGA) technique to single model balance line for a
sewing division similar to what we have worked. Dolgui and Proth (2013) and
Boysen et al. (2007) have classified various line balancing methods, classifying them into two basic problems: SALB-1 and SALB-2, with SALB standing
for Simple Assembly Line Balancing. SALB-1 typically minimizes the number of workstations for a given cycle time, and SALB-2 minimizes the takt
time for a given number of workstations. Our work follows the SALB-2 type
problem. Chen et al. (2012) classifies the third type problem as ALBP-3, which
maximizes the workload smoothness for a given number of workstations.
Many researchers have designed algorithms (Chen et al., 2012; Dolgui &
Proth, 2013; Scholl & Becker, 2006), experiments (Chen et al., 2012), and various mathematical or computational methods (Dolgui & Proth, 2013; Scholl
& Becker, 2006) to develop proper and optimistic solutions in the industrial arena. We have used a time and motion study software called Timer Pro
Professional to achieve optimistic solutions. Reddy (2016) has experimented
with the line balancing concept using a time and motion study as well. A time
and motion study is the basic tool necessary to optimize machines, workstations, and the complete assembly line.

Existing System – Before Rearranging
For balancing the conventional line, important data such as production
volume of all assembly lines, plant layout, operations in sequence, production rate per hour, and takt time for operations are collected and analyzed.
Only a conventional production line can be balanced because all the other
lines are fully automated and cannot be balanced in the conventional way.
This section considers the data in the conventional line of production. In
the present assembly line, the production of bearings is already productive
and optimistic, but this study aims for much better results. To prepare a
balanced assembly line, it is necessary to collect certain data from various
sources, including production volume, list of operations in sequence, and
time duration required for each operation. Product layout requires line balancing; if any production line is unbalanced, then machinery utilization
may be ineffective (i.e., the machine in line may operate only for half of the
time). A balanced layout eliminates bottleneck operations and prevents the
unnecessary duplication of equipment capacity. Line balancing is a major
consideration in layout because imbalance can easily hinder the production. For balancing, it is not essential that the output of the quicker machine
should be multiple of the output of the remaining other machines.

Production Requirement
There are a total of five production lines: transfer lines 1, 2, and 3, a conventional line, and a safety stock line; respectively, the production requirement for each is 420,260; 378,600; 418,987; 221,520; and 36,950; with a total
production requirement of 1,473,617 bearings per month. This article only
considers the conventional line of 221,520 bearings per month, since the other assembly lines are automated.

Table 1. Production requirement of all five assembly lines
Production Line

Transfer
line 1

Transfer
line 1

Transfer
line 1

Conventional line

Safety stock line

Production
requirement

420,260

378,600

418,987

221,520

36,950
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Present List of Operations in Sequence
The sequence of operations plays a key role in the production process. The
following process described below is continuous:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 1. Line of operations in conventional assembly line
Blanking
Forming
Facing
Chamfering
Notching
Piercing
Oil grooving
Reaming
Parting line shaving
Crush height measuring
Boring

Takt Time Calculation for Total Production
The takt time is calculated by dividing the available working time per
shift (in seconds) by the customer demand rate per shift (in units).
takt time = available work time/day / customer demand/day
= 1 sec per bearing
Refer to Appendix 2 for the calculations. The takt time taken for the
production of a single bearing is around one second (1 sec) (refer too Appendix A2). Phrased another way, a bearing is produced or manufactured
every single second.

Takt Time Calculation for Conventional Line
The takt time was calculated for total production, which means that it
includes all the production lines as discussed earlier. We will calculate takt
time for the conventional line only as our line balancing concept applies to
the line; we cannot apply balancing for automated lines.
takt time of the conventional line = 6.61 sec per bearing
In a conventional line, the takt time taken for a single bearing is approximately 6.61 sec, which means that production in a conventional line lags
behind the total production by 5.51 sec (see Appendix A3) to produce a single
bearing. If this line is balanced correctly, it will either increase the company’s profit or reduce the cost price of the bearings, which ultimately benefits
the company and the market.

Idle Time Calculations
From the cycle time of various operations, the corresponding idle times
are calculated and listed below. It is important to emphasize that the data
below was recorded before balancing the production line.

Table 2. Calculations and production rate for the conventional line
S. No. Operation

No. of parts/hours

Cycle Time (in sec)

Idle Time (in sec)

1

Blanking

3580

1.0

0.0

2

Forming

3580

1.0

0.6

3

Facing

2250

1.6

1.0

4

Chamfering

1405

2.6

0.0

5

Notching

1380

2.6

0.6

6

Piercing

1090

3.2

0.5

7

Oil Grooving

975

3.7

1.5

8

Reaming

700

5.2

1.8

9

Parting Line
SHAVING

1060

3.4

1.2

10

Crush Height
Measuring

1635

2.2

1.3

11

Boring

1060

3.5

0.0

Total

–

30.0

8.5

Production Data for the Existing Assembly Line
We have compiled the entire data of the existing assembly line. At the end
of this investigation, we will compare the results of the existing line with
that of results from rearranged and software methods. It is noticeable that
the actual production of the existing line does not satisfy the demand production and that the difference is much too large, which shows a desperate
need for line balancing.
No. of workstations = 11
No. of operators = 13
Total cycle time for a bearing = 30 sec
Idle time for a bearing = 8.5 sec
Production time for a bearing = 8.95 sec
Demand / Requirement per day = 8204 bearings
Production per day = 6061 bearings

Proposed Methods and Analysis
Balancing Assembly Line – Rearranging Operational Sequence
The data collected are studied and a new operational sequence is developed to increase the net productivity. The idle time and cycle time for each
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operation after changing the sequence are tabulated below. Process flow after changing the sequence of operation is as follows. It is very important
to note that we have interchanged the position of boring and crush height
measuring processes. Let us see how effective this line of balancing is in
terms of productivity.
Figure 2. Rearranging line of operation
Blanking
Forming
Facing
Chamfering
Notching
Piercing
Oil grooving
Reaming
Parting line shaving
Boring
Crush height measuring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We have rearranged the existing line of operations, and it is noticeable
that there is a change in idle time after restructuring/rearranging the line of
operations in the assembly line. There is a reduction in idle time of the line
of operations, which is what we have explained as SALB-2. We were able to
reduce the idle time from 8.5 sec to 7.4 sec to manufacture a bearing from the
restructured line of operations. It is important to note the effectiveness of
reduction of idle time. The number of bearings produced after rearranging
is 6239 bearings, which is 178 more bearings than that of the existing operational system. Also noticeable is an increase of 55,536 bearings per annum.
For the calculations, refer to Appendix A.5.
Timer Pro Professional – Line Balancing Software

Table 3. Idle time and cycle time after rearranging
S. No. Operation

Cycle Time
(in sec)

Idle Time
(in sec)

1

Blanking

1.0

0.0

2

Forming

1.0

0.6

3

Facing

1.6

1.0

4

Chamfering

2.6

0.0

5

Notching

2.6

0.6

6

Piercing

3.2

0.5

7

Oil Grooving

3.7

1.5

8

Reaming

5.2

0.0

9

Parting Line
SHAVING

3.4

1.8

10

Boring

3.5

0.1

11

Crush Height
Measuring

2.2

1.3

Total

30.0

7.4

Simulation software helps to guide industries to study the situation
without taking any risk in the effect of changes. It is also the best tool to
analyze and optimize the layout design to derive better productivity, and it
also gives an idea of efficiency of the current layout compared with that of
simulated layouts. Timer Pro Professional is a simulation software to perform time and motion study to enhance the productivity by identifying optimized and cost reducing improvements. It is the one process analysis tool
that those involved in lean operations, workflow analysis, line balancing,
and six sigma initiatives cannot afford to be without. The unique balance
chart interface from Timer Pro Professional allows users to quickly develop
best practices and methods, to identify cost reduction opportunities and
quantify savings.
Grouped operational sequence. One of the capabilities of the software
is that it identifies and groups similar kinds of operations, thus reducing
the idle time of machines more effectively than idea proposed earlier of
rearranging the line of operations. Process flow after grouping according
to similar operations is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 3. Sequence of operations obtained from Timer Pro Professional
Blanking, forming, blanking, and facing
Notching and piercing
Oil grooving
Reaming
Parting line shaving
Boring and crush height measuring

Timer Pro simulation results.
We have obtained the most optimized and productive results from Timer
Pro software, which is much more effective than the existing and the rearranged sequences of operations. Pictorial results from the software have
also been shown to represent a clear idea of how the optimization has been
enacted. The results are as follows.
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Optimal number of operators = 11
Takt time = 5.2 sec
No. of workstations = 6
No. of operators = 6
Cycle time = 30 secs
Production per day = 8206 bearings
From the software, we can see that grouping similar operations has reduced the takt time from 8.5 sec to 5.2 sec, which increases the production
of bearings from 6061 to 8206 per month, and which undoubtedly satisfies
the requirement per month. Hence, grouping increases the productivity of
the bearing with a reduced number of workstations and operators, which ultimately increases the company’s profit. For calculations, refer to Appendix
A6. Optimization from the software has reduced the number of workstations and operators to reduce the takt time, which was the key to tremendous increase in production count. From the software’s analysis, the company desperately needs to change its present line of operational sequence for
better profitability and market contribution.
Output of the simulation results are shown in Figures 4 through 9.
Grouping of workstations can be seen in Figure 4, where 11 operations were
grouped into a total of 6 groups, unlike that in the previous two methods,
where the processes were machined individually. Because of the grouping of
operations, we can reduce the wait time and travelling time from one station
to the other.
It is sensible to group various processes that have a lower utilization to
one another to ease the assembly line. Cycle time of each grouped process
are explained through a bar graph in Figure 5. Actual utilization of operators
is shown in Figure 6 for the existing operational sequence without any rearranging or simulation. Compare the value with that of in Figures 7, 8, and 9.
In the existing system, there are 11 workstations, which are not grouped
together, and each of which take care of single processes. The utilization of
operators and workstations are also less effective. The software groups the
operations that can be utilized to a maximum advantage. We can see the optimized output according to individual parameters such as number of operators, production, and takt time, where the value changes according to the
optimized parameters. One advantage of the simulation is that we can obtain
optimistic values based on our priorities. For example, if takt time is the priority, then we can obtain the estimated optimistic production rate based on
optimistic takt time, and the same holds true for other parameters.

Sudharsan Sridhar Balthilak Anandaraj Santhosh Bala

Figure 4. Computer-simulated grouping of workstations

Figure 5. Work balance for proposed sequence
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Figure 6. Actual utilization of operators

Figure 8. Optimized takt time

Figure 7. Optimized number of operators

Figure 9. Optimized production rate per hour
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Results and Discussion
The cycle time and takt time for every operation is calculated for all three
methods. By grouping the workstation, performing more than one operation in a single workstation, cycle time of the product is reduced. Grouping is done based on cycle time and utilization of machines. The number
of workstations is reduced, hence the number of operators required is also
reduced. From the optimized results, we can analyze that the higher the utilization of operators and workstations, the higher the productivity. In this
article, we can observe that the utilization of work from the workstations
has been increased. The second method, in which we rearranged effectively
at the last of the operational sequence, made a slight increase in the production volume. In comparison, the results from Timer Pro Professional suggest
very effective utilization of work that would substantially increase production. The process parameters are compared in Table 4 and Figure 10. The
results after rearranging and after grouping have been tabulated with that of
the existing sequence below.
Table 3. Idle time and cycle time after rearranging
S. No. Consideration

Before
Arranging

After
Arranging

After
Grouping

1

No. of workstations

11

11

6

2

Manpower
requirement

13

13

6

3

Cycle time (in sec)

30.00

30.00

30.00

4

Takt time (in sec)

8.5

7.4

6.61

5

Production of
bearings

6061

6239

8206

Conclusion
The data for the time and motion study, including cycle time, production
commitment, and production requirement, were collected from the company. After restructuring the process flow, we could observe appreciable increase in production. Using Timer Pro Professional software, the line balancing was carried out and the optimized number of workstations and operators
were obtained based on takt time and production requirement, which gave
the most optimized results. Timer Pro Professional optimized the line efficiency and workstation utilization, which led to the suggested grouping of
workstations to implement pragmatically to proliferate the production volume. A simulated result does not exactly replicate in a practical situation,

but it approximately indicates an optimum value that the manufacturing
company should consider for productivity. A suggestion was given to the industry about our work both by rearranging the production operation and by
using Timer Pro Professional software to increase the assembly line efficiency, which is practically implementable to make the company’s product cost
effective and competitive in the market.
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Appendix A
A1. Basic Formulas for Calculations

A4. Bearing Production for the Existing Line

Takt time is calculated by dividing the available working time pershift (in sec) by customer demand rate per shift (in units).
Takt time = Available work time/day / Customer demand/day

A4.1. Requirement/Demand for the conventional line

A2. Takt Time Calculation for Total Production
Required no. of bearings per month = 14,73,617
No. of working days = 27 days
No. of bearings per day = 56,667 bearings
Number of shifts = 3 shifts per day
Total Time for single shift = 7.1 hours
For 3 shifts = 1275 min per day
Setup change = 60 min per shift
Net available time = 1275 - (3* time for set up change)
= 1095 min for 3 shifts
Taking efficiency of work = 90%
=1095 * 0.9
= 986 min per day
= 5.475 hour / shift
Takt time for 56,667 bearings = Net Available Time/Demand
= 986/56,667
= 0.017 min / bearing
= 1.02 sec/ bearing
A3. Takt Time Calculation for Conventional Line
Required number for the specific month = 2,21,520 bearings
No. of working days = 27 days
Number of bearings per day = 8204 bearings per day
Number of shifts = 3 shifts
Total time in one shift = 7.1 hours
For 3 shifts = 21.3 hours
=1275 min
Setup change = 90 min
Net available time = 1275 - (3*90)
= 1005 min for 3 shifts
Taking efficiency = 90%
= 1005*0.90
= 904 min for 3 shifts
= 5.025 hour per shift
Takt time for 8204 bearings = Net Available Time / Demand
= 0.11min / bearing
= 6.61 sec / bearing

Requirement for the month = 2,21,520 bearings
No. of working days = 27
No. of bearings per day = 8204 bearings
A4.2. Production rate in conventional line
Total number of bearings produced per day = 6061
Total cycle time = 30 sec
Idle time for a bearing = 8.5 sec
Total cycle time including Idle time = 38.5 sec
A4.3. Production time in conventional line
Production time for 6061 bearings = Net Available Time / Production
= 904 / 6061
= 0.149 min / bearing
Production time for one bearing = 8.95 sec / bearing
A4.4. Existing requirements for conventional line
No. of workstations = 11
No. of operators = 13
Cycle time = 30 seconds
Idle time = 8.5 seconds
Production per day = 6061 bearings
A5. Production After Rearranging
Total number of bearings produced per day =6061
Idle time reduced for a bearing = 1.1 sec
No of bearings produced after rescheduling = (38.5/37.4) * 6061
= 6239 bearings
Increase in production = 6239 – 6061
Total number of bearings increased per month = 178 * 26
= 4628 bearings
Total number of bearings increased per annum = 4628 * 12
= 55,536 bearings
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A6. Bearing Production After Grouping Sequence
No. of bearings produced after grouping = 526 per hour
Increase in production = 8206 – 6061
= 2145 bearings / day
Total number of bearings increased/month = 2145 * 26
= 55,770 bearings
Total number of bearings increased / annum = 55,770* 12
= 6,69,240 bearings
No. of workstations = 6
No. of operators = 6
Cycle time = 30.0 sec
Production per day = 8,206 bearing

ABSTRACT:
Line balancing addresses the issues of balancing production, and it generally minimizes the idle time for all the events and combinations of workstations. Factors such as lack of materials, design changes in the product,
and labor position may also be considered in line balancing. We approached a bearing manufacturing industry in Coimbatore, India, and proposed a solution in increasing the production of bearing by the method of
line balancing. In this paper, we discuss solving the line balancing problem
in two different platforms; the first, by rearranging the existing tasks over
the workstations, and the second, by using Timer Pro Professional software
when grouping similar kinds of activities to find out the most optimized
productivity. The results obtained were optimistic and profitable to the
company. We were able to increase production of bearings by 4628 bearings
by rearranging, and 55,770 bearings by using the Timer Pro Professional
software. This proposal suggests the company should change its present
line of operations for better productivity and profitability.
Keywords: Line balancing; Productivity; Timer Pro Professional; Production.
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I

N this paper, I will offer a defense of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood as a desirable moral paradigm. I will begin with an examination
of the criticisms leveled at the ideal of unrestricted Kantian Moral
Sainthood by Susan Wolf in her article “Moral Saints,” before offering
a possible response to her objection that avoids the difficulties raised and
reinforces the legitimacy of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood as a desirable model for living. Unlike other critiques, which usually respond to
Wolf’s claims by pointing to some individual in the world and using him
or her as a counterexample to Wolf’s charges, such as Carbonell’s, I intend
to respond to Wolf’s argument by directly addressing her central criticism.
In Section I, I will explain the necessary conceptual framework for our
discussion. In Section II, I will present Wolf’s critique of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood and explain how it challenges the notion. In Section
III, I will offer my response in defense of the ideal and explain how this
move avoids Wolf’s objection. In Section IV, I will consider a couple of objections that might be raised in response to my defense and propose ways
they might be avoided to further elucidate my proposal. Finally, in Section
V, I will conclude with some remarks on why unrestricted Kantian Moral
Sainthood remains a desirable moral paradigm.

Section I: Conceptual Framework
In what follows, you will find a discussion of the background information
and foundational knowledge needed for the purposes of this article. If you
are comfortable with the philosophical ins-and-outs of either of the following
subsections, then feel free to pass over them. On the other hand, if you need
a refresher or are interacting with these ideas for the first time, then these
sections should serve as a foundation for the rest of the article’s discussion.
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Primer on Kantian Ethics
Ethical theories are designed to help individuals discern the morally correct course of action in any given situation, as well as evaluate the morality
of their own actions and those of others. “Kantian Ethics” in particular refers to a specific moral theory created by Immanuel Kant in the nineteenth
century. Kant’s moral theory is a deontological theory of right action, which
is a philosopher’s way of saying Kant’s ethical system is primarily concerned
with the very nature of actions themselves when determining whether they
are morally right or wrong (Vaughn 33 – 51). This is opposed to consequentialist theories of right action, such as Utilitarianism, which are primarily
concerned with the consequences that actions bring about when judging
their moral merits.
Kant’s ethics says an action is right if and only if: (1) it is motivated by
the “Good Will,” and (2) it passes the demands of the “Categorical Imperative” (ibid). This means that an action has to be done only because it was
the right thing to do, and we must be able to rationally will that everyone
else in the world would be motivated in exactly the same way as us without
contradiction or without no longer desiring to be part of that world. This
is best illustrated with Kant’s classic example of judging whether we can be
morally justified in making a lying promise.
To think like a Kantian about the morality of lying to someone to get
a loan when you know full well you have no intention of paying the loan
back, we must first ask whether we could rationally will that everyone else
would also start making lying promises for personal gain with no intention.
What would the world look like if everyone began lying to get loans? If we
consider this for a moment, we’ll see that if everyone was lying to get loans
they could not pay back, then we would never be able to get the loan we
wanted in the first place. This is because everyone would know that we all
lie to get loans with no intention of paying them back, and so no one would
ever trust anyone else who promises to pay back a loan. Since we cannot
universalize the motivation behind lying to get a loan without contradiction,
we know that it is not a morally right action.
Let’s consider a few more real-life examples to further elucidate Kantian
Ethics. First, imagine Shelly is a young firefighter responding to a house fire.
She and her crew members successfully clear the occupants they can find
before moving them a safe distance away, fearing the house will collapse in
the blaze. As Shelly tries to usher them away, the mother begins frantically screaming that her husband did not have their daughter, Lucy, like she
thought. Lucy must still be in her room upstairs. Without a thought, Shelly
rushes back inside, but by now the blaze has damaged the integrity of the
home and fallen debris has blocked the stairs. Shelly has done her best to
find another way—trying everything from cutting through the debris to
moving furniture to climb past—but is unsuccessful and eventually succumbs to the smoke. Shelly passes out without finding Lucy, and she is only
pulled from the home by her crew moments before the home collapses. Did
Shelly do the morally correct thing?

Kantian Ethics would say yes. Although Shelly did not actually save Lucy,
she was motivated by Good Will (i.e. she attempted to save Lucy because
it was the right thing to do) and her intentions could pass the Categorical
Imperative (i.e. a world in which everyone tries their best to save others
when they can is both desirable and non-contradictory).
Second, imagine Patel is jogging alongside a river one beautiful Saturday
afternoon. The placid scene of the still water and silence of the forest is suddenly interrupted by screams for help. Patel quickens his pace to the source
of the noise, where he finds the mayor of his town drowning in the lake, as
he has apparently flipped his boat and cannot swim. Patel sees the opportunity to gain some favors and local fame, and so he decides to jump in and
save the mayor. Patel easily recovers the older gentleman and helps him to
shore just as the reporters arrive, lauding him as a local hero. Patel rises
triumphantly from the water and meets his interviewers absolutely beaming
with pride. Do we think that Patel did the morally right thing?
Kant would say no. Patel did not do anything wrong, but Patel also did
not do anything right. The “hero” was not motivated to save the mayor because it was the right thing to do (i.e., Good Will), but instead because of
the personal benefits of fame and political favors that it would grant him.
This motivation—saving someone only when it might bring benefits—cannot pass the demands of the Categorical Imperative because it would result
in a world we could not rationally desire to be part of as it would mean we,
ourselves, could be left without aid in our most desperate hour.
Lastly, consider Maria. She volunteers at the local animal shelter every
weekend because of the great joy it brings her. She loves spending time
with the animals and being able to help them, so volunteering at the shelter
comes easily to her. Is Maria acting morally?
Kant would say no. Like Patel, Maria did not do anything wrong, but she
was not motivated to volunteer because it was the right thing to do. Rather,
she was motivated to do so because she gained some personal enjoyment
from the activity. If the whole world were motivated like Maria and chose
to help others if it makes them feel good, then a variety of problems would
follow, involving selective assistance (i.e., helping some but not others) and
a fundamentally selfish morality.
In summary, Kantian Ethics is primarily concerned with the intention
behind an action and whether that intention is acting out of respect for
one’s duty to the moral law (i.e., the Good Will) and whether those same
intentions could be hypothetically universalized without resulting in contradiction or undesirability (i.e., Categorical Imperative).
This was a very brief and rough overview of Kantian Ethics, but I think
it will suffice for our purposes here.
Primer on Moral Saints
The notion of a “moral saint” refers to “a person whose every action is as
morally good as possible, a person, that is, who is as morally worthy as can
be” (Wolf 200). In other words, a “moral saint” is someone who is morally
perfect. There are moral saints found in many moral theories, such as Util-
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itarianism, Virtue Ethics, and Kantian Ethics, meaning that there are many
different types of moral saints. The notion of “moral sainthood” refers to an
individual achieving the requirements of the moral ideal by accomplishing
moral perfection within the context of some particular ethical framework.
This means that a “Kantian Moral Saint” is morally perfect, like any
other moral saint archetype (e.g., a Utilitarian Moral Saint), but within the
context of Kantian Ethics. The motivation for the Kantian Moral Saint’s
actions must arise out of respect for one’s duty to the moral law, or “Good
Will” (Kant 55). The motivation behind the action must also be able to be
made into a general rule that could be rationally universalized; this is what
it means to follow the “Categorical Imperative” (56 – 57). As Susan Wolf
explains, in Kantian Moral Saint, “being morally worthy consists in always
acting from maxims that one could will to be universal law,” and that “moral
action consists in treating other persons always as ends and never as means
only” (Wolf 206). Furthermore, to be a Kantian Moral Saint, the motivation
for these actions must arise “not out of any pathological desire but out of
reverence for the moral law as such” (Wolf 206). To put it simply, a Kantian
Moral Saint must be motivated by Good Will to act according to the Categorical Imperative—they must intend to act the way they could want others
to act for no reason other than because they know it is the right thing to do.
Susan Wolf uses the term “unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood” to
refer to one of two possible variations of the Kantian Moral Saint that she
entertains in her article. Although the topic of this paper is limited to a
defense of only the unrestricted version of Kantian Moral Sainthood, understanding the distinction between “unrestricted” and “restricted” Kantian
Moral Sainthood will further elucidate our discussion. To this end, I will
offer a quick explanation of both.
Restricted Kantian Moral Sainthood holds that moral perfection demands the individual lives out their duty to the moral law by simply refraining from actions that would violate the demands of the Categorical
Imperative, such as murder, theft, and lying, in a negative sense of their
duty towards others. Under this model, the attainment of moral sainthood
would not be extremely difficult. As Wolf contends, for the restricted Kantian Moral Saint, “moral perfection would be achieved simply by unerring
obedience to a limited set of side-constraints,” such as “do not murder,” “do
not steal,” and “do not lie”; such obedience “hardly requires bending over
backwards” (206), because many of the prohibited behaviors are those that
society tends to prohibit for other reasons.
Unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood, on the other hand, provides a
much more robust and challenging ideal of sainthood, because it requires
not only that one refrain from those actions prohibited by duty to the moral
law, but it also sees duty to the moral law as a positive requirement that demands performing certain actions, for example going out of one’s way to lend
assistance, volunteer, and lend a sympathetic ear (Wolf 206). Again, the restricted form of Kantian Moral Sainthood demands only negative duties (i.e.,
prohibitions); the unrestricted form demands both negative and positive duties (i.e., obligations). Important to note is that these positive duties towards
others are unlimited in scope as there is always more that can be done to help

others (Wolf 206). The fact that unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood places this unlimited positive requirement on the aspirant is an important fact
that is relevant both to Wolf’s criticism and to my later defense.
My current project, then, is interested in offering a defense on behalf of
the unrestricted form of Kantian Moral Sainthood, a notion which places
both positive and negative requirements on aspirants to be motivated only
in ways they could rationally desire that everyone else be identically motivated. I pose this defense against certain critics who claim we should not
want to be unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints in our own lives. I will spend
little to no space considering the many other interesting forms of moral
sainthood, as I think unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood is a particularly
robust ideal that is also well-positioned to avoid the concerns Wolf raises.
Having now sufficiently examined the conceptual framework necessary
for our discussion, let us move to examine Wolf’s objection to unrestricted
Kantian Moral Sainthood.

Section II: Wolf ’s Objection
I will begin with a brief sketch of the overall objection in the Presentation,
before moving to explain its premises more thoroughly in the Explanation.
Presentation
1. The unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint lacks a healthy, well-rounded, and
richly developed character. (1)
2. The unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint lacks non-moral character traits
and virtues. (2)
3. The unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint lacks an appreciation for
non-moral virtues and character traits. (3)
4. Those non-moral character traits and virtues, which the unrestricted
Kantian Moral Saint lacks, are good qualities that we ought to praise
and pursue. (4)
5. The attainment of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood would produce
very undesirable persons. (1), (2), (3), (4)
6. Unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood does not constitute a model of
personal well-being toward which it would be rational, good, or desirable for an individual to strive. (5)
7. Therefore, unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint should not be pursued by
all as an ideal. (6)
Explanation
Premise (1). The charge behind (1) stems from the fact that the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint has an unlimited positive duty towards others. He
or she has a duty “not only to allow others to pursue their ends, but to take
up their ends as [his or her] own,” and this duty is unlimited in the degree
that it may dominate the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint’s life (Wolf 206).
An unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint in the fullest sense would have to be
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constantly seeking to fulfill his or her obligation to the moral law by helping others achieve their permissible ends. At first glance, this idea might
seem like a good thing, because it suggests a world full of people seeking
only to help each other. However, this would leave little to no time for the
Kantian Moral Saint to do anything else. The unrestricted Kantian Moral
Saint would (or may) never read a good book, learn how to dance, catch a
touchdown pass, cook a five-course meal, visit a historical site, take a hike
through the woods, or fall in love as a result of his or her all-consuming
moral obligations. Although none of these aforementioned activities may
seem individually necessary for a life well-lived, as Susan Wolf cautions, “a
life in which none of these possible aspects of character are developed may
seem to be a life strangely barren” (201).
Premise (2). For the same reasons as (1), unrestricted Kantian Moral
Saints will be too focused on moral concerns to acquire non-moral virtues
and character traits that are seen as worthwhile to most people, for example,
proficiency in an art form or trade skill, developed musical talent, success
in business, a refined taste for good food or drink, or a passion for learning, because they will be strictly, or at least primarily, engaged in pursuing
their moral duties all the time. This charge resembles that of (1) except that,
whereas (1) seeks to point out something that an unrestricted Kantian Moral
Saint will be missing in the general sense: namely, a healthy, well-rounded, and richly developed character, (2) seeks to point out something that
will be missing from the life of an unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint more
specifically: namely, non-moral virtues and character traits. Because the
unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint must be entirely consumed by his or her
duties to the moral law, he or she will be limited to pursuing only moral
perfection and nothing else. He or she would be forced to always favor doing the right thing for the sake of duty over having a good sense of humor,
building meaningful friendships, developing a sense of artistic taste, learning new things, expanding cultural horizons, and the like. Although these
non-moral virtues and character traits cannot be said to be individually
necessary for a full life, it is doubtful that someone would choose to live a
life without any of them.
Premise (3). Wolf’s third premise attacks the rationale behind the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint’s motivations for valuing or condemning
actions. As we have discussed, Kantian Moral Saints in any sense, “restricted” or “unrestricted,” must be motivated only because of their duty to the
moral law in order to be considered Kantian Moral Saints. Because of this
requirement, even if they were ever able to justify developing any of the
lacking non-moral character traits or virtues by using them to fulfill their
moral duties as a result of some unusual circumstances, they would only
be able to do so if their motivation for the action was derived from their
respect of the moral law as such or as a result of their obligations to respect
the humanity in themselves or others.
To appreciate these non-moral virtues, talents, and aspirations only within a moral context, as the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint must do, seems
to miss the importance of these aspirations entirely. To explain the problem,
Susan Wolf, borrowing a criticism from Bernard Williams, argues that such
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a rationale seems to be “one thought too many” (Williams 214). Rather than
simply appreciating the development of worthwhile non-moral virtues or
the pursuit of worthwhile non-moral activities for their own sakes, unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints would only be able to appreciate them inasmuch as they are the result of their motivation to fulfill their obligations to
the moral law. For example, if an unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint was able
to somehow justify pursuing his musical talents for moral reasons, perhaps
to put on benefit concerts for charity, then he would only be able to appreciate that talent as a means to do moral good and not as a worthwhile end
in and of itself. To live in this way seems to miss out on the point of what
is worthwhile about the non-moral aspects of life, an insight that Wolf uses
to strengthen her criticisms against unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood.
Premise (4). Wolf’s next premise strengthens the criticisms raised so far
by positing that not only does the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint lack a
well-rounded character (1), non-moral virtues and character traits (2), and
an appreciation for those non-moral virtues and character traits (3), but that
these aspects, which the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint lacks, are good
things that are desirable and praiseworthy traits for an individual to have
in and of themselves. Such an intuition is validated by common sense and
everyday experience: there are famous painters, scientists, mathematicians,
musicians, politicians, and professional athletes around the world who are
far from moral saints, and yet the world holds their personal achievements
and contributions to society in high regard. Furthermore, individuals often
pursue such ends in their own lives as intrinsically valuable. The lack of such
valuable traits in and of themselves within unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood does not bode well, Wolf argues, for the desirability of the ideal, but the
lack of an appreciation for these traits is worse still. As she explains, “the fact
that the moral saint would be without qualities which we have and which,
indeed, we like to have, does not itself provide reason to condemn the ideal
of the moral saint. The fact that some of these qualities are good qualities,
however, and that they are qualities we ought to like, does provide reason to
discourage this ideal” (Wolf 204).
Premise (5). Susan Wolf’s next premise is simply the result of a conjunction of (1), (2), (3), and (4). Based upon the description so far of the kind of
lifestyle that unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints would be required to have,
and the kind of lifestyle that they would have to forego, and the kind of
person that unrequired Kantian Moral Saints would be required to be and
not to be, Wolf believes it is obvious that such an ideal would not produce
desirable individuals.
Premise (6). The author’s penultimate premise follows directly from (5).
Since the ideal of the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint would produce undesirable persons, Wolf argues that it would not make sense for anyone to
pursue the ideal in his or her own life.
Premise (7). The conclusion of Wolf’s objection follows most directly
from premise (6). Since unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood does not
constitute a model of personal well-being toward which it would be rational,
good, or desirable for any individual to strive, Wolf concludes that it should
not be pursued by all as a personal ideal.
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Section III: My Defense
Having clearly presented and explained Susan Wolf’s objection to unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood as a worthwhile and desirable moral
paradigm towards which to strive, I will now offer my response in defense
of the ideal. The way in which my response avoids Susan Wolf’s objection
and reaffirms unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood as valuable and worthy
of pursuit should become clear as we go. As in the previous explanation of
Wolf’s objection, I will begin with a general sketch of my overall defense in
the Presentation, before moving to more precisely explore each step along
the way in the Explanation.
Presentation
1. Unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood is impossible for individuals to
achieve. (1)
2. The hypothetical, undesirable effects of attaining unrestricted Kantian
Moral Sainthood cannot be used as evidence against the actual effects
of its pursuit in the real world. (2)
3. Approximation towards unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood produces very desirable persons. (3)
4. Unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood does constitute a model of personal well-being toward which it would be rational, good, or desirable
for an individual to strive. (4)
5. Therefore, unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood can be pursued by all
as an ideal. (5)
Explanation
Premise (1). If you recall, the majority, if not all, of Susan Wolf’s objection to the ideal of the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint was built upon
the notion that if someone were actually to attain it, that he or she would
not represent a model lifestyle that it would be rational to aspire towards.
However, I believe that the ideal of the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint,
given its infinite positive nature, is entirely impossible for any human being
to ever achieve. Remember that there is always more that could be done
in the positive sense of one’s obligation to the moral law for an aspiring
unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint—unless he or she has helped to satisfy
the permissible ends of every human being he or she is in a position to
help, then there still remains more that they could do to help others out of
respect for their positive, imperfect duties to the moral law. Furthermore, if
there is more that the aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint could do,
then he or she is not truly an unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint yet. Since
unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints have such limitless obligations to fulfill
their positive, imperfect duties towards others, and because it would be
impossible for any single individual to ever complete such a daunting task,
it can safely be concluded that an unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint will
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never exist in the fullest sense in the actual world.
To further support this claim that unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood
is impossible to achieve, consider that Kant himself speaks of virtue (which
he understands as duty to the moral law) in an infinite sense. He argues that
“virtue is an ideal which is unattainable” (Kant 1964, 17). However, Kant argues further that despite the impossibility of attaining true virtue, “our duty
is constantly to approximate to it” (Kant 1964, 71). In other words, unrestricted
Kantian Moral Sainthood—attaining virtue by perfectly and constantly fulfilling our duties to the moral law in every respect—is impossible, but we are
still obligated to try our best to achieve it at all times nonetheless.
Premise (2). My second premise posits that since unrestricted Kantian
Moral Sainthood is impossible to achieve, the hypothetical, negative consequences, which Wolf claims would result from its attainment, cannot and
should not be used as evidence against its legitimacy as a worthwhile and
desirable ideal in the real world. Because the negative consequences of attaining true, unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood will never be actualized
in the real world as a result of human limitation, these hypothetical consequences are irrelevant for assessment of the effects that pursuing the ideal
would have in the real world.
Premise (3). Given that unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints cannot ever
exist in the fullest sense, one must examine in what form they can exist,
as individuals aspiring to or approximating towards unrestricted Kantian
Moral Sainthood, in order to judge whether unrestricted Kantian Moral
Sainthood stands up as a worthwhile personal ideal. Of course judging
whether an individual is actually aspiring towards unrestricted Kantian
Moral Sainthood at any given moment may well be impossible, as to do so
would require knowledge of that individual’s motivations to see whether he
or she is acting strictly out of duty towards the moral law. However, it is easy
to imagine what the lifestyle of someone approximating toward unrestricted
Kantian Moral Sainthood would look like, even if his or her motivations
remain a mystery, and so we must set the question of motivation aside for
a moment to examine the kind of lifestyle an aspiring unrestricted Kantian
Moral Saint would live in order to judge its desirability.
Those aspiring to unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood would be the kind
of individuals who always try their best to treat others as they would like to be
treated, not because the threat of eternal damnation or the promise of eternal
bliss hangs in the balance, but simply because treating people with kindness
and respect is the right thing to do. These individuals would attempt wholeheartedly to act always in such a way that they would will for their actions
to become universal law. Approximating unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints
would endeavor to never treat another human being merely as a means, but
always as an end only. They would try to always live in such a way that respects
the humanity both within themselves and also within others at all times and
in all circumstances regardless of their relationship with that individual or
their attitude that day.
It is important to note that approximating unrestricted Kantian Moral
Saints would not be perfect. They would try their hardest to be perfect, and
they would fully believe against all odds that perfection is possible, but giv-
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en their human limitations they would undoubtedly fall short. This means
that they would avoid the concerns raised by Wolf that the ideal of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood would produce moral fanatics who lack
a healthy, well-rounded, and richly developed character, because, despite
the aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints’ best efforts, they cannot
escape their human nature, which will lead them to strive for and appreciate
other non-moral pursuits for their own sakes, such as physical, intellectual,
interpersonal, social, political, or creative excellence, alongside of or in spite
of their pursuit of their moral duties. This all too human failure—from the
perspective of perfect, unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood—will result
in people with a much more balanced and well-developed non-moral character who simultaneously maintain the most praiseworthy of moral goals.
It is important, also, to understand that although aspiring unrestricted
Kantian Moral Saints would realize their own faults and limitations, they
would not use them as an excuse to try anything but their hardest to be
their best. They would pursue moral perfection unequivocally despite its
impossibility and despite their own failures to achieve it in the past. They
would work to become morally better every day, and they would never be
satisfied with their current level of moral goodness, because the approximating unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint knows that there is always more
that can be done both to improve themselves morally and to help others.
Given this picture of the aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint, I
think many would agree that, despite the theoretical negative consequences
that Wolf claims would result from achieving this ideal, the actual consequences of those approximating towards it in the real world are extremely
beneficial and desirable nonetheless. No one could object to a world full
of people consistently trying their best to be morally perfect, despite the
impossibility of such a venture, alongside their other pursuits. If my description of the aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint is reasonable,
then it follows that they represent a personal ideal that we could rationally
encourage everyone to pursue.
Premise (4). This next premise follows from the previous premises. Just as
with Wolf’s objection, where theoretically undesirable results were enough
to dismiss unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood as a theoretically worthwhile ideal, in my defense the desirable results of aspirants to the ideal in the
real world are enough to reinforce unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood
against any theoretical objections. In this way, unrestricted Kantian Moral
Sainthood can once again be a moral paradigm that it is rational, good, and
desirable to strive towards.
Premise (5). The conclusion of my defense follows most directly from
premise (4). Since unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood is desirable to
strive towards in the real world, as it produces desirable persons when approximated towards, but never reached, then it follows that this ideal is one
that can be encouraged in the real world.

Section IV: Evaluating My Defense
Having clearly presented and explained my response to Wolf’s objection in defense of the unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint as a worthwhile
ideal, I will now examine a few objections that may be raised in response
to my defense and offer responses to them to further strengthen my claims
before concluding.
Kantian Consequentialism Objection
This first objection leveled at my defense’s evaluation is the worthiness of
a Kantian ideal based on the results that it produces within individuals and
society. The objection claims that it seems to miss the entire point of Kant’s
philosophy—which cares nothing for results and only for intentions—to
evaluate a Kantian moral ideology based upon its consequences, and to this
objection I must submit. It is an unfortunate necessity that we must judge
a Kantian ideal focused entirely on motivation and intention solely by the
results that it produces, but I fear that there is no other way that evaluation
could even take place. It would be impossible to objectively measure and
evaluate the quality of an aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saint’s will
in the actual world, because to do so would require perfect knowledge of the
mind of another. Until the impossibility of such a venture changes, judging
the desirability of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood by looking to the
kind of lifestyle it promotes and individuals it produces are our only options.
Another possible response to this objection is to point out that evaluating the worth of a personal ideal within a moral theory is not necessarily
the same as evaluating the worth of that moral theory itself. Simply because
Kant’s moral theory does not value consequences is not sufficient reason to
conclude that the value of living like a Kantian must also be judged without
giving any weight to consequences. Judgments about the philosophical content of a theory and its actual results in the real world can be two very different types of judgments, and in this way it is not only necessary but worthwhile to judge a Kantian moral ideal based upon its consequences.
At any rate, this objection does little to damage the strength of my evaluation of the ideal—or of Wolf’s evaluation for that matter—because the
desirability of the persons the ideal produces is the only benchmark by
which we can judge its merit.
Delusions of Grandeur Objection
This second objection is leveled against premise (3). It questions the desirability of persons living with the false belief that they can achieve unrestricted Kantian moral perfection. Recall that aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints must believe wholeheartedly that they can achieve the
impossible requirements of the ideal, despite knowing this fact to be false,
or else they will not be able to legitimately give their fullest effort towards
pursuing the requirements of the ideal. This objection criticizes that fact
and questions whether the ideal can remain valuable, regardless of its moral
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benefits, if it will undoubtedly produce individuals with false beliefs who
are also fully aware of the beliefs’ falsity.
In order to respond to this objection, I will first agree that having this
false belief is necessary for aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints, but
I will then argue that the ideal remains valuable despite this fact. Although
the belief that one can achieve unrestricted Kantian moral perfection is obviously false, it can be used by individuals as motivation to try their hardest
despite their inevitable failure, and that ability to motivate is what makes
the belief valuable despite its falsity. This distinction between the truth of a
belief and its motivational benefits is one that is well known in epistemology.
As Richard Feldman has argued, “there can be cases in which believing a
proposition is beneficial, and thus perhaps prudentially rational or justified,
but not epistemically rational,” and, furthermore, “perhaps some beliefs
are morally justified when they add moral value to the world. But this has
nothing much to do with epistemic rationality or justification” (Conee and
Feldman 112). The epistemically unjustified belief that moral perfection can
be achieved required of aspiring unrestricted Kantian Moral Saints, then,
remains justified and valuable because of its practical and moral benefits,
despite its obvious falsity. In this way, the objection can be avoided.

Section V: Conclusion
Having clearly presented and explained both Wolf’s criticism and my defense of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood, and having responded to
some objections to my defense, I believe that the ideal of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood remains a worthwhile personal paradigm towards
which it is desirable for people to strive. Despite the hypothetical negative
consequences that Susan Wolf claims would result from its achievement,
the ideal can safely be encouraged, because those negative consequences
will never be realized. Furthermore, as individuals are trying their best to
achieve the impossible requirements of the ideal without letting failure discourage them, they are also bringing out the best within themselves morally
and producing a very valuable, constantly self-improving moral character.
Although Wolf was at first concerned that the ideal of unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood would produce undesirable moral fanatics consumed
by their insatiable need to be morally perfect, I believe that my response has
shown how in reality pursuing the ideal can only produce aspiring moral exemplars who take the call to moral perfection very seriously but, as a result
of human limitations, cannot be overtaken by to an unhealthy extent. These
individuals are far from perfect to be sure, but they would be a welcome
improvement to the current state of affairs. Considering that there is no
harm in trying to better ourselves morally by aspiring, but never achieving,
unrestricted Kantian Moral Sainthood, I do not see how one could argue
that we should not all attempt to do just that.
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I

NTRODUCTION

The intention of establishing an acetone factory particularly within the
city of Basra, Iraq, is meant to satisfy three specific purposes. First, Iraq is
geographically located between Europe, the Arabian Gulf, and west Asia;
therefore, it is centrally situated and thus presents an opportune location for
exporting acetone. Second, Iraq’s budget is entirely dependent on the production of petroleum. However, numerous factories have struggled with production costs and a lack of government funding due to various wars, terrorist
activities, and globally fluctuating oil prices. In addition, and most notably,
petroleum is a limited natural resource (Moore & Parker, 2007). The foremost question the Iraqi government faces is how best to manage this issue.
Arguably, the acetone production factory suggested in this study can satisfy
the country’s economic needs and increase Iraq’s budget since it would be a
profitable project. Third, one of the largest cities in Iraq, Basra, has been chosen for the production factory location due to its close proximity to countries
where raw materials can be acquired. In addition, the proposed factory location is near the Euphrates, Tigris, and Arabian Gulf. These bodies of water
can be used as a source for the cooling and heating systems.
Table 1: Consumption of Acetone (2005) (PubChem)
Acetone Consumption (Global Demand)

5 Million Tons per Year

As a solvent

31%

Acetone cyanohydrin (MMA)

30%

Bisphenol A

20%

Aldol chemicals

11%

Other uses

8%

The factory is designed theoretically with a low cost based on the calculations presented in the Results section. Moreover, the raw material is isopropyl alcohol and water. The reaction is endothermic. Therefore, the reaction needs a certain amount of heat to decompose the H-atom from the
isopropyl alcohol.
Acetone is a colorless liquid that is a very important solvent for some
kinds of fibers and plastics. Acetone is one of the most vital materials due
to its many different uses and purposes. The main use for acetone is in the
production of methyl methacrylate and bisphenol A (BPA (. Acetone is also
used as a solvent in the pharmaceutical industry and in the production of
synthetic fibers, in the preparation of metal before painting, in the application of biological research, and in the cleaning of various materials and
surfaces, including cleaning residue from glass, laboratory tools, fibers, and
as nail polish remover (Hudson, 2015; Coulson et al., 1999b).
However, acetone is toxic and flammable, so it should be kept away from
any source of fire or ignition due to its flammable chemical nature. It should
be stored in a safe environment, and pregnant women and children should
avoid working with it. In addition, those who work with acetone gas should
be careful since acetone can dry out skin and cause other health issues like
eye sensitivity.

Methodology
There are many methods to synthesize acetone. One of the most efficient
methods is the decomposition of isopropyl alcohol, which is the proposed
method in this project. Another method to synthesize acetone is called the
cumene process, in which benzene (C 6H6) reacts with propylene (C3 H6)
to form cumene (C 9H12). After reaction, cumene is oxidized to form acetone (CH3) 2CO with phenol (C 6H6O), as is clarified in the equations below
(Hudson, 2015; Coulson et al., 1999b). The cumene process method is quite
expensive, since it requires the raw materials and extra separation equipment to separate acetone from many different materials (Moore & Parker,
2007; Coulson et al., 1999b). Therefore, this study focuses on the more economic
method of decomposition of isopropyl alcohol over the cumene process method.
C 6 H6 + C3H6 → C 9H12
C9H12 + O2 → (CH3) 2CO + C 6 H6O
The proposed method in this project is the decomposition of isopropyl
alcohol (C3H8O) with water (H2O) as a catalyst—water is not reacted with
isopropyl alcohol. Isopropyl alcohol (C3H8O) and water (H2O) together enter the reaction at 298 K (25°C) with 101.325 kPa (1 bar). In these conditions,
the reaction is endothermic. The heat is supplied to the Plug Flow Reactor
(PFR) via hot water at 700 K, with hot water supplied from a fired heater. The
produced materials from the reaction are acetone (C3H6O) and hydrogen
(H2), and the amount of acetone produced at 63346 kmol/hr (Table 4) (Coulson et al., 1999b; Scorecard).
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H2O
C3H8O				C3H6O + H2

Design Process
In designing a factory, the most crucial component is choosing the method to use in production. Following that, the tools and equipment required
for the factory must be selected based on the physical properties of the consumed and produced materials. After that, calculations should be done before establishing the factory, including technical and economic feasibility.
The acetone factory requires the following equipment, for the proposed process that is shown in Appendix A.
Equipment
Reactor (R)
The Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) is the most suitable reactor for the following
reasons: PFR is used for large scale, fast reactions; continuous production;
high temperatures; high conversion per unit volume; low operating labor
(cost); and efficient heat transfer. The feed enters into the reactor at 298 K,
the operation pressure of the reactor is 800 kPa (8 bar), and the operation
temperature of the reactor is 499 K (225.85°C). The reactor has 53 tubes (Levenspiel, 1999).
The reaction
The reaction is endothermic. Ninety percent of isopropyl alcohol converts to acetone and hydrogen after decomposition of the H - atom from
isopropyl alcohol. The reaction takes place in the tubes, with a significant
amount of heat added to the reactor by hot water. The source of heat is from
the fired heater, which operates at 700 K and 800 kPa (8 bar). In addition, the
heat transfers from outside the tubes to inside the tubes by conduction. The
outlet pipe from the reactor (Stream 4) goes to the heat exchanger (HE-1)
(Appendix A) (Levenspiel, 1999).
Heat Exchanger 1 (HE-1)
The function of the HE-1 is to cool Stream 4, since Stream 4 comes out
of the reactor with a high temperature of 450 K. The temperature needs to
be reduced because the next unit after the reactor is the distillation column.
In the distillation column, hydrogen (H2) is the first component that leaves
the mixture, because H2 has the lowest boiling point. In addition, if Stream
4 enters the distillation column at 450 K, all components will be evaporated.
This would be unproductive since the function of distillation separates the
components based on the difference in boiling points. Therefore, Stream 4
must enter the heat exchanger (HE-1) at 450 K and leave HE-1 at 278 K,which
is the temperature of Stream 5. Water is used to cool the mixture in HE-1
(Richardson et al., 2002).

Acetone Production

Distillation Column 1 (D-1)
Reactors are usually followed by a separation unit. In this process, a distillation column is proposed to separate the components due the materials’
very different boiling points. Stream 5 enters the distillation column as a
liquid mixture with a temperature of 278 K. In this distillation column, the
temperature of the mixture is greater than the boiling point of hydrogen,
which results in the hydrogen’s evaporation. When the temperature of the
distillation reaches the boiling points of H2, the H2 transfers to the upper
part of distillation and then is condensed (Richardson et al., 2002).
Condenser 1 (C-1)
H2 along with a small amount of acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and water
release to the top of the distillation in a vapor phase. The condenser liquidizes the materials to return to the distillation in a liquid phase. The condenser
cools the vapor mixture as reflux materials. However, five percent of acetone
remains in a gas phase with H2. Five percent of acetone accompanies H2
out of the condenser to the refrigeration unit (R-1) (Richardson et al., 2002).
Boiler 1 (B-1)
In the first distillation, the operation temperature should be greater
than the boiling point of H2. A boiler is required to warm the mixture. The
boiler evaporates the amount of H2 that is not evaporated through the first
step of distillation since the system is continuous (Richardson et al., 2002;
Sinnott, 2005a).
Refrigeration Unit 1 (R-1)
The output of the first condenser (C-1) is a mixture of H2 and five percent
of acetone. The mixture must be liquidized in order to separate the small
amount of acetone. Refrigeration cools the H2 into a liquid phase to efficiently store it, and then the acetone is liquidized and separated into Stream
7. Furthermore, acetone is re-mixed with the components from the boiler
(B-1) in Stream 9 (Appendix A) (Richardson et al., 2002).
Heat Exchanger 2 (HE-2)
A shell and tube heat exchanger is used to heat Stream 10. Stream 10 has
to be warmed to reach the boiling point of the material that should be separated, from 274 K to 347 K. Heating Stream 10 is done by using hot water
through HE-2. The outlet from HE-2 is Stream 11, which enters the second
distillation column (Appendix A) (Richardson et al., 2002; Sinnott, 2005a).
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Distillation Column 2 (D-2)

Condenser 3 (C-3)

Stream 11 enters the second distillation column at 347 K. The operation
temperature of the distillation column reaches the boiling point of acetone,
at 329.2 K (56.2°C). Acetone is evaporated with a small amount of isopropyl alcohol, and a small portion of isopropyl alcohol is separated from the
acetone and raised to the top of the distillation. In turn, isopropyl alcohol
returns to the distillation as reflux material through the condenser (C-2).
Water and isopropyl alcohol leave the column from the bottom. This distillation column also has a boiler at the bottom and a condenser at the top
(Richardson et al., 2002).

The vapor mixture is cooled, and isopropyl alcohol is separated from the
rest of the water. Isopropyl alcohol leaves C-3 in a vapor phase to a refrigeration unit (R-3), and water returns to D-3 and then leaves the distillation
column through Stream 19 (Richardson et al., 2002).

Condenser 2 (C-2)
The condenser cools the vapor mixture of acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
In addition, the amount of isopropyl alcohol returns to the distillation as
reflux material. Then acetone is produced in Stream 14 (Appendix A). The
purpose of using the second refrigerator is to turn acetone from a gas phase
to a liquid phase due to the difficulty of storing acetone as a gas. The amount
of the produced acetone from C-2 is 63346 kmol/hr, which is stored in Vessel
2, as shown in Table 4 (Richardson et al., 2002).
Boiler 2 (B-2)
The function of the boiler is to heat the rest of the acetone to reach its
boiling point. Acetone then separates from the mixture. The operation temperature of the second distillation column is established based on the boiler
(Richardson et al., 2002).
Heat Exchanger 3 (HE-3)
To reach the boiling point of isopropyl alcohol, Stream 16 is heated before
the mixture enters the third distillation column by HE-3. The process principle is the same as the previous heat exchangers as well as the same design.
All of the exchangers are called shell and tube heat exchangers, a kind of heat
exchanger that is distinguished by the high efficiency of heat transfer because the amount of heat distributes over the number of tubes, which makes
the heat transfer occur more quickly (Sinnott, 2005a).
Distillation Column 3 (D-3)
Isopropyl alcohol is separated from water through D-3 after the operation temperature reaches the boiling point of isopropyl alcohol. Isopropyl
alcohol transfers up to D-3 with a small amount of water. In tandem, the
water transfers down D-3 with a small amount of isopropyl alcohol (Richardson et al., 2002).

Boiler 3 (B-3)
The boiler’s function is to warm the mixture and to maintain the operation temperature of D-3 in order to reach the boiling point of isopropyl
alcohol. This boiler warms the mixture at the boiling point of isopropyl
alcohol, and then isopropyl alcohol evaporates and transfers to the top
of the distillation column. The refrigerator then turns the isopropyl alcohol from a vapor phase to a liquid phase and it is recycled to the reactor
(Richardson et al., 2002).

Waste Stream
There are three components of the waste stream in this process. First,
the hydrogen (Stream 8) is separated from the first distillation column; hydrogen can be a byproduct. All the focus in this study is on acetone production, therefore the technical and economic feasibility of hydrogen is
not studied. Second, isopropyl alcohol is separated from the third distillation column; because this component feeds the reactor, it is recycled from
the third distillation column to the reactor through Stream 21 (Figure 1).
Finally, the water component is separated from the third distillation column, which could be used as catalyst for the reactor. However, water is not
recycled to the reactor in this process for two reasons. The distance between the third distillation column and the reactor is quite far, as demonstrated in Table 2. To recycle water from the third distillation column to
the reactor could be quite expensive, given the need to provide and install the pipe with valves, as well as provide for periodic maintenance
(Richardson et al., 2002).
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Table 2: Anticipated Minimum Space between the Equipment

Results and Discussion
The mole flow rate is calculated for each material in each stream, as shown
in Table 4. The amount of heat for each piece of equipment is shown in Table
5. Pressure and temperature are calculated for each piece of equipment and
stream. Antonio equations and constants are used to calculate the pressures
and temperatures (Richardson et al., 2002; Sinnott, 2005b).

Equipment

Equipment

Space (m)

Reactor

Heat Exchanger 1

12

Reactor

Fired heater

12

Heat Exchanger 1

Distillation 1

3

Distillation 1

Refrigerator 1

3

Distillation 1

Heat Exchanger 2

3

2-Propanol 			
B
A		

Heat Exchanger 2

Distillation 2

3

Let A = 2-propanol, B = Water, C = Acetone, and D = Hydrogen

Distillation 2

Refrigerator 2

3

Distillation 2

Heat Exchanger 3

3

Heat Exchanger 3

Distillation 3

3

Distillation 3

Refrigerator 3

3

Refrigerator 3

Vessel 1

6

Vessel 1

Pump 1

3

Reactor

Ancillary Buildings

100

Raoult’s Law:

Refrigerator 2

Vessel 2

6

Pi * = PT *Yi (4)

H2O
Acetone + Hydrogen
C+D

After calculating the total mole flow rate for each stream, the change in
enthalpy can be calculated by using Antonia equations with Raoult’s Law.
Antonia equations:

Yi = mole of (i) / total no. of moles (5)

Table 3: Boiling Points

The amount of heat for each piece of equipment is calculated through
Equation 6, and the added heat amount of the reactor is calculated through
Equation 7:

Component

BP (K°)

BP (C°)

2-propanol

355.2

82.2

For equipment:

H2O

373

100

For the reactor:

Acetone

329.2

56.2

H2

20.2

-252.8
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Table 4: Material and Energy Balance Results

Stream

Component (kmol /hr)
2-Propanol

H2O

Table 5: The Amount of Heat (Q) for the Major Pieces
Pressure

Acetone

H2

Temp

kPa

K

Pieces

Symbol

Q (MJ/hr)

Reactor

R

3.5783*10

Distillation 1

D-1

847702.059

Distillation 2

D-2

56623.17745

6

1

63033.74

32164.85 -----------

-------------

101.325

288

2

62500

32164.85 ----------

-------------

101.325

298

15852.7

----------

------------

800

700

Distillation 3

D-3

5497.0043

3

5

4

6944.44

32164.85

62499.99

62499.99

750

450

Heat Exchanger 1

H.E-1

3.5828*10

5

6944.44

32164.85

62499.99

62499.99

400

278

Heat Exchanger 2

H.E-2

800965.6423

6

------------

---------

3282.184

62499.99

600

60

7

------------

--------

3282.184

------------

300

40

Heat Exchanger 3

H.E-3

10319.0527

8

------------

----------

---------

62499.99

300

40

Refrigerator 1

RF-1

2.29*10

9

6944.44

32164.85

60063.9

---------

600

466

Refrigerator 2

RF-2

178611.1377

10

6944.44

32164.85

63346

---------

205

274

Refrigerator 3

RF-3

6961.601

11

6944.44

32164.85

63346

---------

224

347

12

630

----------

63346

----------

224

333.6

Pump 1

P-1

56556.10861

13

630

----------

----------

---------

150

310

14

----------

---------

63346

---------

150

310

15

6314.44

32164.85 ---------

----------

224

361

16

6944.44

32164.85 ----------

-----------

150

280

17

6944.44

32164.85 ------------ ------------

170

370

18

6944.44

-----------

------------ ------------

110

355.4

19

------------

32164.85

------------ ------------
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382.5

20

6944.44

-----------

------------ ------------

101.325

310

21

6944.44

-----------

------------ ------------

150

320

6

Economic Feasibility
The cost of the factory, in U.S. dollars, is shown in detail in Tables 6, 7,
and 8. This acetone production factory is profitable since ROI is 1.13, which
is greater than one (ROI >1), as shown in Table 7. The production of acetone
from this factory is 63346 kmol / hr, which is a significantly high amount,
and it meets the needs of acetone demand in Iraq and the Middle Eastern
region for export (Index of process equipment; Process equipment costs;
ICIS; ReAgent).
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Table 6: Expenses in U.S. Dollars per Year

Table 7: Cash Flow Summary

Raw material

354,710,993

Symbol

Value or scale

Maintenance

1,498,986.711

TCI

96560651.48

Supplies

1,316,183.453

PP

1.161

Operating labor

2,920,000

Average Annual Cash Flow

83116087 $

Burden

2,211,075.387

B/C

11.64

Utilities

2,200,000

Summation (+DCF)

582237170 $

Supervisory and other labor

438,000

(B/C) modified

6.03

Catalyst

15,000

Summation (+cash flow)

1124928698 $

Auxiliaries

1,241,606.515

Average profit

109212804 $

Patent and royalty charge

1,096,819.54

ROI

1.13

Cooperate overhead

1,097,008.169

Ad valoreum tax

1,096,819.544

Research expenses

731,213.02

Total expenses

370,573,705.3
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Table 8: Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC) in U.S. Dollars

Conclusion

Equipment

Symbol

Cost F.O.B.

Cost for Delivering
and Installment

Reactor

R

111700

662,381

1st heat exchanger

HE-1

42000

249,060

2nd heat exchanger

HE-2

37647.88

223,251.9

3rd heat exchanger

HE-3

30394.8

180,241.16

Re-boiler-1

B-1

20000

118,600

Re-boiler-2

B-2

17758.17

105,305.94

Re-boiler-3

B-3

15653.09

92,822.82

1st refrigerator

R-1

79600

472,028

2nd refrigerator

R-2

79600

472,028

As stated, the proposed method is the thermal decomposition for isopropyl alcohol (Coulson et al., 1999b). This method is one of the more affordable
methods used to produce acetone. In addition, the amount of produced acetone is 63346 kmol/hr, as shown in Table 4. In this method, only this one
raw material is needed, and it should be used with water as inert to produce
acetone, wherein water does not react but works as a catalyst. In contrast,
the cumene process is significantly more expensive, particularly in the provision of raw materials and extra equipment. This is the justification for why
this study has focused on the isopropyl alcohol decomposition method rather than the cumene process method.
The factory is proposed to be constructed in Basra City, Iraq, with the
Euphrates and Tigris Rivers providing the water for the factory’s cooling
and heating systems. During the steps of production, hydrogen is formed in
the factory. The hydrogen can be considered a second productive material to
be utilized in different fields. However, the primary purpose of this factory
is acetone production. In addition to the accessibility of raw materials, the
other primary reason to establish acetone production in Iraq is economic.
The proposed factory is profitable due to the positive long term economic
implications in regard to the return on investment (ROI=1.13). The average
profit for six years of running the factory is $109,212,804, as demonstrated
in Table 7.

3rd refrigerator

R-3

79600

472,028

Recommendation

1st condenser

C-1

37900

224,747

2nd condenser

C-2

32167.7

190,754.46

3rd condenser

C-3

22136.47

131,269.26

1st distillation column

D-1

199040.4

1,180,309.5

As previously discussed, another benefit of this factory is the production
of hydrogen. While this factory concept focuses exclusively on the production
of acetone, it can also be utilized for the production of hydrogen as it is produced from the first distillation column. Essentially, it can be beneficial to
utilize the hydrogen with less cost since it is already produced as a byproduct in this process. This additional concept would need to have designed
unit operations to extract and store the hydrogen.

2nd distillation column

D-2

176462

1,046,419

3rd distillation column

D-3

124018.8

735,431.4

The fired heater

FH

10000

59,300

The pump

P-1

8400

49,812

1st vessel

V-1

69100

409,763

2nd vessel

V-2

39894.9

236,576.757

1,233,074.21

7,312,130.296

Total of PEC
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Appendix B
Nomenclature
Q°: Volumetric Flow Rate m3/hr
Q: The Amount of Heat Transfer (KJ/kmol)
EUAC: Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost
PP: Payback Period
TCI: Total Capital Investment
FCI: Fixed Capital Investment
WC: Working Capital
ROI: Return on Investment BFIT
DEP: Depreciation
BV: Book Value
EXP: Expenses
INV: Investment
PEC: Purchased Equipment Cost
NTU: Number of Transfer Units
DF: Discount Factor DCF: Discount Cash Flow
NPV: Net Present Value
CF: Cash Flow
EUAW: Equipment Uniform Annual Worth
ΔHEnthalpy Change
ΔHrThe Enthalpy Change of a Reaction
PT : Total Pressure
Pi : Vapor Pressure for component i
Yi : The vapor Mole Fraction of Component i
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I

NTRODUCTION

Biomedical objectivity is a dominant health paradigm in the United
States today. This paradigm views the body mostly as an object to be studied
by objective means. These objective means are taken for granted as universal categories for comprehending truth in biomedicine. Lack of theoretical
reflection leaves vital subjective attributes of experience out of the picture
of health and healing, including lived subjective spiritual experience. This
partly stems from definitions of spirituality that are lacking in explicating
many elements of lived spiritual experience. Flawed definitions of spirituality are the result of both unchecked biomedical authoritative theoretical
assumptions, and a lack of familiarity with scholarship in the social sciences
and humanities.
Concepts have been developed in the social sciences and humanities to
attempt to account for subjective experience in research. These include the
concepts of embodiment, metaphor, and performance. These concepts add
depth to approaches to spirituality by incorporating subjective elements of
lived spiritual experience, which can then be incorporated into biomedical
research. This can be accomplished through both refining the definition of
spirituality in quantitative research, and in utilizing qualitative approaches
to accompany and contextualize quantitative research.
This article builds the case for the incorporation of concepts in the social
sciences and humanities into conceptualizations of spirituality in biomedical research. This article also assesses the ways in which the institution of
biomedicine defines and theoretically approaches spirituality. It challenges biomedical conceptualizations of spirituality from the perspective of the
social sciences and humanities to better accommodate subjective spiritual
experience in biomedical research.

Quantifying the Spiritual

Approaching Spirituality
Spirituality in the contemporary world can be comprehended in variety
of ways: as, for instance, that which opposes materiality; a personal transcendence; an ideal of religious devotion (King 1997). More inclusive definitions have been attempted. As King writes:
“Spirituality has been defined in a general, inclusive manner as an exploration of what is involved in becoming human . . . In somewhat more
detail, spirituality has been called an ‘attempt to grow in sensitivity, to self,
to others, to non-human creation and to God who is within and beyond
this totality’ . . . Spirituality has also been described as ‘the way in which a
person understands and lives within his or her historical context that aspect
of his or her religion, philosophy or ethic that is viewed as the loftiest, the
noblest, the most calculated to lead to the fullness of the ideal or perfection
being sought” (668).
The plurality of definitions for the term spirituality underscores the importance of subjective experience in assessing the impact of spirituality on
health in biomedical research; personal orientations of research participants
become significant when assessing research results. Researchers address
the problem of holistically defining spirituality by searching for a technical
definition that can be reliably quantified (Hill and Pargament 2003; Lodhi
2011; Koenig 2008; 2012; Bessinger and Kuhne 2002). Lodhi, for instance,
works out an intricate ten-part system for arriving at a robust definition of
spirituality such that it can be used in psychological evaluation (2011). From
a biomedical perspective, this system seems methodologically sound. However, this system of definition values ease of quantification for purposes of
biomedical research over lived subjective experience: it largely ignores spiritual narrative, as well as embodied and performative dimensions of spiritual
experience. This approach also omits irrational, bodily categories of spiritual experience. A holistic approach to spirituality requires approaches to
subjective spiritual experience to be considered.
Koenig (2008) and Grant (2012) see problems with utilizing spirituality
at all as a domain for scientific inquiry. Koenig recommends utilizing definitions of spirituality in clinical application only to aid in patient care. He
argues that separating spirituality from aspects of well-being is too great a
challenge to make spirituality a valid domain of biomedical research (Koenig
2008; 2012). Grant sees spirituality as an individualistic search for meaning
and the sacred that is different for all people. What constitutes the spiritual
also changes over the course of one’s life. For this reason, Grant argues, spirituality is too slippery a term to be incorporated into biomedical research (101).
Koenig recommends we “reinstate a sharper definition of spirituality that
retains its historical grounding in religion” (2008:10). In Koenig’s opinion,
linking spirituality with religious practice sidesteps the problem of subjectivity when trying to define spirituality (14). In his view, we should focus more
on spiritual experience in religious participation for reasons of definability
in biomedical studies. However, linking spirituality with religious participation neglects to focus on the subjective experience of spirituality.
Emphasizing religion in an approach to spirituality raises important
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questions regarding transcultural application. Religion, like spirituality,
is a term that has enormous definitional problems (Smith 1998). Linking
spirituality with religious participation also disqualifies many experiential
aspects of spirituality from study. This approach downplays spiritual diversity within religious communities, and prevents researchers from understanding the impact that unique spiritual orientations have on health.
This link also potentially disqualifies experiences of spirituality that resist
categorization in religiosity, such as those who identify as ‘spiritual but not
religious’ (Ammerman 2013).

Incorporating Concepts in the Social Sciences
and Humanities
When assessing the impact that spirituality has on health, it is necessary to establish an approach to subjective spirituality that incorporates
lived spiritual experience. Theorists in the social sciences and humanities
have underscored the importance of subjective experience in research. They
have also provided the conceptual framework to critique both biomedical
objectivity and rationalistic epistemologies. These approaches can be utilized to define a holistic approach to spirituality, allowing researchers to cut
through many of the theoretical limitations inherent in rationalistic, objectivity-based paradigms.
There has been an effort in the health sciences to utilize both qualitative and quantitative research to assess spirituality and health (Francis and
Taylor 2013). This approach is exemplified in ethnography, where the author
can unite abstract theory with the visceral lived experiences of those being studied. First-person accounts of subjective experience bring the reader
closer to the primacy of lived experience. Emphasizing visceral experience
underscores the irrational elements of subjectivity. It also demonstrates the
deficiencies of rationalistic theories as complete paradigms for epistemologies (Kirmayer 1992).
Ethnographic accounts utilize (among others) the concepts of embodiment, metaphor theory, and performance. These concepts attempt to approach aspects of experience that biomedicine has trouble theoretically accommodating by focusing on the social, irrational and performative
dimensions of subjective experience. For instance, patient illness narratives become an important metric for delivering competent care in clinical practice (Kleinman 1988). These concepts aid clinicians in establishing
an approach to spirituality that accesses elements of subjective experience
through narrative. This approach can enable researchers to usefully conceptualize spirituality for use in biomedical research.
Metaphor theory contributes to a holistic approach to spirituality by providing a way to conceptualize subjective meaning-making. Metaphor theory
provides insight into the primacy of bodily derived meaning. It does this by
analyzing the ways in which meaning is generated in subjective experience
(Kirmayer 2002). Researchers have investigated the ways in which human
beings learn and derive meaning though the process of metaphorically linking one domain of perception with another related domain (Kirmayer 2002;
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Slingerland 2004). Through this system of metaphor making, comprehensive psychological links are made between diverse elements of experience.
These diverse elements comprise significant elements of subjective experience, including dimensions of spiritual experience.
Another useful concept for assessing subjective experience is the concept of embodiment. Embodiment contributes to constructing a holistic
approach to subjective spirituality by exploring the links between cultural factors and how they become biological integrated (Scheper-Hughes and
Lock 1987). Kirmayer (1992) explains that "we never see reality directly but
through the formative influence of our social conceptions of reality" (p. 341).
These conceptions have an impact on health. Regarding spirituality, Fields
asserts that to study health, we must understand ways in which the body
is understood (2001:11). Fields underscores primal elements of embodied
being and their importance in spiritual experience (ibid.). The concept of
embodiment allows researchers to comprehend how subjective experience
is influenced by diverse cultural elements, and how these elements come to
affect the body.
Another useful concept derived from ethnography is performance. The
concept of performance in anthropological literature addresses ways in
which ritualistic participation symbolically acts out transformative cultural elements (Kapchan 1995). These participatory symbolic transformative
events can have spiritual dimensions, such as religious rituals (Csordas 1997;
Csordas and Lewton 1998). This participation in symbolic transformation
allows researchers to approach symbolic constructions of self-identity, and
to understand the roles that individuals adopt and play in social contexts.
This approach integrates with embodiment, narrativity, and metaphor theory as ways to articulate subjectivity. This integration adds depth to a holistic
approach to subjective dimensions of spirituality.

Biomedical Theory and Spirituality
A relationship has been demonstrated between religiosity and health outcomes in empirical research (Hill and Pargament 2003; Koenig 2008). For
this reason, biomedical literature increasingly recognizes the importance
of spirituality in health outcomes (Koenig 2008). This connection points to
the need for more sophisticated research concerning spirituality and health
from a biomedical perspective. However, before a connection between spirituality and health can be definitively established, criticisms of the biomedical paradigm must be addressed.
Critics question the ability of objectivity to serve as a complete paradigm
for knowledge. Biomedicine prefers to assume an objective paradigm as
normative and authoritative. However, as Schrodinger puts it, “‘[t]he part
that scientists remove is themselves as conscious knowing subjects.’” This
is problematic because “‘the object is affected by our observation. You cannot obtain any knowledge about an object while leaving it strictly isolated’”
(Boyd 2001:14). Further complications result when unquestioned objective
knowledge becomes normalized as common sense. Over time, this unquestioned objective knowledge becomes synonymous with ‘reality’ (14-15).
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Daston argues that scientific objectivity possesses a moral economy. By
this, Daston means that scientists selectively approach evidence and objects
of study that serve an agenda (Daston 1995:23). As Brown puts it, “science in
its current form is itself a culturally constructed category, simultaneously
incorporating both scientific approaches and a variety of core sensibilities
about the nature of the material world” (Brown 2012: 276). The resulting
moral economy affects what comes to be defined as ‘objective,’ and therefore frames the way in which science approaches subjective states, including
spirituality. This construction of objectivity is then internalized by people
as common sense, eventually becoming synonymous with reality. These
assumptions affect the ability of the biomedical establishment to approach
spirituality as a valid domain for healing.
Another obstacle in biomedical approaches to spirituality is the problem
of subjective experience. Biomedical institutions often neglect subjective
aspects of spiritual experience in health research in favor of objective approaches that treat the body in isolation from subjective experience (LaFleur
1998). When subjectivity is neglected, patient experience is potentially lost
in the moral economy of authoritative scientific objectivity. Regarding biomedical approaches to the mind, “[t]he dominant representational theories
of meaning employed in medicine, psychiatry, anthropology, and cognitive
sciences have tended to consider only those aspects of thought that conform
to the rationality of an ideal, disembodied mentality” (Kirmayer 1992:325).
Kirmayer goes on to say that “[a]ny theory of meaning that hopes to address the experience of illness must give due weight to the primacy of the
body not as a vehicle for thought but as itself a vehicle for thinking, feeling,
and acting” (Kirmayer 1992:325). The same can be said of subjective spiritual
experience. This is what Kleinman asserts when he draws attention to the
assumption in biomedicine that illness experience is not as clinically important as objective, biological categories of disease (1988), even though it
may dominate psychological perception (Scarry 1985). This subservience of
subjective experience to biomedical authority can be extended to spirituality
as well. This impacts the ways in which biomedicine can perceive a connection between spirituality and health.
Alternative medicine literature criticizes the conception of the body as an
object of inquiry in biomedicine, preferring holistic models of mind/body/
soul unity (Fields 2004; Mckee 1988). Biomedical authority denies the validity of these critiques and their resulting alternative approaches as pseudoscientific, and thus invalid. While sometimes well founded, this relegation of
alternative approaches points to the authority that biomedicine possesses to
shape conceptions of health and illness in the contemporary world. Without
challenging these assumptions, spirituality and health research risks relegation to pejorative pseudoscientific categories.
What much of this critique suggests is that biomedicine is theoretically
able to assess spirituality in biomedical research, but cannot due to the moral
economy of science that fears an anti-material approach to health. However, researchers need not assume an anti-materialist approach to spirituality
and health. For instance, Leder and Krucoff (2011) suggest a biomedical approach that utilizes an ‘authentic materialism,’ by which is meant a materi-
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alism beyond what biomedicine currently accepts as a basis for medical care.
This authentic materialism aims at integrating healing domains into more
effective treatments (861). Leder and Krucoff go on to say that “we need an
enhanced emphasis on the embodied experience of the patient, the physical
environments in which treatment unfolds, and the material things we use as
agents of healing” (ibid.). This approach provides the framework for a holistic
approach to spirituality in biomedicine. It also has the potential to utilize
concepts in the social sciences and humanities to better incorporate subjective spiritual experience into biomedical research.
Analysis of scientific objectivity in biomedicine must include an assessment of the cumulative aim of scientific knowledge. Hanna asserts that
“[s]cience progresses when higher levels of communicative discourse’’ are
reached. This higher level of discourse requires a refining of objectivity
(2004:339). Thus, objectivity is not a static concept, but one that is continually reinterpreted. This approach widens the limits of biomedical theory
such that biomedicine can explore spirituality as part of the dynamic subjective experience of the patient. An emphasis on subjective experience can
facilitate a higher communicative discourse to build an authentic objective
materialism (Hanna 2004; Leder and Krucoff 2011). None of these approaches require a denial of scientific biomedicine, but rather turn the attention to
methods of integration. This helps bring a holistic approach to spirituality in
dialogue with objective scientific discourse.
Given that science operates by attempting to construct objectivity, and
recognizing that what is considered valid research topics – and thus what
constitutes objectivity and ‘the real’ – are situated in the moral economy of
science, researchers ought to utilize qualitative methods to pave the way for
novel research topics and designs. This will expand what constitutes objectivity in scientific investigation by overcoming the limitations of the moral
economy of science, expanding what is quantifiable and testable.

Conclusion
A thorough approach to assessing the impact of spirituality on health
must incorporate subjective spiritual orientation. Qualitative concepts like
embodiment, metaphor, and performance add context to subjective spiritual experience. This enables subjective categories of spiritual experience to
be accessible to biomedical research. A biomedical approach that integrates
elements of subjective spiritual experience helps researchers comprehend
connections between spirituality and health. Incorporating subjectivity into
biomedical research also challenges the accepted research norms of biomedicine. Spirituality and health research benefit from a reconceptualization of
what constitutes valid research in the biomedical paradigm. Biomedicine
can take an approach of authentic materialism to overcome issues generated
by the moral economy of science so that the impact that spirituality has on
health can be adequately assessed.
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to nobody, too
Ariel Berry

Ph.D. in Creative Writing
Department of English
Western Michigan University
ariel.e.berry@wmich.edu

i

am reading poetry in the bathtub
again,
as if those cold sweet plums
or that red wheelbarrow
could take away the sharpness
of your absence
running through me
like thread through a needle
or a needle through my skin
—which is it?
i sense the element of blank
after loving you,
from what i’ve tasted of desire
she walks in beauty, like the night
and wakes to new periods
of pain—
then a formal feeling comes
and along with it age,
i have not been as others were
as the water adds time
to my hands
and softens the words i’m holding
i put my pretense away, but
the words remain,
walking a little behind me:
these come to me days and nights
and go from me again
the water grows cold
like the plums,

as i pretend to forget and smile
as i remember and am sad
and so i read poetry
in the bathtub
a coping mechanism,
a defense—
like an arched cat, threatened
with hairs on end.
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The Light
Acrylic on Canvas
Gauri Manohari Narendra
Rajamanohar Kowsalya
Master’s Student in Engineering Management
Department of Industrial and Entrepreneurial
Engineering and Engineering Management
Western Michigan University
g.narendrarajamanoharkowsalya@wmich.edu

Description:
The Light — Signifies the simplicity behind the concept of light that many people fail to embrace and
admire. This painting shows a terracotta lamp used
in India from ancient times. A cotton wick burns
with the help of the oil poured into the lamp to give a
serene yellow light. The light from the sun, the light
from a camp fire, the street lights, the light from a
humble study lamp or the light from grand chandeliers; all have the same purpose. It illuminates and it
enables us to see the world as it is. This simplicity and
unbiased harmony of “Light” is an unnoticed quality that is similar to the hidden quality of humanity
and brotherhood. No matter where we come from,
we all stand for one purpose, which is love, peace,
brotherhood and co-existence. Boundaries between
countries were made for the ease of geographic studies. The color of skin or hair were just biological adaptations of human cells. Do not identify yourself
with these simple parameters. Identify yourself as
a member of the human race which, like the light
is supposed to be harmonious to be capable of great
things to make the world as it should be. Respect the
differences we share and keep pushing forward togethe. Be the Light.
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Small Seeds Still Bloom
Watercolor and Ink
Casey Slager
Master of Arts in Counseling Psychology
Department of Counselor Education and
Counseling Psychology
Western Michigan University
casey.j.slager@wmich.edu

Reflections
Description:
The world can seem bleak, and, especially now,
it is vital that we each find ways to spread love,
joy and creativity as best we can. As a counseling psychology student, part of my work will
be to help people to plant their own seeds. This
picture represents the impact of small efforts on
the world.

Photography
Stephanie R. Robbitt
Ph.D. in Counselor Education
Department of Counselor Education and
Counseling Psychology
Western Michigan University
stephanie.r.bobbitt@wmich.edu
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Unmasked
Acrylic on Canvas
Ariel Berry
Ph.D. in Creative Writing
Department of English
Western Michigan University
ariel.e.berry@wmich.edu

Description:
This painting shows someone after they have
taken off their mask, in this case a “smiling” paper bag. As a graduate assistant, here at WMU I
have taught undergraduate courses and I know
how important it is to understand what my students might be feeling. Many of them are going
through terrible situations I never would have
guessed had they not confided in me. With this
in mind, I try to treat all my students with kindness and respect, and give them grace when they
need it. “Unmasked” has been posted previously
on social media but not published online or in
print.
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Solo
Photography
Marc J. Scott
Master of Arts in Secondary Science Education
Mallinson Institute for Science
Western Michigan University
marc.j.scott@wmich.edu

Description:
Digital photograph of a lone desert nomad on a
camel near the pyramids at Meroe, Sudan.
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Sweet Expectation
Photography

Melissa Rosario

Master of Arts in Educational Technology
Department of Educational Leadership,
Research and Technology
Western Michigan University
melissaodette.rosarioperez@wmich.edu

Description:
As we all know pregnancy is a long and sweet
waiting to meet that beloved being. In the case of
Patricia her wait has been distressing because the
loss of two pregnancies and now she is expecting
twins. In this picture, we can see her eyes towards
the horizon, where she reflects the anguish that
has passed but at the same time doubts of celebrating her double happiness.
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Reflection of Humanity
Pencil Drawing
Srikanth Baratom
Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Department of Industrial and Entrepreneurial
Engineering
Western Michigan University
baratomsrikanth@gmail.com

Description:
A happy school-going girl who is warmhearted try to help people within in her capabilities. Once she saw a poor kid who is waving his
hands to school children showing his interest
to school. Hence, the girl tried to get admission in her school for the poor kid. Finally, she
got admission after so many hurdles. This art
shows the happiness of girl that her dream was
achieved and showing the poor kid on a rusted
mirror that how he looks with uniform. Thus,
you can see the reflection of humanity in the
mirror. Here the reflection of humanity is happiness in their faces.
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